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INTRODUCTION

COUNTY BY COUNTY IN OHIO GENEALOGY is a revision of the book last printed in 1978. This publication lists Ohio genealogical materials available at the State Library of Ohio for each Ohio county. It serves as a guide to the Ohio resources including 14,000 volumes and 15,000 microforms in the non-circulating genealogy collection.

A big note of appreciation is extended to Doris Henderhan, Word Processing Center and Barb Baileys, Desktop Production. These people have spent numerous hours inputting and proofreading this publication.

STATE LIBRARY OF OHIO GENEALOGY COLLECTION

The Genealogy Section of the State Library is located at 65 S. Front Street, Room 308, Columbus, OH 43266-0334, (614) 644-6966.

The open stack collection is available for research during library hours from Monday-Thursday, 8-5 and Friday, 9-5.

The genealogy collection consists of a broad spectrum of resources including census microfilms and indexes, vital records, family genealogies, and county histories. The strongest component of the collection is the Ohio material with additional coverage for the 17 states that preceded Ohio into statehood, in particular, Virginia, Maryland, Kentucky, and Pennsylvania.

LIMITED RESEARCH SERVICE

For patrons unable to visit the library, the department offers limited research service via correspondence. Our letter policy allows the staff to check one family name in one Ohio county. Letters should be brief with a stamped, self-addressed, legal-sized envelope enclosed. Indexed, alphabetical sources will be checked. The patron is notified of search results. If photocopying of materials is necessary, the patron is informed of the costs and sent a Certificate of Copyright Compliance. Upon receipt of the signed compliance form and fees, the photocopies are sent. Photocopying fees are $1.00 for one to five pages and 20¢ for each additional page.
DIRECTIONS TO THE STATE LIBRARY

The Genealogy Section of the State Library of Ohio is in Room 308 of the Ohio Departments Building at 65 South Front Street, Columbus, Ohio.

From the South: I-71 North to I-70 East. Exit at Front Street (Exit 100A). Turn left onto Front Street.

From the North: I-71 South to I-670 to 315 South. Exit at Long Street. Right at Marconi Blvd. Left at Main Street. Left at Front Street.

From the West: I-70 East. Exit at Front Street (Exit 100A). Turn left onto Front Street.

From the East: I-70 West. Exit at Fourth Street (Exit 100B). Continue straight on Fulton Street for 3 blocks to Front Street. Turn right onto Front Street.

PARKING

1. Parking lots and garages on South Front Street.

2. Parking meters on Front and State Streets and Civic Center Drive.

3. City Center (Shopping mall) parking garage. Enter at Third Street (closest garage to library), Rich, and Main Streets.
Ohio Counties & County Seats
SELECTED STATEWIDE OHIO SOURCES

RESEARCH/RESOURCE GUIDES

Bell, Carol Willsey, OHIO GUIDE TO GENEALOGICAL SOURCES, 1988, (GEN F 490 .B438 1988x)

GUIDE TO LOCAL GOVERNMENT RECORDS AT THE OHIO UNIVERSITY LIBRARY, 1989, (GEN JK 5549 .R43 O35x)


Ohio Historical Society, ABSTRACT OF OHIO COUNTY RECORDS INVENTORY, 1803 THROUGH 1977, (microfilm) (016.9771 Oh32a)

Ohio Historical Society, DIRECTORY OF HISTORICAL ORGANIZATIONS IN OHIO, (GEN F 486 .D57x)

Ohio Historical Society, OHIO NEWSPAPER MICROFILM CATALOG, 1991, 5 microfiches, (GEN PN 4897 .03 O42 1991x)

Ohio Historical Society, OHIO SURNAME INDEX, 1928-1936 compiled, (64 reels microfilm)


CEMETERY

Immel, Paul, CEMETERIES IN THE STATE LIBRARY OF OHIO'S GENEALOGY COLLECTION NOT LISTED IN THE BOOK OHIO CEMETERIES, (Uncatalogued)


OHIO CEMETERY RECORDS EXTRACTED FROM THE "OLD NORTHWEST" GENEALOGICAL QUARTERLY, 1984, (GEN F 490 .O3525 1984x)

CENSUS

Accelerated Indexing Systems, EARLY OHIO CENSUS RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .J27)


Harshman, Lida Flint, INDEX TO THE 1860 FEDERAL POPULATION CENSUS OF OHIO, 1979, 2 vols., (GEN F 490 .H37)

Jackson, Ronald Vern, EARLY AMERICAN SERIES, EARLY OHIO, 1779-1789, (GEN F 495 .E37 1980x)

OHIO 1880, 1900, 1910, 1920 SOUNDSEX AND MIRACODE INDEX, (microfilm)


Ohio Family Historians, INDEX TO THE 1850 FEDERAL POPULATION CENSUS OF OHIO, 1972, (GEN F 495 .O35)


Ohio Library Foundation, 1820 FEDERAL POPULATION CENSUS OHIO INDEX, 1964, (GEN F 490 .O367)

Wilkens, Cleo Goff, INDEX TO 1840 FEDERAL POPULATION CENSUS OF OHIO, 1975, 4 vols. in 1, (GEN F 490 .W67 1975x)

GEOGRAPHY


Fitak, Madge R., PLACE NAMES DIRECTORY:

NORTHEAST OHIO, (GEN F 489 .F57x)
SOUTHEAST OHIO, (GEN F 489 .F573x)
SOUTHERN OHIO, (GEN F 489 .F5732 1986x)

Jenkins, Warren, OHIO GAZETTEER AND TRAVELER'S GUIDE 1839, (GEN F 489 .J54 1839x)


Overman, William D., OHIO TOWN NAMES, 1958, (GEN F 489 .O8x)

LAND

Auditor of State, OHIO LANDS, A SHORT HISTORY, 1987 (Uncatalogued)

Bell, Carol Willsey, OHIO LANDS: STEUBENVILLE LAND OFFICE 1800-1821, (GEN F 490 .B452 1983)


Clark, Marie Taylor, OHIO LANDS, CHILlicothe LAND OFFICE, 1984, (GEN F 490 .C53 1984x)


Dolle, Mrs. Percy A., GEOGRAPHICAL ORIGINS OF EARLY OHIOANS AS SHOWN IN LAND OFFICE RECORDS, (GEN F 495 .D65x)

MILITARY


District #4, WPA, ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO OHIO OFFICIAL ROSTER MEXICAN WAR, 1846-1848, (GEN E 409 .A46 1985x)

LIST OF PENSIONERS ON THE ROLLS, OHIO, JANUARY 1, 1883, Indexed separately under GEN E 255 .P49 1987x, (GEN E 255 .L57 1988x)

Miller, Phyllis Brown, INDEX TO THE GRAVE RECORDS OF SERVICEMEN OF THE WAR OF 1812 STATE OF OHIO, 1988, (GEN F 490 .I54 1988x)


Ohio Adjutant General's Office, ROSTER OF OHIO SOLDIERS IN THE WAR OF 1812, (GEN E 359.5 .O2 O3)


Phillips, W. Louis, INDEX TO OHIO PENSIONERS OF 1883, (GEN E 255 .P49 1987x)


**TAX**

Craig, Robert D., *Resident Proprietors of the Connecticut Western Reserve, an Ohio Tax List of 1804*, (GEN F 497 .W5 C72x)


**MISCELLANEOUS**


Bell, Carol Wilsey, *Ohio Wills and Estates to 1850: An Index*, (GEN F 490 .B44x)


Cunningham, Miriam L., *Every Name Index: Together with Abstracted Items of Genealogical Interest Found in Ohio Legislature 1787-1806*, (GEN F 495 .C86x)


Gilkey, Elliot, *Ohio Hundred Year Book: A Handbook of the Public Men & Public Institutions, 1787-1901*, (GEN F 491 .G475)


Ohio Genealogical Society, OHIO GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY NEWSLETTER, 1970--., (GEN CS 42 .O33x)

Ohio Genealogical Society, OHIO RECORDS AND PIONEER FAMILIES, quarterly periodical, 1960--., (GEN F 490 .O39)

Ohio Genealogical Society, THE REPORT, quarterly periodical, 1970--., (GEN CS 42 .O34)

OHIO MORTALITY SCHEDULES, 1850 Hamilton-Wyandot Counties only; 1860 all Ohio Counties; 1880 Adams-Geauga Counties only, (microfilm)


ADAMS COUNTY

Organized: 1797
County Seat: West Union 45693

Parent County: Hamilton

ATLAS

Caldwell's Illustrated Historical Atlas of Adams County, Ohio 1797-1880 (Reprinted 1974), (GEN G 1398 .A2 A7 1974x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 11, Reel No. 3)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

Adams County Genealogical Society, ADAMS COUNTY, OHIO,

- Bratton Township Cemeteries, (GEN F 497 .A2 B72 1985x)
- Brush Creek Township Cemeteries, (GEN F 497 .A2 B78 1986x)
- Franklin Township Cemeteries, (GEN F 497 .A2 A353x)
- Green Township Cemeteries, (GEN F 497 .A2 A34x)
- Jefferson Township Cemeteries, (GEN F 497 .A2 A343x)
- Liberty Township Cemeteries, (GEN F 497 .A2 L52 1985x)
- Meigs Township Cemeteries, (GEN F 497 .A2 A356)
- Monroe Township Cemeteries, (GEN F 497 .A2 A343x)
- Oliver Township Cemeteries, (GEN F 497 .A2 A357x)
- Scott Township Cemeteries, (GEN F 497 .A2 A345x)
- Spring Township Cemeteries, (GEN F 497 .A2 A359x)
- Tiffin Township Cemeteries, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .A2 T55x)
- Winchester Township Cemeteries, (GEN F 497 .A2 A3593x)


CEMETERY RECORDS, ADAMS COUNTY, OHIO, (microfilm)

Colletta, Lillian and Leslie E. Puckett, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS OF CHERRY FORK CEMETERY, ADAMS COUNTY, OHIO, AND GENEALOGICAL GLEANINGS, 1964, (GEN F 497 .A2 C6x)


DAR, CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS, MISCELLANEOUS VOLUME II, (Cover title), (GEN F 490 .M572x)

Rayburn, Elsie E., CEMETERIES OF SOUTHERN OHIO (Cover title), Indexed, (GEN F 490 .C45x)
CENSUS MICROFILM
1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS
Adams County Genealogical Society, CHURCH RECORDS OF ENON CHURCH NEAR
EVERTONVILLE, ADAMS COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A2 C48 1989x)

BIBLE RECORDS OF ADAMS COUNTY, OHIO (microfilm)

DAR, CHURCH RECORDS, PEACH MOUNTAIN CHURCH, ADAMS COUNTY, OHIO
1840-1895, (GEN F 497 .A2 S33x)

Dole, C. Russell, NOTES ON FIVE PIONEER FAMILIES OF SPRIGG TOWNSHIP,
ADAMS, COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A2 D65x)

Eckel, Edna W., BRUSH CREEK REFORMED PRESBYTERIAN (COVENANTER)
CHURCH, 10p, (GEN F 497 .A2 E35x)

Jones, D.T., VINTONIA VOLUME VIII, (Cover title), (GEN F 497 .A2 J66x)

A LIST FOR THE MAYHILL BRANCH OF THE BRUSH CREEK CHURCH AND OF THE
GERMAN BAPTIST OR DUNKARD DENOMINATION 1882, (GEN F 497 .A2 L57 1988x)

Rayburn, Elsie E., ADAMS COUNTY, OHIO BIBLE RECORDS, (GEN F 497 .A2 R38x)

Rayburn, Elsie E., BIBLE RECORDS CONNECTED WITH ADAMS COUNTY, OHIO AND
LEWIS COUNTY, KENTUCKY, (GEN F 497 .A2 R382x)

Short, Hester, HISTORY OF THE FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF WINCHESTER,
OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A2 S45 1989x)

HISTORIES
Adams County History Book Committee, ADAMS COUNTY, OHIO HISTORY, 1989,
(GEN F 497 .A2 A32 1989x)

Craig, Robert D., ADAMS COUNTY: OHIO HISTORY, CEMETERIES, MARRIAGES, 1963,
(GEN F 497 .A2 C724)

Evans, N:ison W. and Emmons B. Stivers, A HISTORY OF ADAMS COUNTY, OHIO,
1900 (Reprinted 1975), 946p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .A2 E9 1975x) (Also on
microfilm, Collection No. 81, Reel No. 26)

Kelley, Stephen, LANDMARKS OF WEST UNION, OHIO, 1980, (GEN F 499 .W463 K44)

SCHOOL MEMORIES OF ADAMS COUNTY RETIRED TEACHERS, 1976, 59p,
(GEN F 497 .A2 A33x)

Sellman, W. M., PIONEER HISTORY OF WINCHESTER, ADAMS COUNTY, OHIO
SESQUICENTENNIAL 1815-1965, 73p, (GEN F 499 .W75 S4)

Thompson, Carl N., THOMPSON'S HISTORICAL COLLECTIONS OF ADAMS COUNTY,
OHIO, 1982, 499p, Indexed separately, (GEN F 497 .A2 T46x)
**MARRIAGES**

Adams County Genealogical Society, SOME MARRIAGE RECORDS OF ADAMS COUNTY, OHIO, 1797-1894, VOL. 1, 1988, (GEN F 497 .A2 S66 1988 v. 1)


Rayburn, Elsie E., EARLY MARRIAGE RECORDS OF ADAMS COUNTY, OHIO 1799-1900, 3 vols., (GEN F 497 .A2 R39x)

Rayburn, Elsie E., EARLY MARRIAGE RECORDS OF ADAMS COUNTY, OHIO SUPPLEMENT TO VOLS. 2 & 3, (GEN F 497 .A2 R39lx)

**MISCELLANEOUS**


Adams County Genealogical Society, ADAMS COUNTY, OHIO PROBATE COURT JOURNAL ABSTRACTS, GUARDIANSHIP AND ADMINISTRATOR'S BONDS, VOL. III, 1855-1859, (GEN F 497 .A2 A36x)

Adams County Genealogical Society, ADAMS COUNTY, OHIO PROBATE COURT JOURNAL ABSTRACTS, VOL. V, 1852-1879, (GEN F 497 .A2 A362x)


Adams County Genealogical Society, 1850 CENSUS,

FRANKLIN TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .A2 E435x)
GREEN TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .A2 E44x)
LIBERTY TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .A2 L522 1987x)
MEIGS TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .A2 E445x)
MONROE TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .A2 E45x)
SPRIGG TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .A2 E48 1987x)
TIFFIN TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .A2 T552 1987x)


Adams County Genealogical Society, 1870 CENSUS,

JEFFERSON TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .A2 J43x)
LIBERTY TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .A2 L523 1984x)
MANCHESTER TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .A2 E555 1983x)
SCOTT TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .A2 E57x)
SPRIGG TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .A2 A35x)
TIFFIN TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .A2 E573 1982x)
WINCHESTER TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .A2 E58 1985x)

Adams County Genealogical Society, MINI-TRAILS TO FINDING ADAMS COUNTY ANCESTORS, 1982, (GEN F 497 .A2 M5 1982x)

Adams County Genealogical Society, PLACE NAMES, PAST AND PRESENT, IN ADAMS COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A2 P52x)


Colletta, Lillian and Leslie E. Puckett, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS OF CHERRY FORK CEMETERY, ADAMS COUNTY, OHIO, AND GENEALOGICAL GLEANINGS, 1964, (GEN F 497 .A2 C6x)

DAR, EARLY VITAL RECORDS OF OHIO, DAILY SCHOOL REGISTER OF JAMES M. EBRITE, (GEN F 497 .A2 D22)

Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

Slaughter, Raymond D., INDEX 1880 CENSUS ADAMS COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A2 S52 1985x)

Slaughter, Raymond D., INDEX 1900 CENSUS, ADAMS COUNTY, OHIO, 1985, (GEN F 497 .A2 S522 1985x)

T.L.C. Genealogy, ADAMS COUNTY, OHIO DEEDS,

1797-1806, (GEN F 497 .A2 A325 1990x)


VIRGINIA MILITARY SURVEYS ADAMS COUNTY, OHIO, 1 reel (microfilm)
ALLEN COUNTY

Organized: 1820
County Seat: Lima
45801
Parent County: Shelby

ATLAS

Harrison, R. H., ATLAS OF ALLEN COUNTY, OHIO, 1880, (GEN G 1398 .A4 H3 1880x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 120, Reel No. 35)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

DAR, BIBLE AND CEMETERY RECORDS OF ALLEN COUNTY, OHIO, 3 vols., (GEN F 497 .A4 B42x)

DAR, CEMETERY RECORDS OF THE CAIRO WEST SIDE CEMETERY OR HARPSTER CEMETERY, (GEN F 497 .A4 C47x)

Stemen, Thomas F., THE SALEM MENNONITE CHURCH CEMETERY RECORDS, ROWS 1-19, (GEN F 497 .A4 S73x)

Wagner, Charles W., MISCELLANEOUS CEMETERY RECORDS OF ALLEN, LICKING, HARDIN, MADISON, PICKAWAY, AND VINTON COUNTIES, (GEN F 497 .A15 W33x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1830-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

DAR, BIBLE AND CEMETERY RECORDS OF ALLEN COUNTY, OHIO, 3 vols., (GEN F 497 .A4 B42x)

DAR, BIBLE RECORDS OF FAYETTE, PICKAWAY, AND ALLEN COUNTIES, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A15 D37x)

1836-1936 ST. MATTHEWS CENTENNIAL, 1936, (GEN BX 8076 .S5 S7x)

HISTORIES


HISTORY OF ALLEN COUNTY, OHIO, 1885, 824p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .A4 H6) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 129, Reel No. 38)

Miller, Charles C., HISTORY OF ALLEN COUNTY, OHIO, 1906, 872p, (GEN F 497 .A4 M6) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 237, Reel No. 70)

PORTRAIT AND BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD OF ALLEN AND VAN WERT COUNTIES, 1896, (microfilm, Collection No. 250, Reel No. 75)

Rusler, William, STANDARD HISTORY OF ALLEN COUNTY, OHIO, 1921, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .A4 R9)
Winter, Nevin O., HISTORY OF NORTHWEST OHIO, 1917, 2276p, 3 vols.,
(GEN F 497 .A15 W7)

Wood, Helen W., THE NAMING OF ALLEN COUNTY: THE STORY OF COLONEL JOHN

MARRIAGES

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS, ALLEN COUNTY, OHIO, 1831-1864, (GEN F 497 .A4 M37x)

MISCELLANEOUS

James, Peggie S., ORIGINALS LAND ENTRIES OF ALLEN COUNTY, OHIO,
(GEN F 497 .A4 J3)

Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)
ASHLAND COUNTY
Organized: 1846
County Seat: Ashland
44805
Parent Counties: Wayne, Richland, Huron, Lorain

ATLAS
Ashland County Chapter, OGS, 1897 LAND OWNERSHIP MAP BY F.L. NIEDERHEISER, COUNTY SURVEYOR, 1988, (GEN F 497 .A7 E43 1988x)
Caldwell, J.A., CALDWELL'S ATLAS OF ASHLAND COUNTY, OHIO, 1874 (Reprinted 1974), (GEN G 1398 .A6 C3 1973) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 50, Reel No. 16)

Cemetery and Death Records
DAR, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS ASHLAND COUNTY, OHIO, 4 vols. reprinted in 1, 1979, (GEN F 497 .A7 D38x)

Census Microfilm
1850-1920

Histories
Bailey, Rae, OLD KEYS, AN HISTORICAL SKETCH OF CLEAR CREEK TOWNSHIP, ASHLAND COUNTY, OHIO, AND OF SAVANNAH, THE TOWNSHIP'S ONLY VILLAGE, 1941, (GEN F 499 .C54 B2)
Baughman, Abraham J., A CENTENNIAL BIOGRAPHICAL HISTORY OF RICHLAND AND ASHLAND COUNTIES, OHIO, 1901 (Reprinted 1979), 831p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .R5 B29 1979x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 19, Reel No. 5)
Baughman, Abraham J., HISTORY OF ASHLAND COUNTY, 1909, (GEN F 497 .A7 B3 1977x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No 20, Reel No. 5)
Hill, George W., HISTORY OF ASHLAND COUNTY, OHIO, 1880, 465p, (GEN F 497 .A7 H6) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 124, Reel No. 36)

Marriages
DAR, MARRIAGES RECORDS ASHLAND COUNTY, OHIO 1846-1865, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .A7 M37x)

13 20
MISCELLANEOUS

Ashland County Chapter, OGS, ASHLAND COUNTY, OHIO RESEARCH AID,

#1, HANOVER TOWNSHIP, 1984, (GEN F 497 .A7 H35x)
#2, GREEN TOWNSHIP, 1985, (GEN F 497 .A7 G73x)
#3, LAKE TOWNSHIP, 1986, (GEN F 497 .A7 L34 1986x)
#4, RUGGLES TOWNSHIP, 1986, (GEN F 497 .A7 R84 1986x)
#6, MOHICAN TOWNSHIP, 1988, (GEN F 497 .A7 M64 1988x)


Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)
ASHTABULA COUNTY

Organized: 1808

County Seat: Jefferson

Parent Counties: Trumbull, Geauga

ATLAS

ASHTABULA COUNTY ATLAS, 1905, (GEN G 1398 .A7 A83 1905x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 276, Reel No. 83)

Ashtabula County Genealogical Society, INDEX ATLAS OF ASHTABULA COUNTY, OHIO, 1874, 1981, (GEN F 497 .A73 I63x)

Lake, D.J., ATLAS OF ASHTABULA COUNTY, 1874 (microfilm, Collection No. 187, Reel No. 60)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

Ashtabula County Genealogical Society, CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS, ASHTABULA COUNTY, OHIO, VOL. 1, 1977, (GEN F 497 .A73 C45 1977)

Baldwin, Her--y R., OLDEST INSCRIPTIONS, WITH REVOLUTIONARY AND WAR OF 1812 RECORDS, OF THE CEMETERIES OF OHIO AND PENNSYLVANIA, (GEN F 490 .O5x)

Bowman, Paul Mrs., (DAR) CEMETERIES OF GENEVA, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A73 B68x)

DAC, BIBLE, CEMETARY, AND LEGAL RECORDS Ashtabula County, Ohio, (GEN F 497 .A73 D38x)

DAR, ASHTABULA COUNTY, OHIO, CEMETARY INSCRIPTIONS, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .A73 A7x)

DAR, ASHTABULA COUNTY, OHIO, OBITUARIES, (GEN F 497 .A73 O24x)

Hall, Mary E., READING CEMETERIES IN ASHTABULA COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A73 H35x)

Hawkins, Mary, COMPiled INDEX FOR SEVEN CONNEAUT, OHIO AREA CEMETERIES, 1989, (GEN F 497 .A73 M38 1989x)

Holcomb, F. E., RECORD OF DEATHS IN ASHTABULA COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A73 H64x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

Ashtabula County Genealogical Society, BIBLE RECORDS, 3 vols., (GEN F 497 .A73 B53)
DAC, BIBLE, CEMETERY, AND LEGAL RECORDS Ashtabula County, Ohio, (GEN F 497 .A73 H38x)

DAR, CHURCH RECORD BOOK EXTRACTS, REGULAR BAPTIST CHURCH, CHERRY VALLEY, ASHTABULA COUNTY, OHIO, Feb. 13, 1830-Jan. 12, 1878, (GEN F 497 .A73 C38x)

Hall, Mary E., READING CEMETERIES IN ASHTABULA COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A73 H35x)

HISTORIES


BIOGRAPHICAL HISTORY OF NORTHEASTERN OHIO EMBRACING THE COUNTIES OF ASHTABULA, TRUMBULL AND MAHONING, 1893, 735p, (GEN F 497 .A73 B62) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 35, Reel No. 11)


Williams, William W., HISTORY OF ASHTABULA COUNTY, OHIO, 1878, 256p, (GEN F 497 .A73 W7) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 302, Reel No. 90)

MARRIAGES

Ashtabula County Genealogical Society, INDEX TO MICROFILM OF MARRIAGE RECORDS, 1811-1900, (GEN F 497 .A73 I54 1990x)

DAR, ASHTABULA COUNTY MARRIAGES, RECORDS FROM NEWSPAPERS, 1853-1869, 1985, (GEN F 497 .A73 A75 1985x)

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS, ASHTABULA 1811-1865, (GEN F 497 .A73 M37x)

MISCELLANEOUS

Ashtabula County Genealogical Society, BIRTH REGISTRATION AND CORRECTION INDEX OF ASHTABULA COUNTY, OHIO, 1980, (GEN F 497 .A73 A67x)

Ashtabula County Genealogical Society, BIRTH REGISTRATIONS AND CORRECTIONS, 9 reels (microfilm)


Ashtabula County Genealogical Society, ORIGINAL ESTATE RECORDS, ASHTABULA COUNTY, OHIO, Docket #'s 001-00231, 01-51, 055-346, and 00167, 2 reels (microfilm)
DAC, BIBLE, CEMETERY, AND LEGAL RECORDS Ashtabula County, Ohio,
(GEN F 497 .A73 D38x)

Hall, Mary E., READING CEMETERIES IN ASHTABULA COUNTY, OHIO,
(GEN F 497 .A73 H35x)

Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)
ATLANTA

Organized: 1805

County Seat: Athens

Parent County: Washington

ATLAS


Fletcher, Marvin and Beverly Schumacher, INDEX TO THE ATLAS OF ATHENS COUNTY, OHIO 1875 and 1905, 1980, (GEN G 1398 .A8 F43x)

Lake, D. J., ATLAS OF ATHENS COUNTY, OHIO, 1875 (Reprinted 1973), (GEN G 1398 .A8 L3 1875x)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

Bowman, Mary L., SOME TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS OF SOUTHWEST ATHENS COUNTY, OHIO, Vols. 1-6, (GEN F 497 .A8 B68)


Greiner, Grace Jeffers, CEMETARY RECORDS OF CARTHAKE, LODI, AND ROME TWPS., ATHENS COUNTY, BOOK TWO, 1988, 1989, (GEN F 497 .A8 G73x v.2)


Harris, Barbara, DEATH RECORDS OF WHITE FUNERAL HOME, COOLVILLE, OHIO, 1903-1987, 1990, (GEN F 497 .A8 H3 1990x)

Howard, Scotty L. and Lcraine, TRIMBLE TOWNSHIP (ATHENS COUNTY) CEMETARY, (GEN F 497 .A8 H69x)

VOL. I BEECH GROVE AND MAXWELL
VOL. II GLOUSTER AND DAVIS WITH SELECTED FAMILY HISTORIES

McVey, Owen and Faye, GREENLAWN CEMETARY AND GREENLAWN MEMORY GARDENS CEMETARY, YORK TOWNSHIP, ATHENS COUNTY, OHIO, CEMETARY INSCRIPTIONS, 1987, (GEN F 497 .A8 M38 1987x)

Schumacher, Beverly, editor, CLARKS CHAPEL CEMETARY INSCRIPTIONS, ATHENS COUNTY, OHIO, 1924, (GEN F 497 .A8 C56 1984)

Schumacher, Beverly and Barbara Harris, DEATH RECORDS OF HUGHES FUNERAL HOME, ATHENS, OHIO, 1986, (GEN F 497 .A8 S382 1986x)

Schumacher, Beverly and Rita Levering, INDEX TO ATHENS COUNTY, OHIO DEATH RECORDS, 1867-1908, 1989, (GEN F 497 .A8 S384 1989x)

Schumacher, Beverly and Marvin Fletcher, MARSHFIELD/NEW MARSHFIELD CEMETARY INSCRIPTION, ATHENS COUNTY, OHIO, 1981, (GEN F 497 .A8 S38x)


CENSUS MICROFILM
1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

HISTORIES
Blower, James G., ATHENS COUNTY, TRIMBLE TOWNSHIP, OHIO, 1974, (GEN F 499 .T74 B57)


Hildreth, S., MEMOIRS OF THE EARLY PIONEER SETTLERS OF OHIO, 1852, (GEN F 490 .H64)


HISTORY OF CHAUNCEY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A8 H57x)


Schumacher, Beverly and Mary L. Bowman, ATHENS COUNTY FAMILY HISTORY -- 1987, (GEN F 497 .A8 S37 1987x)

Tipton, J. C., ATHENS COUNTY CENTENNIAL SOUVENIR EDITION, MESSENGER AND HERALD, 1797-1897, 1985, 102p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .A8 T5 1985x)


Walker, Charles M., WALKER'S HISTORY OF ATHENS COUNTY, OHIO, 1869, 600p, Indexed separately, (GEN F 497 .A8 W1x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 300, Reel No. 90)

Whiteman, Jane, SURNAME INDEX TO THE HARRIS HISTORY BY C. H. HARRIS, (GEN F 497 .A8 H372x)

MARRIAGES
DAR, ATHENS COUNTY MARRIAGE RECORDS 1805-1865, (GEN F 497 .A8 A83x)
Fletcher, Marvin and Beverly Schumacher, MARRIAGE RECORDS ATHENS COUNTY, OHIO,

1865-1880, (GEN F 497 .A8 M258x)
1881-1895, (GEN F 497 .A8 M26 1982x)
1906-July 1913, (GEN F 497 .A8 M37 1986x)

MISCELLANEOUS


Bleich, Mildred A. and Mary A. Davis, ATHENS COUNTY OBITUARIES,

JANUARY 1, 1900 THRU DECEMBER 31, 1909, (GEN F 497 .A8 B583 1988x)
JANUARY 1, 1910 THRU DECEMBER 31, 1919, (GEN F 497 .A8 B583 1990x)
JANUARY 1, 1920 THRU DECEMBER 31, 1924, (GEN F 497 .A8 B39 1991x)
JANUARY 1, 1928 THRU DECEMBER 31, 1935, (GEN F 497 .A8 B54 1987x)


Bowman, Mary L., AN INDEX TO THE VETERAN'S MILITARY GRAVE REGISTRATION CARD FILE OF THE ATHENS COUNTY RECORDER'S OFFICE, 1988, (GEN F 497 .A8 B583 1991x)

DAR, EARLY WILLS OF ATHENS COUNTY, (GEN F 497 .A8 C76x)


Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)


Schumacher, Beverly and Marvin Fletcher, ATHENS COUNTY, OHIO INDEX TO THE 1870 FEDERAL CENSUS, 1984, (GEN F 497 .A8 S381 1984x)

Schumacher, Beverly, INDEX TO ATHENS COUNTY, OHIO ESTATE RECORDS 1805-1914, 1988, (GEN F 497 .A8 S385 1988x)

AUGLAIZE COUNTY

Organized: 1848

County Seat: Wapakoneta 45895

Parent Counties: Allen, Mercer

ATLAS

ATLAS OF AUGLAIZE COUNTY, OHIO, 1880, (GEN G 1398 .A9 H68 1880x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 173, Reel No. 56)

ATLAS OF AUGLAIZE COUNTY, OHIO, 1898, (GEN G 1398 .A9 A7 1898x)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

Auglaize County Chapter, OGS, AUGLAIZE COUNTY, OHIO CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS, 1989, (GEN F 497 .A9 A93x)

  VOLUME I, BOOK 1--CLAY, GOSHEN, & PUSHETA TOWNSHIPS
  VOLUME I, BOOK 2--UNION & WAYNE TOWNSHIPS
  VOLUME II, BOOK 1--DUCHOUQUET TOWNSHIP--GREENLAWN CEMETERY
  VOLUME II, BOOK 2--DUCHOUQUET TOWNSHIP (cont'd) & MOULTON TOWNSHIP

DAR, OHIO CEMETERY RECORDS FOR AUGLAIZE, HIGHLAND, AND MERCER COUNTIES, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A15 O34x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1850-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS


HISTORIES


(Also on microfilm, Collection No. 251, Reel No. 76)

Simkins, Joshua D., EARLY HISTORY OF AUGLAIZE COUNTY, 1901 (microfilm, Collection No. 277, Reel No. 83)

Sutton, Robert, HISTORY OF AUGLAIZE COUNTY, OHIO, 1880, (GEN F 497 .A9 S9) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 289, Reel No. 85)
Williamson, C. W., HISTORY OF WESTERN OHIO AND AUGLAIZE COUNTY, 1905 (Reprinted 1974), 860p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .A9 W5 1974x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 303, Reel No. 91)


MISCELLANEOUS


Montgomery County Chapter, OGS, INDEX TO AUGLAIZE COUNTY CERTIFICATE OF NATURALIZATIONS, 1858-1872, (GEN F 497 .A9 157x)
BELMONT COUNTY

Organized: 1810

County Seat: St. Clairsville

Parent Counties: Jefferson, Washington

ATLAS


CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

Main, Mr. and Mrs. Carl, BELMONT COUNTY INSCRIPTIONS, WEGEE CEMETERY, MEAD TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .B4 M34x)


CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

HISTORIES


Caldwell, John A., HISTORY OF BELMONT AND JEFFERSON COUNTIES, OHIO, 1880 (Reprinted 1976), 611p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .B4 C34x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 49, Reel No. 16)

CENTENNIAL SOUVENIR BARNESVILLE, OHIO, 45p, (GEN F 499 .B27 C45x)


Laughlin, Emma E., PLACE NAMES OF BELMONT COUNTY, OHIO, 1941, 41p, (GEN F 497 .B4 L28x)


SUNSET HEIGHTS BICENTENNIAL HISTORY: 200th ANNIVERSARY OF INDEPENDENCE, "SPIRIT OF '76" 1776-1976, (GEN F 497 .B4 S9)


MARRIAGES

BELMONT COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGES 1825-1850, 2 reels (microfilm)

Main, Mr. and Mrs. Carl, BELMONT COUNTY MARRIAGES 1803-1816, 17p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .B4 B44x)

MISCELLANEOUS


BELMONT COUNTY, OHIO WILLS, Books A-F, 1810(?)-1839, 2 reels (microfilm)

DAR, WILLS, DEEDS, AND LAND RECORDS FROM CUYAHOGA PORTAGE CHAPTER DAR, (GEN F 497 .B4 W55x)


Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)
BROWN COUNTY

Organized: 1818
County Seat: Georgetown
45121

Parent Counties: Adams, Clermont

ATLAS

ATLAS OF BROWN COUNTY, OHIO 1876, (GEN G 1398 .B7 L3 1876) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 189, Reel No. 60)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

Colletta, Lillian, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS OF BROWN COUNTY, OHIO, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .B8 C64x)
Craig, Robert D., BROWN COUNTY, OHIO CEMETERIES, 2 vols. in one, (GEN F 497 .B8 C72x)
DAR, CEMETERY RECORDS FOR BROWN, CUYAHOGA, MADISON, MEDINA, LORAIN, AND SHELBY COUNTIES, (GEN F 497 .A15 S55x)
DAR, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS, BROWN COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .B8 T65x)
Wilson, Linda H., CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS OF BROWN COUNTY, OHIO BOOK 1, 1977, (GEN F 497 .B8 W54)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

DAR, SHORT HISTORY OF NEW HARMONY CHURCH AND VICINITY, (GEN F 497 .B8 S5x)

HISTORIES

BROWN COUNTY, OHIO HISTORICAL HIGHLIGHTS, (GEN F 497 .B8 B76x)
HISTORY OF BROWN COUNTY, OHIO, 1883 (Reprinted 1973). Indexed, (GEN F 497 .B8 H6 1973x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 130, Reel No. 38)
Thompson, Carl No., HISTORICAL COLLECTIONS OF BROWN COUNTY, OHIO, 1969, 1340p, (GEN F 497 .B8 T46)

MARRIAGES

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS, BROWN COUNTY, BOOKS A-R, 3 vols., (GEN F 497 .B8 B75x)

MARRIAGES PERFORMED BY SQUIRE THOMAS SHELDON, ABERDEEN, OHIO, 1822-1955, (GEN F 497 .B8 M37x)

**MISCELLANEOUS**


Powell, Esther W., *EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS*, (GEN F 490 .P68)
BUTLER COUNTY

Organized: 1803
County Seat: Hamilton
45011

Parent County: Hamilton

ATLAS

ATLAS OF BUTLER COUNTY, OHIO 1875, (GEN G 1398 .B8 E9 1875x)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

DAR, BUTLER COUNTY CEMETERY RECORDS, WILLs, AND MARRIAGE RECORDS, 1 reel (microfilm)
Lyons, Richard G., BUTLER COUNTY, OHIO, CALVARY CEMETERY GRAVE INSRIPTIONS, (GEN F 497 .B9 L96 1987x)
Stroup, Hazel, BUTLER COUNTY CEMETERY AND CHURCH RECORDS, Vols. 1-12, (GEN F 497 .B9 S76 1900z)
Stroup, Hazel, BUTLER COUNTY, OHIO, CEMETERY RECORDS SUPPLEMENT, VOLUMES I-VII, (GEN F 497 .B9 S76 1900z Suppl.)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS


HISTORIES

Bartlow, Bert S., ed., CENTENNIAL HISTORY OF BUTLER COUNTY, OHIO, 1905, 989p, (GEN F 497 .B9 C3) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 17, Reel No. 4)
Bartlow, Bert S., HISTORY OF PIONEER ASSOCIATION, (GEN F 532 .F8 B27x)
Cone, Stephen D., HISTORY OF HAMILTON, OHIO, 2 vols., (GEN F 499 .H2 C7)
A HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHICAL CYCLOPAEDIA OF BUTLER COUNTY, 1882 (Reprinted 1971), 666p, Indexed separately, (GEN F 497 .B9 H7 1971x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 128, Reel No. 37)
McBride, James, PIONEER BIOGRAPHY, BUTLER COUNTY, OHIO, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .B9 M2) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 222, Reel No. 66)
MEMOIRS OF THE MIAMI VALLEY, 1919, 3 vols. in 5, (GEN F 497 .M64 M45x)
MEMORIAL RECORD OF BUTLER COUNTY, OHIO, 1894, 442p, (GEN F 497 .B9 M5)
(Also on microfilm, Collection No. 231, Reel No. 68)

Smith, William E., HISTORY OF SOUTHWESTERN OHIO, THE MIAMI VALLEYS, 1964,
3 vols., (GEN F 497 .M64 S5)

Thompson, Carl N., TREASURES OF PISGAH AND LEVANNA, OHIO, 1966,
(GEN F 499 .P5 T45)


MARRIAGES

Craig, Robert D., BUTLER COUNTY MARRIAGES, 1803-1823, (GEN F 497 .B9 C73x)

DAR, BUTLER COUNTY, OHIO CEMETERY RECORDS, WILLS, AND MARRIAGE
RECORDS, 1 reel (microfilm)

DAR, EARLY MARRIAGES, BUTLER COUNTY 1824-1847, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .B9 E37x)

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS, BUTLER COUNTY 1803-1817, (GEN F 497 .B9 B87x)

EARLY MARRIAGE RECORDS OF BUTLER COUNTY, OHIO 1803-1847, 1 reel (microfilm)

MISCELLANEOUS

Butler County Chapter, OGS, BUTLER COUNTY, OHIO PROBATE RECORDS 1803-1850 AN
INDEX, (GEN F 497 .B9 B875 1990x)

DAR, BUTLER COUNTY, OHIO CEMETERY RECORDS, WILLS, AND MARRIAGE RECORDS.
1 reel (microfilm)

Hacking, Anne, EARLY BUTLER COUNTY, OHIO WILL ABSTRACTS, 1803-1847, 1989,
(GEN F 497 .B9 H34 1989x)

Heiss, Willard, CENSUS OF 1807, BUTLER COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .B9 H44x)

Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 497 .B9 H44x)

(GEN F 497 .B9 M53 1991x)
CARROLL COUNTY

Organized: 1833

County Seat: Carrollton

Parent Counties: Columbiana, Harrison, Jefferson, Stark, Tuscarawas

ATLAS

ILLUSTRATED HISTORICAL ATLAS OF CARROLL COUNTY, OHIO 1874 (Reprinted 1979), (GEN G 1398 .C2 H3 1979x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 117, Reel No. 35)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS


DAR, OHIO CEMETERY AND BIBLE RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .D3895x)

DAR, TWELVE OHIO COUNTIES CHURCH AND CEMETERY RECORDS (Cover title), 124p, (GEN F 497 .A15 S364x)

Powell, Esther Weygandt, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS AND FAMILY RECORDS OF CARROLL COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .C2 P68x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1840-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS


Powell, Esther Weygandt, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS AND FAMILY RECORDS OF CARROLL COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .C2 P68x)

HISTORIES


COMMEMORATIVE BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD OF HARRISON AND CARROLL COUNTIES, OHIO 1891 (Reprinted 1977), 1150p, (GEN F 497 .C2 C65 1977x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 62, Reel No. 19)


MARRIAGES

MISCELLANEOUS

Bell, Carol Willsey, CARROLL COUNTY, OHIO 1833 TAX LIST, 1980, 44p, (GEN F 497 .C2 B45x)


CHAMPAIGN COUNTY

Organized: 1805
County Seat: Urbana
43078

Parent Counties: Greene, Franklin

ATLAS

Champaign County Chapter, OGS, AN ATLAS OF CHAMPAIGN COUNTY LANDMARKS, 1987, (GEN F 497 .C4 R54 1987x)

Saxbe, William B., Jr., LANDOWNERS IN CHAMPAIGN COUNTY, OHIO 1874, An Index to the ATLAS OF CHAMPAIGN COUNTY, OHIO by Starr & Headington, 1981, (GEN F 497 .C4 S32x)

Starr, J. W., ATLAS OF CHAMPAIGN COUNTY 1874 (microfilm, Collection No. 280, Reel No. 83)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

Burnham, Maria D., MISCELLANEOUS DEATHS OCCURRING IN UNION AND CHAMPAIGN COUNTIES, (GEN F 497 .U5 B87x)

DAR, CEMETERY RECORDS OF CHAMPAIGN COUNTY, OHIO, Vols. 1-6, (GEN F 497 .C4 C45x)

DAR, HUMPHREY'S FUNERAL RECORDS, CHAMPAIGN COUNTY, OHIO, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .C4 D383x)

Moore, Denise, CHAMPAIGN COUNTY RECORDS, (GEN F 497 .C4 M65x)

CEMETERY RECORDS OF ADAMS AND JOHNSON TOWNSHIP, 1982, Part 1
CEMETERY AND CHURCH RECORDS OF MAD RIVER AND JACKSON TOWNSHIP, 1984, Part 2
CEMETERY RECORDS OF CONCORD AND JACKSON TOWNSHIP, 1984, Part 3

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

DAR, CHAMPAIGN COUNTY PIONEER FAMILIES, (GEN F 497 .C4 C42 1983x)

DAR, FAMILY AND BIBLE-RECORDS CHAMPAIGN COUNTY, OHIO, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .C4 F35x)

DAR, FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH RECORDS, URBANA, CHAMPAIGN COUNTY, OHIO, 1979, (GEN F 497 .C4 D74x)

DAR, METHODIST CHURCH RECORDS, CHAMPAIGN COUNTY, 4 vols., (GEN F 497 .C4 M47x)

DAR, MISCELLANEOUS RECORDS, CHAMPAIGN COUNTY, OHIO, 1981, (GEN F 497 .C4 D42x)
DAR, OHIO BIBLE RECORDS, 1970, (GEN F 497 .A15 S45x)

Hooker, Malcolm D., HISTORY OF PRESBYTERIANISM IN CHAMPAIGN COUNTY 1802-1953, (GEN BX 8947 .03 H66x)

Moore, Denise, CHAMPAIGN COUNTY RECORDS, CEMETERY AND CHURCH RECORDS OF MAD RIVER AND JACKSON TOWNSHIP, PART 2, 1984, (GEN F 497 .C4 M65x pt.2)

HISTORIES

Antrim, Joshua, HISTORY OF CHAMPAIGN AND LOGAN COUNTIES, 1872, 460p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .L8 A6) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 10, Reel No. 3)

A CENTENNIAL BIOGRAPHICAL HISTORY OF CHAMPAIGN COUNTY, OHIO, 1902 (microfilm, Collection No. 56, Reel No. 17)

HISTORY OF CHAMPAIGN COUNTY, OHIO, 1881, 902p, (GEN F 497 .C4 H6) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 131, Reel No. 38)

Middleton, Evan P., HISTORY OF CHAMPAIGN COUNTY, OHIO, 1917, 2 vols, (GEN F 497 .C4 M52x)

URBANA AND CHAMPAIGN COUNTY, 1941, 147p, (GEN F 499 .U7 W7)

MARRIAGES

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS CHAMPAIGN COUNTY 1849-1864, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .C4 M37x)

MISCELLANEOUS

CHAMPAIGN COUNTY, OHIO DEEDS Books A-O, Q, S, U, W, Y (microfilm)

CHAMPAIGN COUNTY, OHIO DEEDS INDEX, 1806-77, 2 reels (microfilm)

CHAMPAIGN COUNTY, OHIO WILLS, 2 reels (microfilm)

DAR, REVOLUTIONARY ANCESTORS LISTS ALPHABETIZED CHAPTERS AND MEMBERS OHIO, (GEN E 202.5 .02 A5 1957x)


Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

Saxbe, William B., Jr. and Anita Short, INDEX TO CHAMPAIGN COUNTY, OHIO WILLS AND ADMINISTRATIONS, 1806-1850, (GEN F 497 .C4 S29x)

CLARK COUNTY
Organized: 1818
County Seat: Springfield
43078
Parent Counties: Champaign, Greene, Madison

ATLAS
Everts, L. H. & Co., ATLAS OF CLARK COUNTY, OHIO, 1875,
(GEN G 1398 .C4 E8 1875x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 93, Reel No. 29)
Lake, D. J., ATLAS OF CLARK COUNTY, 1870 (microfilm, Collection No. 190, Reel No. 60)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS
Boy Scout Troop 17, MEDWAY CEMETERY LISTING, CLARK COUNTY, OHIO, 1987,
(GEN F 497 .C5 M4 1987x)
DAR, CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS, MISCELLANEOUS VOLUME II, (Cover title),
(GEN F 490 .M572x)
DAR, CEMETERY RECORDS AND BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION ON REVOLUTIONARY
SOLDIERS BURIED IN CLARK COUNTY, OHIO (GEN F 497 .C5 D23x)
DAR, CEMETERY RECORDS MAD RIVER TOWNSHIP, CLARK COUNTY, OHIO, 1816-1987,
(GEN F 497 .C5 H86 1988x)
DAR, ROSTER AND BURIAL PLACE OF THE DECEASED VETERANS OF ALL WARS
FROM CLARK COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .C5 D28x)

CENSUS MICROFILM
1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS
BETHEL BAPTIST CHURCH HISTORY, 1822-1972, (GEN F 497 .C5 H27x)
DAR, OHIO BIBLE RECORDS, 1970, (GEN F 497 .A15 S45x)
Friends of The Library Genealogical Research Group, EARLY CLARK COUNTY, OHIO
FAMILIES VITAL STATISTICS, 5 vols., (GEN F 497 .C5 E37)
WINDOW REFLECTIONS OF THE METHODIST CHURCH, CATAWBA, OHIO,
(GEN F 497 .C5 N43x)

HISTORIES
A BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD OF CLARK COUNTY, OHIO, 1902, 824p, (GEN F 497 .C5 B6)
(Also on microfilm, Collection No. 38, Reel No. 12)
CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION OF SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, 1901, 296p, (GEN F 499 .S7 S7)
HISTORY OF CLARK COUNTY, OHIO, 1881 (Reprinted 1975), 1085p, Indexed,
(GEN F 497 .C5 H65 1975x)
HISTORY OF SOUTHWESTERN OHIO, THE MIAMI VALLEYS, 1964, 3 vols.,
(GEN F 497 .M64 S5)

PORTRAIT AND BIOGRAPHICAL ALBUM OF GREENE AND CLARK COUNTIES, 1890, 924p,
(GEN F 497 .G7 P8) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 249, Reel No. 74)

Reeder, Albert, SKETCHES OF SOUTH CHARLESTON, OHIO, 1910, 39p,
(GEN F 499 .S75 R3x)

Rockell, William M., TWENTIETH CENTURY HISTORY OF SPRINGFIELD AND CLARK COUNTY OHIO, 1908 (Reprinted 1976), 1054p, Indexed separately,
(GEN F 497 .C5 R62 1976x)

Skinner, Herbert K., A SCRAPBOOK OF NEWSPAPER ARTICLES ON SPRINGFIELD HISTORY, 1967, (GEN F 499 .S7 S54x)

SPRINGFIELD AND CLARK COUNTY, OHIO, 1941, 136p, (GEN F 499 .S7 W7)

MARRIAGES

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS, CLARK COUNTY 1818-1865, 4 vols., (GEN F 497 .C5 M37x)

MISCELLANEOUS

DAR, COPY OF TAX DUPLICATE 1818 and 1819, CLARK COUNTY, OHIO, 57p,
(GEN F 497 .C5 S5x)

DAR, RECORD OF WILLS, CLARK COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .C5 M32x)

Jergens, Eugene Joseph, AN INDEX TO NATURALIZATION RECORDS FROM GREENE COUNTY, OHIO, 1831-1958 AND CLARK COUNTY, OHIO, 1820-1906, 1987,
(GEN F 497 .G7 J47 1987x)

Mills, Dorothy B., FRIENDSHIP QUILT, BACKGROUND OF HISTORY, 50p,
(GEN F 497 .C5 M55x)

Montgomery County Chapter, OGS, INDEX TO CLARK COUNTY HOME INFIRMARY RECORD NO. 1, 1836-1899, 1988, (GEN F 497 .C5 153 1988x no. 1)

Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

REVOLUTIONARY ANCESTORS LISTS ALPHABETIZED CHAPTERS AND MEMBERS,
(GEN E 202.5 .O2 A5 1957x)

Snodgrass, Anne Burgstaller, CLARK COUNTY, OHIO NEWSPAPER ABSTRACTS,
(GEN F 497 .C5 S66 1984x)

Vol. 1 - 1829-1832
Vol. 2 - 1833-1835
Vol. 3 - 1835-1836
Vol. 4 - 1837
CLERMONT COUNTY

Organized: 1800
County Seat: Batavia 45103
Parent County: Hamilton

ATLAS

ATLAS OF CLERMONT COUNTY, OHIO, 1891, (GEN G 1398 .C45 I.3 1891) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 192, Reel No. 60)

Whitt, Aileen M., CLERMONT COUNTY, OHIO--1870: ATLAS AND HISTORY, 1870 (Reprinted 1985), (GEN F 497 .C53 W442 1985x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 191, Reel No. 60)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS


DAR, MONUMENT INSCRIPTIONS PRIOR TO 1900 FROM CEMETERIES IN CLERMONT COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .C53 D38 1974)


Thomas, Margie, INDEX TO MONUMENT INSCRIPTIONS PRIOR TO 1900 FROM CEMETERIES IN CLERMONT COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .C53 T46 1990x)


CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

Barringer, Betty Jane, RECORDS OF REV. HEZEKIAH HILL (1833-1914), SUPPLY MINISTER FOR MT. ZION METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH, STONE-LICK TOWNSHIP, CLERMONT COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .C53 B37x)

DAR, BIBLE RECORDS, CLERMONT COUNTY, OHIO, 3 vols., (GEN F 497 .C53 D27x)

HISTORIES

HISTORICAL SOUVENIRS OF CLERMONT COUNTY, OHIO (Reprinted 1977),
(GEN F 497 .C53 H49 1977x) contains:

ENCYCLOPEDIC DIRECTORY & HISTORY OF CLERMONT COUNTY, OHIO by
Thirey and Mitchell, 1902
ATLAS OF CLERMONT COUNTY, OHIO by Labe and Gordon, 1891
A PIONEER PROFILE-FILM STRIP SERIES, EARLY DAYS OF CLERMONT COUNTY,
OHIO by Robert K. Slade, 1964

HISTORY OF CLERMONT COUNTY, OHIO, 1880 (Reprinted 1985), 557p, Indexed,
(GEN F 497 .C53 H57 1985x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 134,
Reel No. 40)

HISTORY OF SOUTHWESTERN OHIO, THE MIAMI VALLEYS, 1964, 3 vols.,
(GEN F 497 .M64 S5)

Smith, Alma A., MT. CARMEL AND SUMMERSIDE, OHIO FROM 1788 TO MODERN

Williams, Bryon, HISTORY OF CLERMONT AND BROWN COUNTIES, OHIO, 1913

MARRIAGES

Clermont County Genealogical Society, MARRIAGE RECORDS OF CLERMONT COUNTY,
OHIO 1800-1850, (GEN F 497 .C53 C5x)

Clermont County Genealogical Society, CLERMONT COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGES,

DAR, CLERMONT COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGE RECORDS, Vol. 1, 1810-1811, 1950,
(GEN F 497 .C53 D28x)

DAR, CLERMONT COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGE RECORDS, Vols. 3-8, 1821-1865,
(GEN F 497 .C53 D28x)

MISCELLANEOUS

Bancroft, Arthur P., GAZETTEER AND DIRECTORY OF CLERMONT COUNTY (microfilm,
Collection No. 15, Reel No. 4)

Bancroft, Royal J., SKETCHES OF REVOLUTIONARY SERVICE (CLERMONT COUNTY,
OHIO), 1901, (GEN F 497 .C53 B35 1989x)

DAR, REVOLUTIONARY SOLDIERS, ALPHABETIZED ANCESTRAL LISTS OF CHAPTERS,
DAR OF OHIO, 1958-1959, (GEN E 202.5 .02 A5 1957x)

Hirschauer, G. M., INDEX TO WILLS, 1800-1915, CLERMONT COUNTY, OHIO,
(GEN F 497 .C53 H5)

McCarthy, Barbara J., CLERMONT COUNTY INFIRMARY ADMITTANCE INDEX, 1862-1933,
(GEN F 497 .C53 M293 1988x)

McCarthy, Barbara J., CLERMONT COUNTY INFIRMARY DISCHARGES INDEX, 1860-1949,
(GEN F 497 .C53 C53 1987x)


MCPHERSON'S RURAL MAIL DIRECTORY OF CLERMONT COUNTY, OHIO 1932, 1933, 1934 (Reprinted 1985), (GEN F 497 .C53 M3 1985x)

Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)


CLINTON COUNTY
Organized: 1810
County Seat: Wilmington
Parent Counties: Highland, Warren

ATLAS
ATLAS OF CLINTON COUNTY, OHIO 1903, (GEN G 1398 .C5 H5 1903x)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS
DAR, CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS MISCELLANEOUS VOLUME OHIO, 1957-1958,
(GEN F 490 .M572x)
Genealogy Committee of The Clinton County Historical Society,
CEMETERY RECORDS OF
Mart, Larry, CLINTON COUNTY, OHIO NEWSPAPERS DEATH AND OBITUARY
ABSTRACTS, 1838 to 1867, 1973, (GEN F 497 .C55 M37x)

CENSUS MICROFILM
1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS
DAR, HISTORY OF THE CHURCHES OF BLANCHESTER, OHIO, 1940, 8p,
(GEN BR 555 .03 C73x)
QUAKER HISTORICAL COLLECTIONS, SPRINGFIELD FRIENDS MEETING 1808-1981, Near
Wilmington, Clinton County, Ohio, (GEN F 497 .C55 Q3 1981x)
Southern Ohio Genealogical Society, CENTERVILLE CHRISTIAN CHURCH, LEES CREEK,
OHIO, WAYNE TOWNSHIP, CLINTON COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .C55 C45 1988x)

HISTORIES
Brown, Albert J., HISTORY OF CLINTON COUNTY, OHIO, 1915 (Reprinted 1980), 967p,
Indexed, (GEN F 497 .C55 H5 1980x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 41, Reel No. 13)
Clinton County Historical Society, CLINTON COUNTY, OHIO 1982, Vol. 1, 416p, Indexed,
(GEN F 497 .C55 C556x)
HISTORY OF CLINTON COUNTY, OHIO, 1882 (Reprinted 1989), 1180p, Indexed,
(GEN F 497 .C55 H6 1989x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 135, Reel No. 40)
HISTORY OF SOUTHWESTERN OHIO, THE MIAMI VALLEYS, 3 vols., (GEN F 497 .M64 S5)
VILLAGE OF MARTINSVILLE, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .C55 K47x)
MARRIAGES

DAR, CLINTON COUNTY MARRIAGE RECORDS, 1810-1864, 2 vols.,
(GEN F 497 .C55 E27x)

DAR, SKETCH OF REV. NOBLE E. BENNET MARRIAGE RECORDS FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, WILMINGTON, OHIO, 1957, (GEN F 497 .C55 S58x)

MISCELLANEOUS

DAR, ABSTRACTS FROM "CLINTON REPUBLICAN," 1870, (GEN F 497 .C55 D28x)

DAR, ABSTRACTS OF GENEALOGICAL INTEREST FROM "CLINTON REPUBLICAN," July 19, 1866 THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 1868, (GEN F 497 .C55 W54x)

DAR, CHAPTERS OF DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION IN OHIO: ANCESTORS LISTS, 1957, (GEN E 202.5 .02 A5 1957x)


DAR, CLINTON COUNTY TAX LIST, CLARK TOWNSHIP, 1826, 1959, (GEN F 497 .C55 D29x)

Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

Turpin, Joan, REGISTER OF BLACK, MULATTO AND POOR PERSONS IN FOUR OHIO COUNTIES, 1791-1861, 1985, (GEN F 490 .T87 1985)
COLUMBIANA COUNTY

Organized: 1803
County Seat: Lisbon
Parent Counties: Jefferson, Washington

ATLAS
ATLAS OF COLUMBIANA COUNTY, OHIO 1870 and 1902 (Reprinted 1976), Indexed, (GEN G 1398 .C6 A74x) (1870 atlas also on microfilm, Collection No. 193, Reel No. 60)

Columbiana County Chapter, OGS, COMBINED ATLAS OF COLUMBIANA COUNTY 1841 AND 1860, 1984, (GEN F 497 .C6 C65 1984x)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS
Baldwin, H. R., OLDEST INScriptions, WITH REVOLUTIONARY AND WAR OF 1812 RECORDS, OF THE CEMeterIES OF OHIO AND PENNSYLVANIA, (GEN F 490 .05x)

CIVIL WAR VETERANS BURIED IN COLUMBIANA COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .C6 C58x)

Columbiana County Chapter, OGS, COLUMBIANA COUNTY, OHIO CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS, Vols. 1-17, Indexed separately by Millie Walter O'Dell, 1989, Vols. 1-14 only, (GEN F 497 .C6 O38x)

DAR, GUIDE TO VETERANS BURIED IN COLUMBIANA COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .C6 G84x)

DAR, MISCELLANEOUS OHIO CEMETERIES, Vol. 1, (GEN F 497 .A15 S33x)

DAR, OHIO CEMETERY AND BIBLE RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .D3895x)

DAR, TWELVE OHIO COUNTIES, OHIO CHURCH AND CEMETERY RECORDS, (GEN F 497 .A15 S364x)

CENSUS MICROFILM
1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS
Baldwin, Henry R., SOLDIERS, WIVES, WIDOWS, & MOTHERS OF COLUMBIANA COUNTY, OHIO AND ADJOINING COUNTIES IN OHIO AND PENNSYLVANIA IN THE FRENCH-INDIAN AND REVOLUTIONARY WARS, (GEN F 497 .C6 S64x)

Coffman, Dorothy Yoder, AN INDEX TO THE MINUTES OF AUGUSTA/SANDY SPRING MONTHLY MEETING, COLUMBIANA COUNTY, OHIO (1821 through 1825), 1988, (GEN F 497 .C6 C63 1988x)

Coffman, Dorothy Yoder, AN INDEX TO THE MINUTES OF NEW GARDEN MONTHLY MEETING, COLUMBIANA COUNTY, OHIO (1821 through 1825), 1988, (GEN F 497 .C6 C63 1989x)

DAR, COLUMBIANA FAMILIES, (GEN F 497 .C6 C64x)

DAR, FAMILY, CHURCH, BIBLE, RECORDS. COLUMBIANA, MAHONING, PORTAGE AND STARK COUNTIES, (GEN F 497 .A15 E37x)

DAR, FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF LISBON, COLUMBIANA COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .C6 F675)

DAR, MISCELLANEOUS OHIO CHURCH RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .M58x)


Smith, William W. HISTORY OF THE OAK RIDGE UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH 1849-1979, 1979 (GEN BX 9211 .O18 S64)

HISTORIES


Hunt, George D., HISTORY OF SALEM AND THE IMMEDIATE VICINITY, COLUMBIANA COUNTY, OHIO, 1898 (Reprinted 1976), 241p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .C6 H85x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 176, Reel No. 56)

Kunkle, George W., HISTORY OF HANOVER, COLUMBIANA COUNTY, OHIO, 1913, 191p, (GEN F 497 .C6 K85x)


MARRIAGES

Bell, Carol Willsey, COLUMBIANA COUNTY OHIO MARRIAGES 1800-1870 AND OTHER EVIDENCE OF MARRIAGES, 1990, (GEN F 497 .C6 B437 1990x)

DAR, EARLY MARRIAGE BONDS OF COLUMBIANA COUNTY, OHIO 1804-1835, (GEN F 497 .C6 M37x)

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS OF COLUMBIANA COUNTY, OHIO 1835-1848, (GEN F 497 .C6 M372x)


MISCELLANEOUS

Baldwin, Henry R., WILLS OF COLUMBIANA, MAHONING, AND TRUMBULL COUNTIES, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A15 B34x)

Bell, Carol Willsey, COLUMBIANA COUNTY, OHIO DEED ABSTRACTS, VOL. 1, 1803-1808, 1983, (GEN F 497 .C6 B38 1983x)

Bell, Carol Willsey, COLUMBIANA COUNTY, OHIO: 1870 CENSUS INDEX, 1980, (GEN F 497 .C6 B39x)

Bell, Carol Willsey, COLUMBIANA COUNTY, OHIO NEWSPAPER ABSTRACTS, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .C6 B44 1986)

Bell, Carol Willsey, COLUMBIANA COUNTY, OHIO RECORD OF WILLS, Vol. 6, 1880-1883, 1984, (GEN F 497 .C6 B435 1984 v. 6)

COLUMBIANA COUNTY, OHIO AREA KEY, 1977, (GEN F 497 .C6 F54x)

DAR, ABSTRACTS OF ALL THE WILLS, LETTERS OF ADMINISTRATION AND GUARDIANSHIP RECORDS IN PROBATE RECORD BOOKS 1, 2, 3 and 4 OF COLUMBIANA COUNTY, OHIO, 1958, (GEN F 497 .C6 F67x)

Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)
COSHOCTON COUNTY

Organized: 1810
County Seat: Coshocton
43812

Parent Counties: Muskingum, Tuscarawas

ATLAS

ATLAS OF COSHOCTON COUNTY, OHIO, 1872 (Reprinted 1981), Indexed, (GEN G 1398 .C7 L3 1981x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 194, Reel No. 60)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

Cordray, Mrs. Fred, BROOMSTICK CEMETERY, COSHOCTON COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .C7 C66x)

Coshocton County Chapter, OGS, COSHOCTON COUNTY CEMETERIES. (GEN F 497 .C7 C67x)

VOL. 1 MILLCREEK TOWNSHIP
VOL. 2 ADAMS TOWNSHIP

COSHOCTON COUNTY, OHIO CEMETERIES, MARRIAGES, WILLS. 1 reel (microfilm)

DAR, COSHOCTON COUNTY, OHIO DEATHS, 1867-1909. (GEN F 497 .C7 M32x)

DAR, TWELVE OHIO COUNTIES, (GEN F 497 .A15 S364x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS


Huprich, Donald B. and Jean B., ST. JOHN'S LUTHERAN CHURCH CEMETERY, NEW BEDFORD, COSHOCTON COUNTY, OHIO, 1984, (GEN F 497 .C7 S71 1984x)

Ohio Daughters of the Colonial Dames XVII Centur'y, BIBLE RECORDS FROM OHIO DAUGHTERS, (GEN F 490 .C64x)

White, Wava Rowe, ST. JOHN'S LUTHERAN CHURCH, NEW BEDFORD, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .C7 W44x)
HISTORIES

Bahmer, William J., CENTENNIAL HISTORY OF COSHOCTON COUNTY, OHIO, 1909, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .C7 B15) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 14, Reel No. 3)


Hunt, Norman N., HISTORY OF COSHOCTON COUNTY, OHIO, 1881 (Reprinted 1981), Indexed, (GEN F 497 .C7 H6 1981x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 125, Reel No. 36)


Hunt, William E., HISTORICAL COLLECTIONS OF COSHOCTON COUNTY, OHIO, 1876, 246p, Indexed separately in GEN F 497 .C7 H86 1964x, (GEN F 497 .C7 H9) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 125, Reel No. 36)


Nicholas, Samuel H., COSHOCTON COUNTY CENTENNIAL HISTORY 1811-1911, 1911 (Reprinted 1984), (GEN F 497 .C7 N53 1984x)

MARRIAGES

COSHOCTON COUNTY, OHIO CEMETERIES, MARRIAGES, WILLS, 1 reel (microfilm)

Hunter, Miriam C., MARRIAGES, COSHOCTON COUNTY, OHIO 1811-1930, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .C7 H93)

Meredith, Helen, MARRIAGES 1811-1837, WILLS 1811-1852, (GEN F 497 .C7 M47x)

MISCELLANEOUS

COSHOCTON COUNTY, OHIO BIRTHS 1867-1875, (GEN F 497 .C7 M29x)

COSHOCTON COUNTY, OHIO CEMETERIES, MARRIAGES, WILLS, 1 reel (microfilm)

Hunter, Miriam C. THE ONE-ROOM SCHOOLS OF COSHOCTON COUNTY, OHIO, 1974, 932p, (GEN LC 5147 .O3 H86)

Hunter, Miriam C., POSTAL HISTORY OF COSHOCTON COUNTY, 1805-1961 (with supplement and index), (GEN HE 6376 .A1 O35x)

INDEX TO NEWSPAPER OBITUARIES, COSHOCTON COUNTY, OHIO 1826-1908, (GEN F 497 .C7 C68x)

Meredith, Helen, MARRIAGES 1811-1837, WILLS 1811-1852, (GEN F 497 .C7 M47x)

Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)
CRAWFORD COUNTY

Organized: 1820

County Seat: Bucyrus

Parent County: Delaware

ATLAS

ATLAS OF CRAWFORD COUNTY, OHIO, 1855 (Reprinted 1983), (GEN G 1398 .C8 A74 1983x)

ATLAS OF CRAWFORD COUNTY, OHIO, 1907, (GEN G 1398 .C8 A74 1907x)

Gould, Hueston T., ILLUSTRATED ATLAS OF CRAWFORD COUNTY, 1873 (Reprinted 1974),
(GEN G 1398 .C8 G68 1974x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 103, Reel No. 31)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

Crawford County Chapter, OGS, CEMETERIES OF CRAWFORD COUNTY, OHIO, 3 vols.,
(GEN F 497 .C8 C28)

DAR, CEMETERY RECORDS OF CRAWFORD COUNTY, OHIO FRIENDS CHURCH,
MONNETT CHAPEL, 1953, (GEN F 497 .C8 P74x)

DAR, CRAWFORD COUNTY, OHIO, CEMETERY RECORDS, 1952, (GEN F 497 .C8 S73x)

DAR, MISCELLANEOUS OHIO CEMETERIES VOL. 1. (GEN F 497 .A15 S33x)

Shumaker, Carl E., INDEX OF BURIALS IN FAIRVIEW CEMETERY, (GEN F 497 .C8 I63x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1830-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

Crawford County Chapter of the OGS, FAMILIES OF CRAWFORD COUNTY, OHIO

Dapper, Paul, GERMAN LUTHERAN CHURCH MEMBERSHIP, 1980,
(GEN F 497 .C8 D36 1980x)

FIRST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH, GALION, OHIO, (GEN BX 8481 .G33 F57 1986x)

Fisher, David G., RECORDS OF FIRST ENGLISH EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH,
CRESTLINE, OHIO, 1854-1935, (GEN F 497 .C8 F56x)

Houyouse, Linda, PEACE EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CONGREGATION AT WINDFALL,
1833-1915, (GEN F 497 .C8 P42x)

Langjahr, Bertha, ST. JOHN'S EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH HISTORY, 150 YEARS
-- 1834-1984, (Separate Surname Index, same call number), (GEN BX 8076 .N49 S7 1984x)
NAZARETH LUTHERAN CHURCH, ST. RT. 4, CHATFIELD, OHIO (CRAWFORD COUNTY, OHIO), (GEN F 497 .C8 N39 1985x)

Short, Anita, OHIO BIBLE RECORDS CRAWFORD, DARKE, FAIRFIELD, MIAMI, MONTGOMERY, PICKAWAY, PREBLE, AND SHELBY COUNTIES, (GEN F 497 .A15 S543x)

HISTORIES

Arnold, Daniel G., ABOUT BUCYRUS, (GEN F 499 .B92 A85)

A CENTENNIAL BIOGRAPHICAL HISTORY OF CRAWFORD COUNTY, OHIO, 1902 (Reprinted 1987), 868p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .C8 C3 1987x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 57, Reel No. 17)

HISTORY OF CRAWFORD COUNTY AND OHIO, 1881 (Reprinted 1988), 1047p, Indexed, Also indexed on microfilm, (GEN F 497 .C8 H6 1988x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 136, Reel No. 41)


MOMENTS OF MEMORY: CHATFIELD COMMUNITY BICENTENNIAL CELEBRATION, 1976, (GEN F 497 .C8 C43x)


MARRIAGES

CRAWFORD COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGES 1831-1864, 1 reel (microfilm)

MISCELLANEOUS

Fisher, Jane, CRAWFORD COUNTY, OHIO PROBATE COURT RECORDS, (GEN F 497 .C8 F57x)

Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

Urwin, Stephen P., PAPERS PERTAINING TO THE MILITARY HISTORY OF CRAWFORD COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .C8 U78 1986x)
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CUYAHOGA COUNTY

Organized: 1808
County Seat: Cleveland
Parent County: Geauga

44113

ATLAS

ATLAS OF CUYAHOGA COUNTY, OHIO, 1874 (Reprinted 1976), Indexed separately in GEN F 497 .C9 153x, INDEX OF LANDOWNERS ABSTRACTED FROM ATLAS OF CUYAHOGA COUNTY, OHIO 1874, (GEN G 1398 .C9 L3 1976x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 195, Reel No. 60)

ATLAS OF CUYAHOGA COUNTY OUTSIDE CLEVELAND, 1903, (microfilm, Collection No. 18, Reel No. 4)


CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

Baldwin, H. R., OLDEST INSCRIPTIONS, WITH REVOLUTIONARY AND WAR OF 1812 RECORDS, OF THE CEMETERIES OF OHIO AND PENNSYLVANIA, (GEN F 490 .05x)


Cuyahoga West Chapter of OGS, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS AND OTHER RECORDS OF ST. ADELBERT'S CEMETERY, 1981, (GEN F 497 .C9 T646x)

DAR, CEMETERY RECORDS, BROWN, CUYAHOGA, MADISON, MEDINA, LORAIN AND SHELBY COUNTIES, (GEN F 497 .A15 S55x)

DAR, CEMETERY RECORDS OF CUYAHOGA COUNTY, OHIO 1952, 5p, (GEN F 497 .C9 D26x)

DAR, CUYAHOGA COUNTY, OHIO CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS, (GEN F 497 .C9 D38x)

DAR, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS OF BUTTERNUT RIDGE CEMETERY, CUYAHOGA COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .C9 T648x)

DAR, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS OF DENISON STREET CEMETERY, CUYAHOGA COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .C9 T647x)

DAR, TOMBSTONE RECORDS CHESTNUT GROVE (TURKEY FOOT) CEMETERY, CUYAHOGA COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .C9 T65x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

DAR, BIBLE AND FAMILY RECORDS, CUYAHOGA COUNTY, OHIO, 7 vols., (GEN F 497 .C9 D28x)
DAR, BIBLE & FAMILY RECORDS TYPED BY WESTERN RESERVE DAR,
(GEN F 497 .C9 D27x)

DAR, BIBLE RECORDS AND MARRIAGES OF CUYAHOGA COUNTY, OHIO AND
PICKAWAY COUNTY, OHIO AND WILLS OF DEFIANCE COUNTY, OHIO,
(GEN F 490 .B54x)

DAR, BIBLE RECORDS FOR CUYAHOGA COUNTY, OHIO, 1951,
(GEN F 497 .C9 D378x)

DAR, DATA COPIED FROM THE RECORDS OF THREE LAKEWOOD CHURCHES,
(GEN F 497 .C9 L66x)

DAR, INDEXES OF ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH RECORDS . . . (Cover title),
(GEN F 497 .C9 D385x)

Greater Cleveland Genealogical Society, ST. MALACHI CATHOLIC CHURCH, CLEVELAND,
OHIO, RECORDS OF MARRIAGES, DECEMBER 20, 1865-JUNE 28, 1899, 1976,
(GEN F 497 .C9 S72x)

Greater Cleveland Genealogical Society, ST. MALACHI CATHOLIC CHURCH INDEX TO
BAPTISMAL RECORDS OF VOL. 2, 1883-1886, (GEN F 497 .C9 S71x)

HISTORIES

ANNALS OF THE EARLY SETTLERS' ASSOCIATION OF CUYAHOGA COUNTY, 1880,
(GEN F 497.C9 E2)

Coates, William R., HISTORY OF CUYAHOGA COUNTY AND THE CITY OF CLEVELAND,
1924, 3 vols., (GEN F 497 .C9 C6)

DAR, EARLY DAYS OF LAKEWOOD, 1936, 107p, (GEN F 499 .L17 D3)

Harris, Mary E., PROUD HERITAGE OF CLEVELAND HEIGHTS, OHIO, 1966, 160p,
(GEN F 499 .C62 H3)

HISTORIC SITES OF CLEVELAND, OHIO, 1942, 739p, (GEN F 499 .C6 H5)

Johnson, Crisfield, HISTORY OF CUYAHOGA COUNTY, OHIO, 1879 (Reprinted 1984),
Indexed, 527p, (GEN F 497 .C9 J6 1984x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 179,
Reel No. 57)

Kennedy, James H., HISTORY OF THE CITY OF CLEVELAND, 1896, 585p,
(GEN F 499 .C6 K3) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 180, Reel No. 58)

McIntyre, Mrs. M. D., SERIES OF HISTORICAL SKETCHES OF EARLY LAKEWOOD, 1938,
13p, (GEN F 499 .L17 M35x)

MEMORIAL RECORD OF THE COUNTY OF CUYAHOGA AND CITY OF CLEVELAND,
(Also on microfilm, Collection No. 234, Reel No. 69)

Orth, Samuel P., HISTORY OF CLEVELAND, OHIO, 1910, 3 vols., (GEN F 499 .C6 O7)
(Also on microfilm, Collection No. 244, Reels No. 71 and 72)

Robinson, W. S., HISTORY OF THE CITY OF CLEVELAND, 1887, 501p,
(GEN F 499 .C6 R6) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 267, Reel No. 80)

Turner, James, THE HERITAGE OF PARMA HEIGHTS, OHIO, 1969, (GEN F 499 .P37 T87)


Whittlesey, Charles, EARLY HISTORY OF CLEVELAND, OHIO, 1867, 497p, (GEN F 499 .C6 W6) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 300, Reel No. 90)

Wilson, Ella, FAMOUS OLD EUCLID AVENUE OF CLEVELAND, 1937, Indexed, (GEN F 499 .C6 W55x)

MARRIAGES

Cuyahoga West Chapter, OGS, INDEX TO MARRIAGE LICENSE APPLICATIONS, CUYAHOGA COUNTY, OHIO, FEBRUARY 23, 1829 - AUGUST 1851, VOLUMES 1 THROUGH 6, 1985, (GEN F 497 .C9 O44 1985x)

DAR, BIBLE RECORDS AND MARRIAGES OF CUYAHOGA COUNTY, OHIO AND PICKAWAY COUNTY, OHIO AND WILLS OF DEFIANCE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 490 .B54x)

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS OF CUYAHOGA COUNTY, OHIO, 5 vols., (GEN F 497 .C9 C89x)

MISCELLANEOUS

CLEVELAND CITY DIRECTORY, 1861-62, (GEN F 499 .C6 A213x 1861-62)

Cuyahoga West Chapter, OGS, CUYAHOGA COUNTY, OHIO GENEALOGICAL RESEARCH GUIDE, 1989, (GEN F 497 .C9 O43 1989x)

DAR, CUYAHOGA COUNTY TAX LISTS: LAND AND PERSONAL, 1819-1825, (GEN F 497 .C9 C895x)

East Cuyahoga County Chapter, OGS, SURNAME INDEX, 1990, (GEN F 497 .C9 S87 1990x)


Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 P.68)


Wickham, Gertrude Van Rensselaer, MEMORIAL TO THE PIONEER WOMEN OF THE WESTERN RESERVE, 1896, (GEN F 497 .W5 W63)
DARKE COUNTY

Organized: 1809

County Seat: Greenville

Parent County: Miami

ATLAS

ATLAS OF DARKE COUNTY, OHIO 1857 (Reprinted 1976), (GEN G 1398 .D2 C5 1976)

ATLAS OF DARKE COUNTY, OHIO 1875 and 1888 (Reprinted 1973), (GEN G 1398 .D2 L3 1973x)
(Also on microfilm, Collection No. 196, Reel No. 60 and Collection No. 107, Reel No. 32)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

Baker, Jac, DEATH RECORDS OF DARKE COUNTY, OHIO ABSTRACTED FROM PROBATE COURT HOUSE RECORDS FOR


BROWN, JACKSON, AND WASHINGTON TOWNSHIPS, 1867-1908, (GEN F 497 .D2 B352 1989x)

WAYNE, PATTERSON, AND YORK TOWNSHIPS, 1867-1908, (GEN F 497 .D2 B36 1988x)

Berkheimer, Mrs. B. F., MORE CEMETERY RECORDS OF DARKE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .D2 B47x)

DAR, ADDITIONAL RECORDS OF TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS OF CEMETERIES IN DARKE COUNTY OHIO, (GEN F 497 .D2 F563x)

DAR, RECORDS OF SOME OLD CEMETERIES OF DARKE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .D2 F56x)

DAR, TWELVE OHIO COUNTIES, (GEN F 497 .A15 S364x)

Darke County Genealogical Society, FISHER-OLIVER FUNERAL HOME RECORDS, ANSONIA, OHIO, 1908 THROUGH 1939, 1988, (GEN F 497 .D2 F57 1988x)


Finton, Ken, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS DARKE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .D2 F652x)

Short, Mrs. Don, CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS OF DARKE COUNTY, OHIO, Vols. 1-6 (GEN F 497 .D2 S5)

Wilke, Katherine, NEWSPAPER DEATH RECORDS, DARKE COUNTY, OHIO 1850-1898, Vols. 1-4, (GEN F 497 .D2 W5)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

5557
FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

DAR, BIBLE RECORDS OF DARKE, MIAMI, AND MONTGOMERY COUNTIES, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A15 D32x)

DAR, CHURCH RECORDS, DARKE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .D2 B342 1985x)

DAR, DARKE COUNTY, OHIO RECORDS FROM THE FAMILY BIBLE OF ALANSON BROWN, FAMILY RECORDS OF GARST, STOLTZ, AND MENKE, (GEN F 497 .D2 D33x)

DAR, FAMILY RECORDS, DELAWARE COUNTY, OHIO, 1969, (GEN CS 68 .D38x)

DAR, OHIO BIBLE RECORDS, DARKE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .D2 D32x)

DAR, OHIO BIBLE RECORDS, DARKE COUNTY, OHIO, 4 vols., (GEN F 497 .D2 B34x)

DAR, OHIO CHURCH RECORDS, ST. PETER'S LUTHERAN CHURCH, 1984, (GEN F 497 .D2 B34 1985x)

DAR, RECORDS OF ST. VALBERT, ST. DENIS & HOLY FAMILY PARISHES, (Cover title), (GEN F 497 .D2 B343x)

DAR, TRINITY LUTHERAN CHURCH, Vols. 2 and 3 only, (GEN F 497 .D2 D38x)

Short, Anita, OHIO BIBLE RECORDS, (GEN F 497 .A15 S45x)

Short, Anita, OHIO BIBLE RECORDS CONCERNING THE FAMILIES OF CRAWFORD, DARKE, FAIRFIELD, MIAMI, MONTGOMERY, PICKAWAY, PREBLE, AND SHELBY COUNTIES, (GEN F 497 .A15 S543x)

HISTORIES

A BIOGRAPHICAL HISTORY OF DARKE COUNTY, OHIO, 1900 (Reprinted 1973), 758p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .D2 B5 1973x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 34, Reel No. 11)

HISTORY OF DARKE COUNTY, OHIO, 1880 (Reprinted 1976), Indexed, (GEN F 497 .D2 H4 1976x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 137, Reel No. 41)

HISTORY OF DARKE COUNTY, OHIO, 1914, 1194p, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .D2 Z62)

Long, Samuel, A PIONEER HISTORY OF WAYNE TOWNSHIP, DARKE COUNTY, OHIO, 1901 (Reprinted 1978), (GEN F 497 .D2 1978x)


Seiler, Toni T., GREENVILLE'S OLD HOMES--PAST AND PRESENT, 1976, 44p, (GEN F 499 .G817 S44x)


MARRIAGES


DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS, DARKE COUNTY, OHIO, 1817-1865, 3 vols., (GEN F 497 .D2 E27x)

Darke County Genealogical Society, OGS, DARKE COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGES, 1851-1898, 1986, (GEN F 497 .D2 D37 1986x)

MISCELLANEOUS

DAR, MISCELLANEOUS RECORDS OF DARKE AND MONTGOMERY COUNTIES, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .D2 M57 1985x)

INDEX TO DARKE COUNTY NATURALIZATION RECORDS, Second Papers, 1860-1878, (GEN F 497 .D2 I64x)


Montgomery County Chapter, OGS, INDEX TO DARKE COUNTY CERTIFICATE OF NATURALIZATIONS, 1856-1868, FIRST PAPERS, (GEN F 497 .D2 I63 1986x)

Montgomery County Chapter, OGS, INDEX TO DARKE COUNTY NATURALIZATION RECORDS, COMMON PLEAS COURT MINUTES, 1812-1857, (GEN F 497 .D2 I64 1986x)

Powell, Esther, EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

Short, Anita, DARKE COUNTY, OHIO COMMON PLEAS COURT RECORDS 1817-1860, (GEN F 497 .D2 S47x)

Short, Anita and Bowers, Ruth, DARKE COUNTY, OHIO DEED RECORDS 1817-1834, (GEN F 497 .D2 S49x)

Short, Anita, INDEX OF WILL RECORDS 1818-1900 DARKE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .D2 S493x)

Short, Anita, WILL ABSTRACTS 1818-1857 DARKE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .D2 S492x)
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DEFIANCE COUNTY

Organized: 1845  
County Seat: Defiance

Parent Counties: Williams, Henry, Paulding

ATLAS

ATLAS OF DEFIANCE COUNTY, 1890, (GEN G 1398 .D4 G7 1890) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 108, Reel No. 32)

HISTORICAL ATLAS OF DEFIANCE COUNTY, OHIO 1876 (Reprinted 1979), Indexed separately, (GEN G 1398 .D4 J65)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS


OGS, CEMETERIES OF DEFIANCE, OTTAWA, AND WOOD COUNTIES, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A15 N67x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1850-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS


HISTORIES

Battershell, James, HISTORY OF HICKSVILLE, (GEN F 499 .H47 B37)

COMMEMORATIVE BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD OF NORTHWESTERN OHIO, INCLUDING THE COUNTIES OF DEFIANCE, HENRY, WILLIAMS, AND FULTON, 1899, (microfilm, Collection No. 61, Reel No. 18)

HISTORY OF DEFIANCE COUNTY, OHIO, 1883, 374p, (GEN F 497 .D25 H57x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 138, Reel No. 41)


Maumee Valley Pioneer Association, ADDRESSES, MEMORIALS, AND SKETCHES, 1900 and 1901, (GEN F 497 .M4 M42)

Simonis, Louis A., MAUMEE RIVER 1835 (Reprinted 1979), (GEN F 497 .M4 S55x)
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MARRIAGES
DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS OF DEFIANCE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .D25 R44x)

MISCELLANEOUS
Broglin, Jana Sloan, DEFIANCE, FULTON, HENRY, PAULDING, PUTNAM, WILLIAMS
AND WOOD COUNTIES OHIO NEWSPAPER OBITUARY ABSTRACTS, 1838-1870,
DAR, BIBLE RECORDS OF CUYAHOGA COUNTY AND PICKAWAY COUNTY, OHIO
ALSO WILLS OF DEFIANCE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 490 .B54x)
Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)
DELAWARE COUNTY

Organized: 1808
County Seat: Delaware
Parent County: Franklin

ATLAS

COMBINED ATLASES AND WALL MAPS 1849, 1866, 1875, 1908 (Reprinted 1990), Indexed, (GEN F 497 .D3 C65 1990x) (1866 also on microfilm, Collection No. 24, Reel No. 7), (1875 also on microfilm, Collection No. 94, Reel No. 29)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

Bricker, John W., CEMETERY RECORDS OF DELAWARE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .D3 B74x)
Cryder, Marilyn M., 1987 GUIDE TO THE CEMETERIES OF DELAWARE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .D3 C78 1987x)
DAR, BIBLE AND CEMETERY RECORDS COPIED BY MEMBERS OF OHIO DAR CHAPTERS 1966-1967, (GEN F 490 .B5x)
DAR, CEMETARY INSCHRIBITIONS IN THE FILES OF THE DELAWARE COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, (GEN F 497 .D3 D22x)
DAR, CEMETARY INSCHRIBITIONS, MISCELLANEOUS VOLUME II, (Cover title). (GEN F 490 .M572x)
DAR, CEMETARY RECORDS, DELAWARE COUNTY, OHIO. DELAWARE BURIAL GROUNDS, (GEN F 497 .D3 C86x)
DAR, INDEX OF REVOLUTIONARY SOLDIERS BURIED IN DELAWARE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .D3 M36x)
DELAWARE COUNTY, OHIO CEMETARY INSCHRIBITIONS TO 1954: TROY, BERKSHIRE 1 reel (microfilm)
Edelblute, Clara, EVERSOLE CEMETARY, HILL CEMETARY CONCORD TOWNSHIP, DELAWARE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .D3 E33x)
Pabst, Anna S., DELAWARE COUNTY BURIALS, REVOLUTIONARY WAR SOLDIERS, (GEN F 497 .D3 P32x)
Powell, Esther W., TOMBSTONE INSCHRIBITIONS AND OTHER RECORDS OF DELAWARE COUNTY, OHIO, 1972, 448p, (GEN F 497 .D3 P6)

CENSUS MICROFILM
1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

DAR, FAMILY RECORDS OF DELAWARE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN CS 68 .D38x)
Buckingham, Ray E., HISTORICAL HIGHLIGHTS, 1810-1985, FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, DELAWARE, OHIO, (GEN BX 9211 .D45 F5x)


Fry, Harriet, LIBERTY PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH AND THE LIBERTY COMMUNITY, (GEN F 497 .D3 F78x)

Graham, Thomas D., HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE WILLIAM STREET METHODIST CHURCH, DELAWARE, OHIO 1818-1958, (GEN BX 8481 .D44 G72x)

MEMORIAL RECORD OF ST. MARY'S PARISH, JANUARY 1911-JANUARY 1986, Every Name Index prepared by Alice Baker and George Cryder, 1986, (GEN BX 8481 .D4 M45 1986x)


Pierce, Doris W., HISTORY OF THE BERLING PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, (GEN BX 9211 .B37 P5)

Truxall, Ruth D., FROM THEN TILL NOW; METHODISM IN SUNBURY, OHIO, 1964, 171p, (GEN BX 8481 .S9 S95)

HISTORIES

Bouic, Margaret, HISTORY OF SCIOTO TOWNSHIP DELAWARE COUNTY, OHIO, 247p, (GEN F 497 .D3 B68x)


HISTORY OF DELAWARE COUNTY AND OHIO, 1880 (Reprinted 1975), 885p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .D3 H6 1975x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 139, Reel No. 42)

Lytle, James R., TWENTIETH CENTURY HISTORY OF DELAWARE COUNTY, OHIO, 1908, 896p, (GEN F 497 .D3 L9) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 221, Reel No. 65)

McCormick, Esther, SUNBURY'S PART IN OHIO HISTORY, 1966, 158p, (GEN F 497 .D3 M33x)

MEMORIAL RECORD OF THE COUNTIES OF DELAWARE, UNION, AND MORROW, 1895, 501p, (GEN F 490 .M38x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 233, Reel No. 69)

Swickheimer, Mary, HISTORY OF RADNOR TOWNSHIP, DELAWARE COUNTY, OHIO, 1972, 225p, (GEN F 497 .D3 S85x)

MARRIAGES

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS DELAWARE COUNTY, OHIO 1832-1865, 3 vols., (GEN F 497 .D3 D32x)

MISCELLANEOUS

Bell, Carol Wills, DELAWARE COUNTY, OHIO GENEALOGICAL ABSTRACTS, 1980, 66p, (GEN F 497 .D3 B45x)

Bouic, Margaret M., GENEALOGICAL INDEX OF DELAWARE, UNION AND MORROW COUNTIES, (GEN F 497 .D3 B678x)


Cryder, George and Marilyn, DELAWARE COUNTY WILL BOOK NO. 4, 1859-1869, 1986, (GEN F 497 .D3 C76 1986x)

Cryder, Marilyn M., INDEX "HEADS OF FAMILY" FROM 1880 CENSUS, DELAWARE COUNTY, OHIO, 1989, (GEN F 497 .D3 C77 1989x)

DAR, SYNOPSIS OF WILLS, DELAWARE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .D3 K83x)


Delaware County Genealogical Society, EVERY MEMBER SURNAME INDEX, Part 1, 1988, (GEN F 497 .D3 E83x v. 1)

DELAWARE COUNTY, OHIO TREASURER'S BOOK 1813-1819, 1 reel (microfilm)

Main, Florence, EIGHTEEN-TWENTY-SIX AUDITOR'S TAX LIST, (GEN F 497 .D3 M35x)

Pabst, Anna C., BERLIN TOWNSHIP AND DELAWARE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .D3 P3)


Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

RECORD BOOK OF BERKSHIRE TOWNSHIP, DELAWARE COUNTY, OHIO, 1823, 159p, (GEN F 497 .D3 R43x)
ERIE COUNTY

Organized: 1838
County Seat: Sandusky
Parent Counties: Huron, Sandusky

ATLAS

ATLAS OF ERIE COUNTY, OHIO, 1874 (Reprinted 1980), (GEN F 497 .E5 C65 1980x)

ATLAS OF ERIE COUNTY, 1896, (GEN G 1398 .E7 A8 1896) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 12, Reel No. 3)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

DAR, CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS ERIE COUNTY, OHIO, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .E5 E74x)

DAR, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS ERIE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .E5 T65x)


CENSUS MICROFILM

1840-1920

HISTORIES

Aldrich, Lewis C., HISTORY OF ERIE COUNTY, OHIO, 1889 (Reprinted 1978), 653p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .E5 H57 1978x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 2, Reel No. 1)

Cherry, Marjorie L., MOTHERS OF ERIE COUNTY, 1932, 21p, (GEN F 497 .E5 C4)

Firelands Historical Society, FIRELANDS PIONEER, 1858, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .W5 F5)

Hansen, Helen M., AT HOME IN EARLY SANDUSKY, 1975, 101p, Indexed, (GEN F 499 .S3 H36x)

Peeke, Hewson L., CENTENNIAL HISTORY OF ERIE COUNTY, OHIO, 1925, 746p, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .E5 P3)


Von Schulenburg, Ernst, SANDUSKY EINST UND JETZK, 1959, 325p, (GEN F 499 .S3 V65 1959x)

Williams, William W., HISTORY OF THE FIRELANDS, 1879 (Reprinted 1985), 524p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .W5 W7 1985x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 163, Reel No. 50)
MARRIAGES
DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS ERIE COUNTY, OHIO 1838-1864, 3 vols., (GEN F 497 .E5 O3x)

MISCELLANEOUS
DAR, INDEX TO ERIE COUNTY, OHIO WILLS, 1838-1851, (GEN F 497 .E5 H36x)

DAR, REVOLUTIONARY SOLDIERS, ALPHABETIZED ANCESTRAL LISTS OF CHAPTERS, DAR OF OHIO, 1956-1957, (GEN E 202.5 .O2 A5 1957x)

FAIRFIELD COUNTY

Organized: 1800
County Seat: Lancaster
43130

Parent Counties: Ross, Washington

ATLAS

ATLAS OF FAIRFIELD COUNTY, 1875, (GEN G 1398 .F2 E8 1875x)

Everts, L. H., COMBINATION ATLAS MAP OF FAIRFIELD COUNTY, 1873 (microfilm, Collection No. 84, Reel No. 28)

Fairfield County Chapter of OGS, INDEX TO COMBINATION ATLAS MAP OF FAIRFIELD COUNTY, OHIO BY L. H. EVERTS 1875, 1982, (GEN G 1398 .F2 1875x)

Hannum, E. S., HANNUM'S ATLAS OF FAIRFIELD COUNTY, 1866 (microfilm, Collection No. 111, Reel No. 33)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

CEMETERY RECORDS FAIRFIELD COUNTY, OHIO, 1 reel (microfilm)

Collier, Jean S., CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS, FAIRFIELD COUNTY, OHIO, 1979, (GEN F 497 .F15 C64x)


DAR, CEMETARY INSCRIPTIONS FAIRFIELD COUNTY, OHIO WITH 2 PAGES ON PICKAWAY COUNTY, OHIO, (Cover title), (GEN F 497 .F15 D25x)

DAR, CEMETARY RECORDS BY D. W. DENTON BETWEEN APRIL 20 AND DECEMBER 6, 1963, (GEN F 497 .F15 D46x)

DAR, CEMETARY RECORDS FAIRFIELD, PICKAWAY, ROSS & FRANKLIN COUNTIES, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A15 M32x)

DAR, CEMETARY RECORDS PERRY, FAIRFIELD, PICKAWAY & LICKING COUNTIES, OHIO, (GEN 490 .D3852x)

DAR, COPIES OF TOMBSTONES IN CEMETERIES OF FAIRFIELD COUNTY, OHIO, (Cover title), (GEN F 497 .F15 H36x)

DAR, GRAVESTONE INSCRIPTIONS IN COUNTRIES SURROUNDING PICKAWAY COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A15 D35x)

DAR, MISCELLANEOUS GROUP TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS KNOX, FAIRFIELD, AND PERRY COUNTIES, OHIO, Vol. 1, (GEN F 490 .M572x v. 1)

DAR, RECORDS FROM ELIZABETH SHERMAN REESE CHAPTER, FAIRFIELD COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .F15 D38x)

DAR, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS, FIVE CEMETERIES IN PERRY COUNTY, ONE CEMETERY IN FAIRFIELD COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .P4 D39x)
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Fairfield County Chapter, OGS, CEMETERIES OF

BERNE TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .F15 C45x)
GREENFIELD TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .F15 C457 1988x)
LIBERTY TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .F15 C458 1989x)
MADISON TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .F15 C45 1987x)
RICHLAND TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .F15 C47x)
VIOLET TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .F15 C48 1990x)

Wagner, Charles W., CEMETERY RECORDS OF FAIRFIELD COUNTY, OHIO, 2 vols.,
(GEN F 497 .F15 W33x)

CENSUS MICROFILM
1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

Brill, Harry E., METHODISM IN PICKERINGTON, OHIO, 1812-1905,
(GEN BX 8248 .03 B74x)

DAR, BIBLE AND FAMILY RECORDS FOR FAIRFIELD, HANCOCK, HURON, LORAIN,
MAHONING, AND WARREN COUNTIES, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A15 B52x)

DAR, RECORDS FROM ELIZABETH SHERMAN REESE CHAPTER, FAIRFIELD
COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .F15 D38x)

Fairfield County Chapter, OGS, CHURCHBOOK OF THE EMMANUEL EVANGELICAL
LUTHERAN CONGREGATION, MARION TOWNSHIP, HOCKING COUNTY, OHIO,
1986, (GEN F 497 .F15 C38 1986x)

Fairfield County Chapter, OGS, ST. MATTHEW LUTHERAN CHURCH RECORDS, SUGAR
GROVE, OHIO, BERNE TOWNSHIP, FAIRFIELD COUNTY, OHIO, 1854-1891, 1985,
(GEN BX 8076 .S52 M37 1985x)

Fairfield County Chapter, OGS, ST. MICHAEL'S (BICKEL) GERMAN REFORMED CHURCH
(1805?-1841) LIBERTY TOWNSHIP, FAIRFIELD COUNTY, OHIO, 1986,
(GEN F 497 .F15 S34 1986x)

Fairfield County Chapter, OGS, TRINITY (SPONAGLE) LUTHERAN CHURCH, DEATH
RECORDS (1842-1892), BERNE TOWNSHIP, FAIRFIELD COUNTY, OHIO, 1985,
(GEN BX 8076 .T75 G87 1985x)

First Presbyterian Church, PROCEEDINGS OF THE CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION OF THE
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF LANCASTER, OHIO, 1905, (GEN F 497 .F15 F57x)

Fosnaugh, Sally and Virginia B. Robinson, CHURCH RECORDS, AMANDA PARISH OF
EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH (ISRAEL CHURCH, ST. PETER'S CHURCH,
TRINITY CHURCH), 1982, (GEN BX 8061 .0312 F67x)

Groth, John H., STORY OF THE STONE CITY EVANGELICAL LUTHERANS OF ST. JOHN
CHURCH (Cover title); A HISTORICAL SKETCH OF SAINT JOHN EVANGELICAL
LUTHERAN CHURCH, 1855-1985 (Title page title), (GEN BX 8076 .L57 G76 1985x)

HISTORICAL SKETCH AND PROGRAM FOR THE SESQUICENTENNIAL CELEBRATION,
THE FIRST METHODIST CHURCH, 1812-1962, (GEN BX 8481 .L3 G67x)
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HISTORICAL SOUVENIR OF THE TRINITY REFORMED CONGREGATION, BASIL, OHIO, January 1, 1900, (GEN BX 8076 .B2 T74x)

HISTORY OF ISRAEL’S CHURCH CLEAR CREEK TOWNSHIP, FAIRFIELD COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN BX 8076 .C57 P68x)

Short, Anita, OHIO BIBLE RECORDS FOR CRAWFORD, DARKE, FAIRFIELD, MIAMI, MONTGOMERY, PICKAWAY, PREBLE & SHELBURY COUNTIES, (GEN F 497 .A15 S543x)

HISTORIES

BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD OF FAIRFIELD AND PERRY COUNTIES, OHIO, 1902, 483p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .F15 B6) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 39, Reel No. 12)


Graham, A. A., A HISTORY OF FAIRFIELD AND PERRY COUNTIES, OHIO 1883 (Reprinted 1990), 596p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .F15 G7 1990x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 105, Reel No. 32)

Miller, Charles C., HISTORY OF FAIRFIELD COUNTY, OHIO, 1912, 820p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .F15 H5x)

Scott, Hervey, COMPLETE HISTORY OF FAIRFIELD COUNTY, OHIO, 1877 (Reprinted 1983), 304p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .F15 S4 1983x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 271, Reel No. 81)

Wiseman, Charles M., CENTENNIAL HISTORY OF LANCASTER, OHIO, 1898, 407p, Indexed, (GEN F 499 .L2 W8) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 304, Reel No. 91)

Wiseman, Charles M., PIONEER PERIOD AND PIONEER PEOPLE OF FAIRFIELD COUNTY, OHIO, 1901 (Reprinted 1984), 430p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .F15 W8 1984x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 305, Reel No. 91)

MARRIAGES

DAR, "MARRIAGE RECORDS FAIRFIELD COUNTY, OHIO 1803-1865, 2 vols., with one volume BRIDE INDEX, (GEN F 497 .F15 E37x)

MISCELLANEOUS


COMMON PLEAS COURT ABSTRACTS FROM PARTITION RECORD . . . FAIRFIELD COUNTY, Vols. 20-22, 1912-1923, (GEN F 497 .F15 C65x)

Fairfield County Chapter, OGS, INDEX TO FAMILY HISTORIES OF FAIRFIELD COUNTY, 1982, (GEN F 497 .F15 O32x)

Fairfield County Chapter, OGS, INDEX TO NATURALIZATIONS OF FAIRFIELD COUNTY, OHIO, 1983, (GEN F 497 .F15 I52 1983x)

Fairfield County Chapter, OGS, INDEX TO THE 1870 CENSUS, FAIRFIELD COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .F15 I5x)
Fairfield County Chapter, CGS, LIBERTY TOWNSHIP TRUSTEE RECORDS, FAIRFIELD COUNTY, OHIO, 1835-1866, (GEN F 497 .F15 L52 1986x)


FAIRFIELD COUNTY, OHIO DEEDS (microfilm)


Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

Slaughter, Raymond D., INDEX 1900 CENSUS OF FAIRFIELD COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .F15 S5x)
FAYETTE COUNTY
Organized: 1810
County Seat: Washington C.H. 43160
Parent Counties: Ross, Highland

ATLAS
1875 ATLAS AND 1913 PLAT BOOK OF FAYETTE COUNTY, OHIO,
(GEN G 1403 .F3 H47 1979x) (Atlas also on microfilm, Collection No. 95, Reel No. 30)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS
DAR, CEMETERY RECORDS FAYETTE COUNTY, OHIO, Volume 2, Indexed separately, (GEN F 497 .F2 D212x)
DAR, GRAVESTONE INSCRIPTIONS IN COUNTIES SURROUNDING PICKAWAY COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A15 D35x)
DAR, JEFFERSONVILLE ONE HUNDRED YEARS AGO. (GEN F 499 .J4 J43x)
DAR, MISCELLANEOUS OHIO CEMETERIES, VOL. 1, (GEN F 497 .A15 S33x)
DAR, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS FAYETTE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .F2 D285x)
DAR, VOLUME TWO-BIBLE RECORDS AND NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS OF OBITUARIES, (GEN F 497 .F2 D2823x)
DAR, WASHINGTON CEMETERY, WASHINGTON COURT HOUSE, FAYETTE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .F2 D32x)

CENSUS MICROFILM
1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS
DAR, BIBLE RECORDS KILPATRICK, BUSH, SLAGLE AND BRYAN FAMILIES, ASBURY CHAPEL SUNDAY SCHOOL, (GEN F 497 .F2 M32x)
DAR, CHURCH RECORDS, GUARDIANSHIPS AND WILLS OF FAYETTE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .F2 D27x)
DAR, PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF BLOOMINGSBURG, FAYETTE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .F2 D282x)
DAR, RECORDS FROM SEVENTY-EIGHT BIBLES FOR FAYETTE, PICKAWAY, AND ALLEN COUNTIES, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A15 D37x)
DAR, VOLUME ONE-200 PIONEER FAMILIES OF FAYETTE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .F2 D2823x)

DAR, VOLUME TWO-BIBLE RECORDS AND NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS OF OBITUARIES OF FAYETTE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .F2 D2823x)

HISTORIES

Allen, Frank M., HISTORY OF FAYETTE COUNTY, OHIO, 1914, 756p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .F2 A4)


DAR, JEFFERSONVILLE ONE HUNDRED YEARS AGO, 1937, 22p, (GEN F 499 .J4 J43x)

Dills, R. S., HISTORY OF FAYETTE COUNTY, OHIO, 1881 (Reprinted 1979), 1039p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .F2 D54 1979x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 73, Reel No. 76)

Dills, R. S., HISTORY OF FAYETTE COUNTY, OHIO, 1881 (Reprinted 1979), 1039p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .F2 D54 1979x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 73, Reel No. 76)

Fayette County Genealogical Society, HISTORY OF FAYETTE COUNTY, OHIO, 1984, 327p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .F2 H58x)


PORTRAIT AND BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD OF FAYETTE, PICKAWAY & MADISON COUNTIES, OHIO, 1892, Indexed, 858p, Indexed separately under GEN F 497 .P5 I54x, (GEN F 490 .P87) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 253, Reel No. 76)


MARRIAGES

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS FAYETTE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .F2 D28x)


MISCELLANEOUS

DAR, ABSTRACT OF WILLS FAYETTE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .F2 D52x)

DAR, CHANCERY AND COMMON PLEAS COURT RECORDS, FAYETTE COUNTY, OHIO, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .F2 D22x)

DAR, DEED BOOK "A" 1810-1815 FAYETTE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .F2 D225x)

DAR, EARLY MINUTE BOOKS A, E, F, G OF THE CHANCERY COURT OF FAYETTE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .F2 D23x)


Mathews, Mirian P., RECORD OF BIRTHS IN MADISON, FAYETTE, AND PICKAWAY COUNTIES, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A15 M37x)

Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)
FRANKLIN COUNTY

Organized: 1803
County Seat: Columbus
County Seat: Columbus
Parent Counties: Ross, Wayne Co., Michigan

ATLAS

ATLAS OF FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO, 1872 (Reprinted 1973), (GEN G 1398 .F7 C34 1973x)
(Also on microfilm, Collection No. 51, Reel No. 16)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

DAR, BIBLE AND CEMETERY RECORDS Copied by Members of Ohio DAR Chapters,
1966-1967, (GEN F 490 .B5x)

DAR, CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS IN THE UNITED STATES MILITARY DISTRICT,
(GEN F 497 .F8 M27x)

DAR, CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS, MISCELLANEOUS VOLUME II, (Cover title),
(GEN F 490 .M572x)

DAR, FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO, DEATHS 1811-1832, (GEN F 497 .F8 F76x)

DAR, TWELVE OHIO COUNTIES, OHIO CHURCH AND CEMETERY RECORDS,
(GEN F 497 .A15 S364x)

Franklin County Genealogical Society, OGS, FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO CEMETERIES,
(GEN F 497 .F8 O34x)

VOL. I - MIFFLIN & MARION TOWNSHIPS
VOL. II - MADISON TOWNSHIP
VOL. III - JEFFERSON & TRURO TOWNSHIPS
VOL. IV - BLENDON & PLAIN TOWNSHIPS
VOL. V - SHARON & PERRY TOWNSHIPS
VOL. VI - WASHINGTON, CLINTON, MONTGOMERY, & BROWN TOWNSHIPS
VOL. VII - NORWICH TOWNSHIP
VOL. VIII - PRAIRIE & FRANKLIN TOWNSHIPS
VOL. IX - HAMILTON TOWNSHIP
VOL. X - JACKSON & PLEASANT TOWNSHIPS

OGS, SOME FRANKLIN COUNTY CEMETERIES INCLUDING: CLINTON TOWNSHIP,
FRANKLIN TOWNSHIP, JACKSON TOWNSHIP, AND PLEASANT TOWNSHIP,
(GEN F 497 .F8 O35x)

Piton, Mrs. Phillip, CONFEDERATE CEMETERIES IN OHIO, CAMP CHASE & JOHNSON
ISLAND, 1980, 55p, (GEN F 497 .F8 P67x)

RECORD OF THE FORMER NORTH M.E. CHURCH (OR ARMBRUSTER) CEMETERY,
COLUMBUS, FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO, 1962, (GEN F 497 .F8 R4x)

RECORDS OF DEATHS FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO, 1867-1908, Indexed, 4 reels (microfilm)


Wagner, Charles W., CEMETERY RECORDS OF FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO, Indexed separately, (GEN F 497 .F8 W33x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1830-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

Brill, Harry E., METHODISM IN PICKERINGTON, OHIO, 1812-1905, (GEN BX 8248 .O3 B74x)


CENTENNIAL DOMINICAN FATHERS, 1885-1985, ST. PATRICK CHURCH, COLUMBUS, OHIO, (GEN BX 3510 .C7 C45 1986x)

Church of the Messiah, THESE WERE OUR YEARS 1818-1968, (GEN BX 8481 .W47 C48x)

DAR, BIBLE RECORDS MARK-TURNEY-MERRISS-CORNELL FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN CS 71 .M342 1952x)

DAR, EARLY BIBLE AND FAMILY RECORDS OF FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .F8 E3x)

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF WORTHINGTON, OHIO, (GEN BX 7255 .W67 F57x)

HISTORY OF ONE HUNDRED YEARS, 1839-1939, Central Presbyterian Church, (GEN BX 9211 .C6 M66x)


IDEAL CHURCH RECORD FOR THE GALLOWAY METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH OF FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO, 1895-1922, (GEN BX 8481 .G34 I32 1985x)

(THE) McKENDREE STORY, 125 YEARS OF HISTORY OF THE McKENDREE METHODIST CHURCH, (GEN BX 8481 .C6 M35x)

MacLeod, D. W., HISTORY OF THE MIFFLIN PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, (GEN BX 8947 .O4 M23x)

Miller, Mary W., HILLIARD UNITED METHODIST CHURCH, 1855-1980, (GEN BX 8481 .H5 M54x)

90 YEARS IN HIS SERVICE, TRINITY UNITED METHODIST CHURCH, COLUMBUS, OHIO, (GEN BX 8481 .C7 C37x)


RIVERSIDE CHURCH HISTORY, 1842-1978, (GEN BX 8481 .U6 E83x)

SHEDDING LIGHT ON WORTHINGTON, (GEN F 499 .W92 W8 1953)

SURNAME LISTING, MEMBERS OF THE METHODIST CHURCH, HILLIARD, OHIO 1852-1977, (GEN BX 8481 .H5 H54x)

UNION BAPTIST CHURCH 80TH ANNIVERSARY, 1901-1981, (GEN BX 6480 .U72 U64 1981x)

Weaver, Don E., A SESQUICENTENNIAL HISTORY: THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, 1824-1974, (GEN BX 6480 .C6 W42x)


HISTORIES

Bareis, G. F., HISTORY OF MADISON TOWNSHIP, INCLUDING GROVEPORT AND CANAL WINCHESTER, FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO, 1902, 515p, Indexed separately, (GEN F 497 .F8 B37) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 16. Reel No. 4)


CENTENNIAL BIOGRAPHICAL HISTORY OF THE CITY OF COLUMBUS AND FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO, 1901, 1012p, (GEN F 497 .F8 C3) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 60, Reel No. 18)

Columbus Research Bureau, FIRST EVENTS IN COLUMBUS, OHIO: A HISTORY, 1946, 95p, (GEN F 499 .C7 C6Sx)

DAR, REYNOLDSBURG, (GEN F 499 .R49 D38x)

Fitzpatrick, S. A., HISTORY OF COLUMBUS CELEBRATION, FRANKLINTON CENTENNIAL, 1897, 258p, (GEN F 499 .F8 F5)


Hooper, O.C., HISTORY OF THE CITY OF COLUMBUS, OHIO, 485p, Indexed, (GEN F 499 .C7 H65x)

Howison, Bill and Barbara, SOME EARLY SETTLERS OF SOUTHWEST FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO, 1752-1842, (GEN F 497 .F8 H78 1980x)


Lee, A. E., HISTORY OF THE CITY OF COLUMBUS, CAPITOL OF OHIO, 1892, 1799p, 2 vols., Indexed, (GEN F 499 .C7 L4x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 218, Reel No. 63)

Martin, W. T., HISTORY OF FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO, 1858 (Reprinted 1969), 449p, Indexed separately, (GEN F 497 .F8 M3 1969x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 228, Reel No. 67)


Maxwell, Fay, GERMAN VILLAGE HISTORY, (GEN F 499 .C7 M29x)

Maxwell, Fay, IRISH REFUGEE TRACT ABSTRACT DATA, 1974, 128p, (GEN F 497 .F8 M35)

Moore, Opha, HISTORY OF FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO, 1930, 1424p, 3 vols., (GEN F 497 .F8 M7)

Parkinson, Cornelia M., HISTORICAL TALES OF OLD REYNOLDSBURG, 1980, (GEN F 499 .R49 P37x)


PICTORIAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL HISTORY OF COLUMBUS, FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO, 1909, 293p, Indexed, (GEN F 499 .C7 H57x)


SHELTERING A HERITAGE, OLD HOMES OF GRANDVIEW HEIGHTS AND MARBLE CLIFF, OHIO, 1976, 32p, (GEN F 499 .G69 G72x)

Studer, Jacob H., COLUMBUS, OHIO: ITS HISTORY, RESOURCES, AND PROGRESS, 1873, 573p, Indexed separately under GEN F 499 .C7 O35x Index, (GEN F 499 .C7 O349x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 286, Reel No. 84)

Taylor, William A., CENTENNIAL HISTORY OF COLUMBUS AND FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO, 1909, 1652p, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .F8 T2) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 291, Reel No. 86)

Vesey, S. A., FRANKLIN COUNTY AT THE BEGINNING OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY, 1901, 459p, (GEN F 497 .F8 F5) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 297, Reel No. 89)

White, R., WE TOO BUILT COLUMBUS, 1936, 480p, (GEN F 499 .C7 W5)
Writer's Program, WESTERVILLE IN AMERICAN TRADITION, 1940, 119p,
(GEN F 499 .W464 W7)

MARRIAGES

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO 1803-1864, 6 vols.,
(GEN F 497 .F8 D28x)

Smith, Marjorie, ed., OHIO MARRIAGES EXTRACTED FROM THE OLD NORTHWEST
GENEALOGICAL QUARTERLY, (GEN F 490 .S46x)

Turpin, Joan, OHIO MARRIAGE RECORDS, V. 1, July 1, 1871 - December 31, 1875,
(Cover title), (GEN F 497 .F8 T8)

MISCELLANEOUS

Bell, Carol Willsey, FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO 1821 TAX LIST FOR THE YEAR 1820,
(GEN F 497 .F8 B44x)

Bell, Carol Willsey, Leontine Launer, and Carole C. Paprocki, FRANKLIN
COUNTY, OHIO: INDEX TO PROBATE COURT COMPLETE RECORDS, 1852-1900,
1986, (GEN F 497 .F8 B45 1986x)

Columbus City Directories, 1843 to present day with some years not available.

Columbus Suburban Directories, 1956 to present day.

Franklin County Genealogical Society, OGS, THE FRANKLINTONIAN (newsletter), Vol. 9
(1981)-, (GEN F 497 .F8 F73)

Franklin County Genealogical Society, OGS, GENEALOGICAL INDEX TO CHANCERY
BOOK, VOLUMES I, II, III, IV, 1823-1840, FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO COURT OF

Franklin County Genealogical Society, OGS, GENEALOGICAL NAME INDEX TO THE
OHIO SUPREME COURT RECORDS, FRANKLIN COUNTY, VOLUMES I, II, III, IV
WITH REFERENCE TO DATES 1783 TO 1839, 1983, (GEN F 497 .F8 G46 1983)

Franklin County Genealogical Society, OGS, NAME INDEX TO THE FRANKLIN COUNTY,
OHIO PLAT MAPS 1842, 1856, & 1883, 1982, (GEN F 497 .F8 G37x)

Franklin County Chapter, OGS, SURNAME INDEX,

VOL. 2 - 1981, (GEN F 497 .F8 O362x)
VOL. 4 - 1984, (GEN F 497 .F8 O362x)

FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO DEED BOOKS, 1804-1852, Indexed, 32 reels (microfilm)

GENEALOGY OF FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO FAMILIES, 1 reel (microfilm)

Heer, Stephen M., ALPHABETICAL LIST OF THE ORIGINAL SURVEYS IN THE VIRGINIA
MILITARY DISTRICT IN FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .F8 H4x)

Jackson, Ronald Vern, COLUMBUS & DAYTON, OHIO 1870 CENSUS INDEX, 1989,
(GEN F 499 .C7 C64 1989x)
Maxwell, Fay, INDEX TO FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO IRISH REFUGEE TRACT HISTORY, (GEN F 497 .F8 M39x)


Phillips, W. Louis, INDEX TO ESTATE RECORDS OF FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO (TESTATE & INTESTATE), 1803-1850, (GEN F 497 .F8 P441 1984x)

Phillips, W. Louis, INDEX TO GUARDIANSHIP RECORDS OF FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO, 1803-1850, (GEN F 497 .F8 P44 1983x)

Powell, E. W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

QUADRENNIAL APPRAISEMENT OF THE CITY OF COLUMBUS AND ITS ANNEXED TERRITORY, 1910, (GEN HJ 4255 .Q32x)

Rings, Blanche Tipton and Mrs. Francis Obetz, ABSTRACTED WILLS 1805-1831 FROM FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO COURT RECORDS WITH GENEALOGICAL NOTES, 1982, (GEN F 497 .F8 A27x)

Schlegel, Donald M., FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO DIVORCES BEFORE 1870 WITH MANY STATE-WIDE REFERENCES, 1983, (GEN F 497 .F8 F725 1983x)

'TAX DUPLICATE, 1820, FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO, 1 reel (microfilm)

FULTON COUNTY

Organized: 1850
County Seat: Wauseon
Parent Counties: Lucas, Henry, Williams

ATLAS

COMBINED ATLASES OF FULTON COUNTY, OHIO 1858, 1875, 1888, and 1903, published 1980, (GEN G 1398 .F8 C65 1980x) (1888 atlas also on microfilm, Collection No. 106, Reel No. 32)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS FROM FULTON COUNTY, OHIO, DOVER, CLINTON, AND FRANKLIN TOWNSHIPS, 1955, (GEN F 497 .F9 C42x v. 1)

DAR, CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS OF FULTON COUNTY, OHIO VOL. 2, 1956, (GEN F 497 .F9 C42x v. 2)

DAR, CEMETERY RECORD OF FULTON COUNTY, OHIO, 1953, (GEN F 497 .F9 C45x)

DAR, CEMETERY RECORDS, FULTON COUNTY, OHIO: ST. JAMES, GOLL, ST. PETERS, ETC., 1952, (GEN F 497 .F9 C44x)

DAR, CHURCH AND FAMILY RECORDS, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS FOR FULTON COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .F9 C48x)

DAR, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS FULTON COUNTY, OHIO, 3 vols., (GEN F 497 .F9 D24x)

Fulton County Chapter, OGS, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS, FULTON COUNTY, OHIO, VOLS. I AND II, (GEN F 497 .F9 T65x)

Seaman, Vashti, SOME RECORDS FROM FULTON COUNTY, OHIO, Cover title: FULTON COUNTY, OHIO RECORDS, (GEN F 497 .F9 S429x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1850-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS


DAR, CHURCH AND FAMILY RECORDS, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS FOR FULTON COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .F9 C48x)

DAR, MISCELLANEOUS OHIO BIBLE AND CEMETERY RECORDS, 1969, (GEN F490 .M57x)

DAR (Seaman, Vashti), FAMILY RECORDS OF EARLY PIONEERS OF GORHAM TOWNSHIP, FULTON COUNTY, OHIO, 1835-1850, 1968, (GEN F 497 .F9 S424x)

81
DAR (Seaman, Vashti), PIONEER FAMILIES OF FULTON COUNTY, OHIO, 1972, (GEN F 497 .F9 S426x)

DAR (Seaman, Vashti), PIONEERS AROUND DELTA, OHIO, Published in Delta Atlas May 27, 1974 thru July 9, 1975, (GEN F 490 .S42x)

Maddox, Mrs. W. H., HISTORY OF SPRING HILL METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH, (GEN F 497 .F9 M33x)

Seaman, Vashti, BIBLE RECORDS AND WILLS OF FULTON COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .F9 S423x)

Seaman, Vashti, RECORDS OF RELATED FAMILIES WHO COME TO THE SIX MILE WOODS, (GEN F 497 .F9 S4265x)

HISTORIES


COMMEMORATIVE BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD OF NORTHWESTERN OHIO, INCLUDING THE COUNTIES OF DEFIANCE, HENRY, WILLIAMS AND FULTON, 1899 (microfilm, Collection No. 61, Reel No. 18)


Monagon, George P., HISTORY OF FULTON COUNTY, OHIO, 1877, 14p, (GEN F 497 .F9 M65x)

Reighard, Frank H., STANDARD HISTORY OF FULTON COUNTY, OHIO, 1066p, 2 vols., Indexed separately under GEN F 497 .F9 R31x index, (GEN F 497 .F9 R3)


MARRIAGES

DAR, FULTON COUNTY MARRIAGES 1864 to 1925, (GEN F 497 .F9 F84x)

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS MERCER, LAWRENCE, AND FULTON COUNTIES, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A15 D28x)

Seaman, Vashti, PIONEERS OF FULTON COUNTY, OHIO, MARRIAGES, WILLS & LAND RECORDS, Vol. 5, (GEN F 497 .F9 S427x)
MISCELLANEOUS


Broglin, Jana Sloan, PATENT DEEDS OF FULTON COUNTY, OHIO, 1985, (GEN F 497 .F9 B76 1985x)

DAR, BIBLE RECORDS AND WILLS OF FULTON COUNTY, OHIO, (Cover title), (GEN F 497 .F9 S423x)

DAR, WILLS AND PIONEERS FULTON COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .F9 S428x)

Fulton County Genealogical Society, ANCESTOR SURNAME INDEX, 1981, (GEN F 497 .F9 F82x)

ORIGINAL FULTON COUNTY LAND RECORDS, (GEN F 497 .F9 O74 1985x)

Seaman, Vashti, PIONEERS OF FULTON COUNTY, OHIO, MARRIAGES, WILLS, & LAND RECORDS, Vol. 5, (GEN F 497 .F9 S427x)

Seaman, Vashti, SOME RECORDS FROM FULTON COUNTY, OHIO, Cover title: FULTON COUNTY, OHIO RECORDS, (GEN F 497 .F9 S429x)
GALLIA COUNTY

Organized: 1803
County Seat: Gallipolis
45631

Parent Counties: Washington, Adams

ATLAS

Griffith, William, ILLUSTRATED ATLAS OF GALLIA COUNTY, OHIO, 1874 (Reprinted 1976), (GEN G 1398 .G3 G74 1976x)

Hardesty, H. H., HISTORICAL HAND ATLAS OF GALLIA AND LAWRENCE COUNTIES, 1882, Indexed separately, (GEN F 497 .G15 H48x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 113, Reel No. 34)


CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

Evans, Henrietta C. and Mary P. Wood, DEATH NOTICES, OBITUARIES, AND MARRIAGE(S) NOTICES TAKEN FROM THE GALLIA COUNTY, OHIO NEWSPAPERS FROM 1825 TO 1875, 1986, (GEN F 497 .G15 E895 1986x)

Gallia County Historical Society, CEMETERIES OF GALLIA COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .G15 C45 1976)

VOL. 1 ADDISON TOWNSHIP
VOL. 2 CHERISH TOWNSHIP
VOL. 3 CLAY TOWNSHIP
VOL. 4 GALLIPOLIS TOWNSHIP
VOL. 5 GREEN TOWNSHIP
VOL. 6 GREENFIELD TOWNSHIP
VOL. 7 GUYAN TOWNSHIP
VOL. 8 HARRISON TOWNSHIP
VOL. 9 HUNTINGTON TOWNSHIP
VOL. 10 MORGAN TOWNSHIP
VOL. 11 OHIO TOWNSHIP
VOL. 12 PERRY TOWNSHIP
VOL. 13 RACCOON TOWNSHIP
VOL. 14 SPRINGFIELD TOWNSHIP
VOL. 15 WALNUT TOWNSHIP

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

HISTORIES


Hardesty, H. H., HISTORICAL HAND ATLAS OF GALLIA AND LAWRENCE COUNTIES, 1882, Indexed separately, (GEN F 497 .G15 H48x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 113, Reel No. 34)


INDEX TO GALLIPOLIS, OHIO, HISTORY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF FIVE-HUNDRED FRENCH IN THE OHIO VALLEY . . . ., by Helene Foure-Selter, 1939, (Index is English, Text of book is French), (GEN F 499 .G17 F6 Index)

Ingles, Wayne B., SYMMES CREEK: HISTORICAL EVENTS & STORIES OF "THE SYMMES VALLEY" (including Jackson, Gallia, and Lawrence Counties, Ohio), 1976, (GEN F 497 .J2 15x)

THE RAILWAY REFLECTOR, Gallipolis, Ohio, April 1897, (GEN F 497 .G15 R35 1986x)


Writer's Program, GALLIPOLIS, 1940, 47p, (GEN F 499 .G17 W7)

MARRIAGES

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS GALLIA COUNTY, OHIO 1805-1865, 3 vols., (GEN F 497 .G15 M37x)

Evans, Henrietta C. and Mary P. Wood, DEATH NOTICES, OBITUARIES, AND MARRIAGE(S) NOTICES TAKEN FROM THE GALLIA COUNTY, OHIO NEWSPAPERS FROM 1825 TO 1875, 1966, (GEN F 497 .G15 E895 1986x)

Trowbridge, Michael L., MARRIAGE RECORDS, GALLIA COUNTY, OHIO, 1851-1900, (GEN F 497 .G15 T76 1986x)

MISCELLANEOUS

Adams, Marilyn, SOUTHERN OHIO TAXPAYERS IN THE 1820's: GALLIA AND JACKSON COUNTIES, 1979, (GEN F 497 .G15 A3)


Evans, Henrietta C. and Mary L. James, GALLIA COUNTY 1819 TAX DUPLICATE, 1984, (GEN F 497 .G15 E92 1984x)


Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

GEAUGA COUNTY

Organized: 1806

County Seat: Chardon

Parent County: Trumbull

ATLAS

Lake, D. J., ATLAS OF LAKE AND GEAUGA COUNTIES, 1874 (microfilm, Collection No. 202, Reel No. 61)


CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

Baldwin, H. R., OLDEST INSCRIPTIONS, WITH REVOLUTIONARY AND WAR OF 1812 RECORDS, OF OHIO AND PENNSYLVANIA, (GEN F 490.O5x)

DAR, A RECORD OF REVOLUTIONARY SOLDIERS BURIED IN LAKE COUNTY, OHIO, WITH A PARTIAL LIST OF THOSE IN GEAUGA COUNTY..., 1902, (GEN F 497.L2 D2)

DAR, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS AND INTERMENT RECORDS OF HAMBDEN TOWNSHIP CEMETERY, GEAUGA COUNTY, OHIO, 1818 - June 1979, (GEN F 497.G2 G76x)


CENSUS MICROFILM

1820 - 1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS


Clark, Pliny O., OUR HUNTSBURG HERITAGE, (GEN F 499.H85 C55)

DAR, FAMILY AND BIBLE RECORDS, CHILDS TAYLOR CHAPTER, (GEN F 497.G2 D24x)

HISTORIES


PIONEER AND GENERAL HISTORY OF GEAUGA COUNTY, OHIO, 1880 (Reprinted 1973), 822p, Indexed, (GEN F 497.G2 P56 1973x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 248, Reel No. 74)
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MARRIAGES

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS GEAUGA COUNTY, OHIO 1805-1865, (GEN F 497 .G2 D28x)
(Also on microfilm)

MARRIAGES 1806-1860 GEAUGA COUNTY, OHIO, 1 reel (microfilm)

MISCELLANEOUS


Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

Stebbins, Judy J., GUIDE TO THE PAINESVILLE (OHIO) TELEGRAPH, 1822-1829, Newspaper Abstracts with Indexes, 1982, (GEN F 497 .G2 S75)
GREENE COUNTY

Organized: 1803
County Seat: Xenia
Parent Counties: Hamilton, Ross

ATLAS

ATLAS OF GREENE COUNTY, OHIO, 1874 (Reprinted 1974), (GEN G 1398 .G7 C6 1974x)
(Also on microfilm, Collection No. 89, Reel No. 29)

1855 ATLAS FROM THE MAP OF GREENE COUNTY, OHIO (with 1868 maps in appendix),
(GEN G 4083 .G7 R63x)

(GEN G 1398 .G7 R52 1981x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 264, Reel No. 79)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

DAR, CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS, MISCELLANEOUS VOLUME II, (Cover title),
(GEN F 490 .M572x)

Greene County Chapter, OGS, GREENE COUNTY, OHIO CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS,
(GEN F 497 .G7 G82x)

VOL. I MIAMI TOWNSHIP
VOL. II SILVERCREEK TOWNSHIP
VOL. III JEFFERSON, NEW JASPER, CAESARSCREEK, AND XENIA TOWNSHIPS
VOL. IV SPRING VALLEY AND SUGARCREEK TOWNSHIPS
VOL. V CEDARVILLE AND ROSS TOWNSHIPS
VOL. VI BEAVERCREEK TOWNSHIP
VOL. VII BATH TOWNSHIP
VOL. VIII XENIA CITY
VOL. IX XENIA CITY (cont’d)

Hodge, Robert & Lois, MARRIAGE & DEATH NOTICES FROM THE XENIA (OHIO) TORCHLIGHT 1844-1870, (GEN F 497 .G7 H6x)

Kilner, Arthur R., CEMETERY TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS AND PHOTOGRAPHS OF SELECTED GREENE COUNTY, OHIO PIONEERS FROM THE 1700’s AND 1800’s, 1983,
(GEN F 497 .G7 K54x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

Miller, Mrs. Wallace C., BIBLE RECORDS, FAIRBORN, OHIO 1733-1967,
(GEN F 497 .G7 M54x)
HISTORIES

Dills, R. S., HISTORY OF GREENE COUNTY, OHIO, 1881 (Reprinted 1974), 1018p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .G7 D54 1974) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 74, Reel Nc. 23)


GREENE COUNTY 1803-1908, 1908 (Reprinted 1990), 232p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .G7 081990x)

OUT OF THE WILDERNESS: AN ACCOUNT OF EVENTS IN GREENE COUNTY, OHIO, 1953, 306p, (GEN F 497 .G7 G83)

PORTRAIT AND BIOGRAPHICAL ALBUM OF GREENE AND CLARK COUNTIES, OHIO, 1890, 924p, (GEN F 497 .G7 P8) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 249, Reel No. 74)

Robinson, George F., HISTORY OF GREENE COUNTY, OHIO, 1902 (Reprinted 1970), 927p, (GEN F 497 .G7 R66 1970x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 266, Reel No. 79)


MARRIAGES

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS GREENE COUNTY, OHIO 1803-1860, 2 vols with 1 vol. index, (GEN F 497 .G7 D32x)

Hodge, Robert & Lois, MARRIAGE & DEATH NOTICES FROM THE XENIA (OHIO) TORCHLIGHT 1844-1870, (GEN F 497 .G7 H6x)

MISCELLANEOUS

Centennial Committee Greene County Medical Society, PHYSICIANS OF GREENE COUNTY, OHIO, 1803-1988, (GEN F 497 .G7 P48 1988x)

Greene County Chapter, OGS, GREENE COUNTY, OHIO 1870 CENSUS INDEX, 1991, (GEN F 497 .G7 084 1991x)

GREENE COUNTY, OHIO AREA KEY, 1977, (GEN F 497 .G7 B44x)

INDEX TO 1850 AGRICULTURAL CENSUS, GREENE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .G7 163 1985x)


Montgomery County Chapter, OGS, INDEX TO GREENE COUNTY CHILDREN'S HOME INDENTURES, 1886-1910, (GEN F 497 .G7 I542 1988x)

Montgomery County Chapter, OGS, INDEX TO GREENE COUNTY HOME RECORD, POOR HOUSE DAY BOOK, 1829-1849, (GEN F 497 .G7 I53 1988x)

Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

RECORD OF BLACKS (microfilm)

Robinson, George F., AFTER THIRTY YEARS, A COMPLETE ROSTER BY TOWNSHIPS OF GREENE COUNTY OHIO SOLDIERS IN THE LATE CIVIL WAR, 1895, 109p, (GEN F 497 .G7 R6)
GUERNSEY COUNTY

Organized: 1810

County Seat: Cambridge

Parent Counties: Belmont, Muskingum

ATLAS

ATLAS OF GUERNSEY COUNTY, OHIO, 1902, (GEN G 1398 .G8 A74 1902x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 13, Reel No. 3)


Lake, D. J., ATLAS OF GUERNSEY COUNTY, 1870 (microfilm, Collection No. 197, Reel No. 60)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

Beach, Doris P., GUERNSEY COUNTY, OHIO, LIBERTY TOWNSHIP CEMETERIES, (GEN F 497 .G93 B42 1986x)

CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS KNOX, MORROW, RICHLAND, AND GUERNSEY COUNTIES, OHIO (microfilm)

Conner, E Margaret and Nola R. Goodpaster, PIONEER CEMETERIES OF GUERNSEY COUNTY, 1963, (GEN F 497 .G93 C66x)

Guernsey County Genealogical Society, CEMETERIES OF GUERNSEY COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .G93 C45x)

VOL. I KNOX TOWNSHIP
VOL. II MILLWOOD TOWNSHIP
VOL. III LIBERTY TOWNSHIP

Hastings, William B., COPY OF A RECORD BOOK OF THE PLEASANT HILL METHODIST CHURCH, WASHINGTON TOWNSHIP, GUERNSEY COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .G93 H37x)

MT. ZION CEMETERY, NORTH OF CLAYSVILLE, WESTLAND TOWNSHIP, GUERNSEY COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .G93 D84x)


CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920
FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, CAMBRIDGE, OHIO, 1827-1927, (GEN BX 9211 .C25 M35x)

Hastings, William B., COPY OF A RECORD BOOK OF THE PLEASANT HILL METHODIST CHURCH, WASHINGTON TOWNSHIP, GUERNSEY COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .G93 H37x)


HISTORIES

FOR THE BOYS AND GIRLS OF CAMBRIDGE, OHIO, (GEN F 499 .C19 S755x)

Guernsey County Chapter, OGS, GUERNSEY COUNTY, OHIO: A COLLECTION OF HISTORICAL SKETCHES AND FAMILY HISTORIES, Cover Title: YESTERDAY & TODAY IN GUERNSEY COUNTY, OHIO, 1979, (GEN F 497 .G93 G83x)


GUERNSEY MILESTONES, Cover Title: SOUVENIR PROGRAM OF THE SESQUICENTENNIAL CELEBRATION OF THE FIRST PERMANENT SETTLEMENT IN GUERNSEY COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .G93 S69x)


HISTORIES

CONNER, E. M., PIONEER LAND GRANTS OF GUERNSEY COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .G93 C615)

Conner, E. Margaret and Nola R. Eynon, PIONEER MARRIAGES OF GUERNSEY COUNTY, OHIO, VOL. ONE, 1810-1830, 1964, (GEN F 497 .G93 C617)


GUERNSEY COUNTY MARRIAGES TO 1826, 1 reel (microfilm)
MISCELLANEOUS

Conner, E. M., PIONEER LAND GRANTS OF GUERNSEY COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .G93 C615)

Conner, E. Margaret and Nola R. Goodpaster, PIONEER SOLDIERS OF GUERNSEY COUNTY, OHIO, 1964, (GEN F 497 .G93 C62)

1895 SOLDIERS RETURN GUERNSEY COUNTY, (GEN F 497 .G93 E43 1988x)

Guernsey County Chapter, OGS, FIVE GENERATIONS IN GUERNSEY COUNTY, 1986, (GEN F 497 .G93 K58 1987x)

Guernsey County Chapter, OGS, GUERNSEY COUNTY, OHIO WILLS AND ESTATES, 1850-1900, INDEX, 1987, (GEN F 497 .G93 K53 1987x)

Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

Snider, Wayne L., GUERNSEY COUNTY'S BLACK PIONEERS, PATRIOTS, AND PERSONS, 1979, (GEN F 497 .G93 S66)
HAMILTON COUNTY

Organized: 1790
County Seat: Cincinnati
45202
Parent County: Original County

ATLAS

Harrison, R. H., TITUS'S ATLAS OF HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO, 1869 (Reprinted 1991),
(GEN G 4083 .H2 H3 1991x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 120, Reel No. 35 and
Collection No. 121, Reel No. 35 (dup.))

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

Craig, R. D., HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO, RECORDS: PIONEERS, MARRIAGES, DEATHS,
(GEN F 497 .H2 C52x)

DAR, BIBLE, FAMILY, AND CEMETERY RECORDS, HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO,
(GEN F 497 .H2 D22x)

DAR, CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS, MISCELLANEOUS VOLUME II, (Cover title).
(GEN F 497 .M572x)

DAR, DEATH RECORDS, WESTERN CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE, CINCINNATI, OHIO, 1846.
1855, 1861, (GEN F 490 .D52x)

DAR, EARLIEST RECORDS OF SPRING GROVE CEMETERY, CINCINNATI, OHIO.
(GEN F 497 .H2 D23x)

DAR, INSCRIPTIONS, HOPEWELL CEMETERY (PRESBYTERIAN), MONTGOMERY, OHIO,
(GEN F 497 .H2 D33x)

DAR, LAUREL CEMETERY, HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO, BURIALS,
(GEN F 497 .H2 D25x)

DAR, RECORDS OF ANDERSON TOWNSHIP, HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO: CEMETERY
AND BIBLE RECORDS, (GEN F 497 .H2 D283x)

Hamilton County Chapter, OGS, HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO BURIAL RECORDS,
(GEN F 497 .H2 H36 1984)

VOL. I WESLEYAN CEMETERY, 1842-1971
VOL. II ANDERSON TOWNSHIP, 1800-1989
VOL. III VINE STREET HILL CEMETERY 1852-1977

HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS, 2 Vols., (GEN F 497 .H2 C49x)

SPRING GROVE CEMETERY, ITS HISTORY AND IMPROVEMENTS, (GEN F 499 .C5 S798)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920
FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

DAR, BIBLE, FAMILY, AND CEMETERY RECORDS HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .H2 D22x)

DAR, BIBLE RECORDS, CINCINNATI, HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .H2 B5x)

DAR, HAMILTON COUNTY, CHURCH AND FAMILY RECORDS, OHIO, (Cover title), (GEN F 497 .H2 K34x)

DAR, RECORDS OF ANDERSON TOWNSHIP, HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO: CEMETERY AND BIBLE RECORDS, (GEN F 497 .H2 D283x)

Means, Mrs. Russell, BIBLE RECORDS, HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .H2 M42x)

Miller, L. B., SESSION BOOK OF DUCK CREEK CHURCH OF THE PRESBYTERIAN, (GEN F 497 .H2 M54x)

150TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE NEWTOWN METHODIST CHURCH 1813-1963, NEWTOWN, OHIO, (GEN BX 8481 .N4 O53x)

HISTORIES

Burress, Marjorie, WHITEWATER, OHIO, VILLAGE OF SHAKERS 1824-1916, (GEN F 497 .H2 W44x)


CINCINNATI: A GUIDE TO THE QUEEN CITY AND ITS NEIGHBORS, 1943, 570p, Indexed, (GEN F 499 .C5 W93)

Cist, Charles, CINCINNATI MISCELLANY, 1846, 346p, (GEN F 499 .C5 C57)

Cone, Stephen D., BIOGRAPHICAL AND HISTORICAL SKETCHES: A NARRATIVE OF HAMILTON AND ITS RESIDENTS FROM 1792 . . . (1896) - 1901, 2 vols., (microfilm, Collection No. 68, Reel No. 22)


HISTORY OF CINCINNATI AND HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO, 1894, 1056p, Indexed. (GEN F 497 .H2 H6) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 132, Reel No. 39)

MEMOIRS OF THE MIAMI VALLEY, 1756p, 3 vols. in 5, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .M64 M45x)

Miller, F. W., CINCINNATI'S BEGINNINGS, 1880, 235p, (GEN F 499 .C5 M6)

135TH ANNIVERSARY FOUNDING OF THE TOWN OF COLUMBIA BY MAJOR BENJAMIN STITES, 1923, 12p, (GEN F 499 .C5 F68x)

RECORD OF THE DISTRIBUTION AND SALE OF LOTS IN THE TOWN OF LOSANTIVILLE, 1870, 11p, (GEN F 499 .C5 R4x)

Reemelin, Charles, HISTORICAL SKETCH OF GREENE TOWNSHIP, HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO, 1882, 33p, (GEN F 497 .H2 R43x)


Simons, C. S., CINCINNATI HISTORY WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE FIRST CENTURY OF THE CITY'S GROWTH, 1936, 45p, (GEN Z 1324 .C57 S55x)


SOUVENIR HISTORY OF CUMMINSVILLE, 1914, 142p, (GEN F 497 .H2 H57x)


MARRIAGES


Craig, R. D., HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO: PIONEERS, MARRIAGES, DEATHS. (GEN F 497 .H2 C52x)

DAR, HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGE RECORDS, 1817-1846, 5 vols., (GEN F 497 .H2 D34x)

DAR, HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGE RECORDS 1820-1825, (GEN F 497 .H2 D32x)

Dickore, Marie, HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGE RECORDS (1808-1820) AND WILLS (1790-1810), (GEN F 497 .H2 A52)


MISCELLANEOUS

Burress, Marjorie Byrnside, EARLY ROSTERS OF CINCINNATI AND HAMILTON COUNTY, 1984, (GEN F 497 .H2 B8773x)

Coombs, Elizabeth Lockwood, REFORM CRUSADE IN CINCINNATI, OHIO 1894, (GEN F 499 .C5 C66x)
Craig, Robert D., REVOLUTIONARY SOLDIERS IN HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .H2 C72x)

Cummins, V. R., HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO: COURT AND OTHER RECORDS, 3 vols., (GEN 497 .H2 C84x)

Dickore, Marie, CENSUS FOR CINCINNATI, OHIO 1817 AND HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO VOTERS' LISTS, (GEN F 497 .H2 D53x)

Dickore, Marie, HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGE RECORDS (1808-1820) AND WILLS (1790-1810), (GEN F 497 .H2 A52)


Hamilton County Chapter, OGS, ABSTRACT OF BOOK 1 & BOOK A PROBATE RECORD, 1791-1826, HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .H2 O38)

Hamilton County Chapter, OGS, ABSTRACT OF BOOK 3, PROBATE RECORD, 1829-1834, HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .H2 O382x)

Hamilton County Chapter, OGS, ABSTRACT OF BOOK 4, PROBATE RECORD, 1834-1837, HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .H2 A273 1985)


Hamilton County Chapter, OGS, WILL INDEX OF HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO 1792-1850, (GEN F 497 .H2 O39x)

HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO CINCINNATI LAND SALES 1801-1810, 1 reel (microfilm)

HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO JOURNAL & LETTERS, CINCINNATI LAND OFFICE 1803, 1 reel (microfilm)

HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO WILL RECORD, Vol. 3-8, 3 reels (microfilm)


Miller, Pamela and Richard Rees, 1870 CENSUS INDEX TO HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO INCLUDING CINCINNATI, 1988, (GEN F 497 .H2 M56 1988x)

NAMES & RESIDENCES OF ALL THE PERSONS REGISTERED IN THE CITY OF CINCINNATI (1892), (GEN F 497 .H2 W35x)

SHAFFER'S ADVERTISING DIRECTORY 1840, (GEN F 499 .C5 A18 1840)

WILLIAM'S CINCINNATI DIRECTORY, 1865 and 1873, 2 vols., (GEN F 499 .C5 W545x)
HANCOCK COUNTY

Organized: 1820
County Seat: Findlay
County Code: 45840
Parent County: Logan

ATLAS

Eberhart, G. A. ILLUSTRATED HISTORICAL ATLAS OF HANCOCK COUNTY, 1875
(Reprinted 1983), (GEN G 1398 .H3 I4 1938x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 80,
Reel No. 26)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

DAR, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS. HANCOCK COUNTY, OHIO, 7 vols.,
(GEN F 497 .H3 D284x)

Hancock County Chapter, OGS, HANCOCK COUNTY, OHIO CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS,
ALLEN TOWNSHIP, BECHTEL CEMETERY, AND RADER CEMETARY, 1987,
(GEN F 497 .H3 H36 1987x)

Hancock County Chapter, OGS, HANCOCK COUNTY, OHIO CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS,

Hancock County Chapter, OGS, INDEX TO MAPLE GROVE CEMETERY, FINDLAY, OHIO,
HANCOCK COUNTY, VOL. I, 1854-1912, 1985, (GEN F 497 .H3 I632 1985x v. 1)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

DAR, BIBLE AND FAMILY RECORDS FAIRFIELD, HANCOCK, HURON, LORAIN,
MAHONING, AND WARREN COUNTIES, (GEN F 497 .A15 B52x)

DAR, BIBLE RECORDS, HANCOCK COUNTY. OHIO, (GEN F 497 .H3 D25x)

EAGLE CREEK CHURCH HISTORY, CHURCH OF THE BRETHREN, HANCOCK COUNTY.
OHIO, 1958, (GEN F 497 .H3 M55x)

Murray, Melvin L., THE RETURN TO RISDON: HISTORY OF THE METHODIST CHURCH
IN FOSTORIA, OHIO 1833-1900, 1968, (GEN BX 8249 .F67 M87x)

HISTORIES

Beardsley, D. B., HISTORY OF HANCOCK COUNTY, FROM ITS EARLIEST SETTLEMENT
TO THE PRESENT TIME, 1881 (Reprinted 1989), 472p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .H3 B3 1989x)
(Also on microfilm, Collection No. 23, Reel No. 7)

CENTENNIAL BIOGRAPHICAL HISTORY OF HANCOCK COUNTY, OHIO. 1903, 595p,
(GEN F 497 .H3 C3) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 58, Reel No. 17)
(Also on microfilm, Collection No. 142, Reel No. 43)


Kimmell, J. A., TWENTIETH CENTURY HISTORY OF FINDLAY AND HANCOCK COUNTY, 1910 (microfilm, Collection No. 183, Reel No. 58)


Spaythe, J. A., HISTORY OF HANCOCK COUNTY, OHIO, 1903, 312p, (GEN F 497 .H3 S7x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 279, Reel No. 83)


MARRIAGES

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS HANCOCK COUNTY, OHIO 1828-1864, (GEN F 497 .H3 D28x)

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS HANCOCK COUNTY, OHIO 1828-1864, Index Volume, (GEN F 497 .H3 D2 2x)

Hancock County Chapter, OGS, MARRIAGE RECORDS OF HANCOCK COUNTY, OHIO 1856 THRU 1884, 1987, (GEN F 497 .H3 M37 1987x)

MISCELLANEOUS

Hancock County Chapter, OGS, EARLY LAND RECORDS OF HANCOCK COUNTY, OHIO, 1986, (GEN F 497 .H3 E37 1986)

Hancock County Chapter, OGS, HANCOCK COUNTY, OHIO ANCESTRAL CHARTS, 1984, (GEN F 497 .H3 O32 1984x)


Hancock County Chapter, OGS, INDEX TO NATURALIZATION PAPERS FOUND IN HANCOCK COUNTY COURT RECORDS, (GEN F 497 .H3 I63 1985x)

Hancock County Chapter, OGS, Surname List, 1990, (GEN F 497 .H3 O37a 1990)

HANCOCK COUNTY, OHIO ENTRY BOOK VOLUME 1, 1 reel (microfilm)

Powell, E. W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

Moorhead, Rex K., INDEX TO THE 1870 FEDERAL POPULATION CENSUS OF HANCOCK COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .H3 M66x)
HARDIN COUNTY

Organized: 1820
County Seat: Kenton
43326
Parent County: Logan

ATLAS

ATLAS OF HARDIN COUNTY, OHIO, 1879, (GEN G 4083 .H3 1879x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 174, Reel No. 56)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

Hardin County Chapter, OGS, PLEASANT TOWNSHIP, HARDIN COUNTY, OHIO CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS, 1989, (GEN F 497 .H4 C45 1989x)

Wagner, C. W., MISCELLANEOUS CEMETARY RECORDS OF ALLEN, LICKING, HARDIN, MADISON, PICKAWAY, AND VINTON COUNTIES. OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A15 W33)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

HISTORIES


HISTORY OF HARDIN COUNTY, OHIO, 1883 (Reprinted 1977), 1064p. Indexed, (GEN F 497 .H4 H5 1977x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 143, Reel No. 44)


PORTRAIT AND BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD OF MARION AND HARDIN COUNTY, OHIO, 1895, 563p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .M3 P8) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 254, Reel No. 77)


MARRIAGES

DAR, HARDIN COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGE RECORDS 1833-1865. (GEN F 497 .H4 M3x)

MISCELLANEOUS


Powell, E. W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

Ramsey, Jerald, INDEX TO THE 1880 CENSUS OF HARDIN COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .H4 163 1989x)
HARRISON COUNTY

Organized: 1813  County Seat: Cadiz

Parent Counties: Jefferson, Tuscarawas

ATLAS


CALDwell'S ATLAS OF HARRISON COUNTY, OHIO, 1875 (Reprinted 1986), Indexed, (GEN G 1398 .H4 C3 1986x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 52, Reel No. 16)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

ABSTRACTS FROM CHURCH RECORD BOOKS OF REV. JOSEPH A. ROOF, (GEN F 497 .A15 R66x)

Harrison County Chapter, OGS, REVOLUTIONARY WAR VETERANS BURIAL RECORDS, HARRISON COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .H5 R48 1988x)

Harrison County Genealogical Society, HARRISON COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .H5 M66 1987x)

VOL. 1 MOOREFIELD & NOTTINGHAM TOWNSHIP CEMETERIES
VOL. 2 FRANKLIN, STOCK & WASHINGTON TOWNSHIP CEMETERIES
VOL. 3 CADIZ TOWNSHIP CEMETERIES
VOL. 4 ATHENS AND SHORT CREEK TOWNSHIP CEMETERIES

Marsh, Esther and Patricia Garbrandt, INDEX TO CEMETERIES IN MOOREFIELD & NOTTINGHAM TOWNSHIPS, HARRISON, COUNTY, OHIO, 1988, (GEN F 497 .H5 M66 1988x)


CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

HISTORIES

Bullock, Helen, HISTORY OF HARRISON COUNTY, 1961, 48p, (GEN F 497 .H5 B8)

Cochran, Fred, A HISTORY OF FREEPORT AND ITS EARLY SETTLEMENT, (GEN F 497 .H5 C62x)


(Also on microfilm, Collection No. 62, Reel No. 19)

Hanna, Charles A., HISTORICAL COLLECTIONS OF HARRISON COUNTY, OHIO, 1900 (Reprinted 1973), 818p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .H5 H2 1973x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 110, Reel No. 33)


Harrison, J. T., STORY OF THE DINING FORK, (GEN F 497 .H5 H5)

McGavran, Samuel B., A BRIEF HISTORY OF HARRISON COUNTY, 1894 (microfilm, Collection No. 224, Reel No. 66)


MARRIAGES


Hanna, Charles A., HISTORICAL COLLECTIONS OF HARRISON COUNTY, OHIO, 1900 (Reprinted 1973), Contains Harrison County marriages 1813-1840 on pages 238-312 and marriages from 1841-1850 on pages 587-617, (GEN F 497 .H5 H2 1973x)

MISCELLANEOUS

CLIPPINGS FROM THE HARRISON COUNTY NEWS HERALD (Cover title), PRESENTING HARRISON COUNTY, Indexed separately, (GEN F 497 .H5 P7x)

Greer, Dorothea L., RECORDS OF INMATES IN THE HARRISON COUNTY, OHIO INFIRMARY, (GEN F 497 .H5 G74 1985x)

Greer, Dorothea L., SUPREME COURT CASES, HARRISON COUNTY, CADIZ, OHIO, 1814-1832, (GEN F 497 .H5 G7. 1985x)


INDEX TO CARD FILE DONATED TO HARRISON COUNTY, OHIO GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY (698 Obituaries), (GEN F 497 .H5 154 1988x)

POLL BOOK OF ELECTIONS (VOTERS), HARRISON COUNTY, OHIO, 1813-1827, (GEN F 497 .H5 P65 1988x)


Powell, E. W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

PRESENTING HARRISON COUNTY! (from Harrison County News Herald), (GEN F 497 .H5 P7x)
HENRY COUNTY

Organized: 1820

County Seat: Napoleon

Parent County: Shelby

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

Henry County Chapter, OGS, CEMETERIES, HENRY COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .H55 C45x)

VOL. 1 PLEASANT TOWNSHIP
VOL. 2 BARTLOW & RICHFIELD TOWNSHIPS
VOL. 3 FLATROCK TOWNSHIPS
VOL. 4 NAPOLEON TOWNSHIP
VOL. 5 DAMASCUS & WASHINGTON TOWNSHIPS

Seaman, Vashti, MISCELLANEOUS OHIO BIBLE AND CEMETERY RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .M57x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1830-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

Curtindale, Barbara Rabe, HISTORY AND RECORDS OF HOPE LUTHERAN CHURCH, APRIL 1879-DECEMBER 1978, HAMLER, OHIO, 2 vols., (GEN BX 8076 .H3 C87x)

Seaman, Vashti, MISCELLANEOUS OHIO BIBLE AND CEMETERY RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .M57x)

HISTORIES

Aldrich, Lewis Cass, HISTORY OF HENRY AND FULTON COUNTIES, OHIO, 1888 (Reprinted 1985), 713p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .H55 A3 1985x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 1, Reel No. 1)


"CANAL DAYS TO MODERN WAYS REVISITED" SESQUICENTENNIAL EDITION, NAPOLEON, OHIO, 1834-1984, (GEN F 499 .N3 C36 1984)

COMMEMORATIVE BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD OF NORTHWESTERN OHIO, INCLUDING THE COUNTIES OF DEFIANCE, HENRY, WILLIAMS AND FULTON . . ., 1899 (microfilm, Collection No. 61, Reel No. 18)

HAMLER, OHIO: 100 YEARS, 1975, (GEN F 499 .H23 H35)


Maumee Valley Pioneer Association, ADDRESSES, MEMORIALS, AND SKETCHES, 1900 and 1901, (GEN F 497 .M4 M42)


Winter, N. O., HISTORY OF NORTHWEST OHIO, 1917, 2276p, (GEN F 497 .A15 W7)

MARRIAGES

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS 1847-1859 BOOK A, HENRY COUNTY, (GEN F 497 .H55 S45x)

MISCELLANEOUS


Powell, E. W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)
HIGHLAND COUNTY

Organized: 1805
County Seat: Hillsboro
Parent Counties: Ross, Adams, Clermont

ATLAS

Lake, D. J., ATLAS OF HIGHLAND COUNTY, 1871 (Reprinted 1978), Indexed separately, (GEN G 1398 .H5 L25 1978x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 198, Reel No. 61)

Lathrop, J. M., ATLAS OF HIGHLAND COUNTY, 1887 (microfilm, Collection No. 217, Reel No. 63)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

DAR, CEMETERIES OF SOUTHERN OHIO, (GEN F 490 .C45x)

DAR, CEMETERY RECORDS, HIGHLAND COUNTY, OHIO, LIMES CEMETERY, (GEN F 497 .H6 D23x)

DAR, CEMETERY RECORDS OF ROCKY SPRINGS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, HIGHLAND COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .H6 D27 1957x)

DAR, OHIO CEMETARY RECORDS, AUGLAIZE, HIGHLAND AND MERCER COUNTIES, (GEN F 497 .A15 034x)


CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

DAR, ROCKY SPRING SESSION BOOK, 3 vols. in 2, (GEN F 497 .H6 D275x)

HISTORICAL DIRECTORY OF PRESBYTERIAN CHURCHES UNDER THE CARE OF G.W.H. SMITH, (GEN BX 8947 .03 H57x)


Southern Ohio Genealogical Society, ROCKY FORK M. E. CHURCH, HIGHLAND COUNTY, OHIO, 1900, (GEN F 497 .H6 H66 1986x)
HISTORIES

Ayres, E. J., HIGHLAND PIONEER SKETCHES AND FAMILY GENEALOGIES, 1971, 1077p, Complete Every Name Index by Mary McRoberts, (GEN F 497 .H6 A985x)


HISTORY OF ROSS AND HIGHLAND COUNTIES, OHIO, 1880 (Reprinted 1972), Indexed, (GEN F 497 .R8 H6 1972x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 159, Reel No. 49)

HISTORY OF THE COUNTY OF HIGHLAND, 1878, 13p, (GEN F 497 .H6 T4) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 292, Reel No. 86)

Irwin, W. H., CENTENNIAL HISTORICAL SKETCHES OF GREENFIELD AND VICINITY, 1876, 16p, (GEN F 499 .G817)

Klise, J. W., STATE CENTENNIAL HISTORY OF HIGHLAND COUNTY, OHIO (Cover title), 1902 (Reprinted 1980), Indexed, (GEN F 497 .H6 K58 1980x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 184, Reel No. 59)

Martin, Alva W., HISTORY OF CLAY TOWNSHIP, HIGHLAND COUNTY, OHIO, SESQUICENTENNIAL 1805-1955, (GEN F 497 .H6 M37x)

Morgan, Violet, FOLKLORE OF HIGHLAND COUNTY, 1946, 240p, (GEN F 497 .H6 M6)

Scott, Daniel, HISTORY OF THE EARLY SETTLEMENT OF HIGHLAND COUNTY, OHIO, 1890 (Reprinted 1983), 192p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .H6 S425x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 270, Reel No. 80)


SOUVENIR EDITION OF NEWS HERALD, 1893, HILLSBORO, OHIO, (Cover title), (Historical and Descriptive Review of Highland County, Ohio, 1893), (GEN F 497 .H6 H57 1983x)

MARRIAGES

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS HIGHLAND COUNTY, OHIO 1805-1820, (GEN F 497 .H6 D28x)

McBride, D. N., MARRIAGE RECORDS OF HIGHLAND COUNTY, OHIO 1805-1880, (GEN F 497 .H6 M33)

MISCELLANEOUS


McBride, D. N., COMMON PLEAS COURT RECORDS OF HIGHLAND COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .H6 O342x)
McBride, David N., PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXPAYERS OF HIGHLAND COUNTY, OHIO, 1980, (GEN F 497 .H6 M34x)

McBride, David N., RECORDS OF THE RECORDER'S OFFICE OF HIGHLAND COUNTY, OHIO 1805-1850, (GEN F 497 .H6 A57)

McBride, David N., WILLS, ADMINISTRATIONS, GUARDIANSHIPS AND ADOPTIONS OF HIGHLAND COUNTY, OHIO 1805-1880, (GEN F 497 .H6 M36)

MARPLE COLLECTION OBITUARY NOTES, LEESBURG, OHIO - HIGHLAND COUNTY, 1 reel (microfilm)

Powell, E. W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)


Southern Ohio Genealogical Society, EVERY NAME INDEX TO VETERAN'S BURIAL RECORDS PREVIOUS TO WOII D WAR I IN THE RECORDER'S OFFICE, HIGHLAND COUNTY, OHIO, 1982, (GEN F 497 .H6 E8x)

Southern Ohio Genealogical Society, FOUR GENERATIONS OF DESCENDANTS FROM 1807 ELIGIBLE VOTERS LIST, HIGHLAND COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .H6 F68 1988x)

Southern Ohio Genealogical Society, HIGHLAND COUNTY, OHIO NATURALIZATIONS, (GEN F 497 .H6 H54 1988x)


Southern Ohio Genealogical Society, OBITUARY EXTRACTS FROM HIGHLAND COUNTY, OHIO NEWSPAPERS, HILLSBORO, OHIO, 1883-1899, (GEN F 497 .H6 O24 1986x)

Southern Ohio Genealogical Society, PENSION LIST, HIGHLAND COUNTY, OHIO, 1886, (GEN F 497 .H6 P46 1986x)


Turpin, Joan, REGISTER OF BLACK MULATTO AND POOR PERSONS IN FOUR OHIO COUNTIES, 1791-1861, 1985, (GEN F 490 .T87 1985)
HOCKING COUNTY

Organized: 1818

County Seat: Logan

Parent Counties: Athens, Ross, Fairfield

ATLAS

ATLAS OF HOCKING COUNTY, OHIO, 1876, (GEN G 1398 .H6 1876x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 199, Reel No. 61)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

Balzer, Mary Crist, MORGAN CHAPEL CEMETERY TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS, 1988, (GEN F 497 .H68 B34 1988x)

DAR, CEMETERY RECORDS, VINTON COUNTY & HOCKING COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .V5 D283x)

DAR, HOCKING AND VINTON COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .H68 D24x)

Perry County Chapter, OGS, HOCKING COUNTY CEMETERY SURNAMES, 1987, (GEN F 497 .H68 C64 1987x)

TWO CEMETERIES IN FALLS GORE TOWNSHIP, HOCKING COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .H68 T86 1982x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

DAR (Short, Anita), OHIO BIBLE RECORD, 1970, (GEN F 497 .A15 S45x)


HISTORIES


HISTORY OF CHAUNCEY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A8 H57x)


JOURNEY TO TOMORROW; LOGAN, OHIO 1816-1966, 1966, 84p, (GEN F 499 .L6 W45x)

MARRIAGES

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS HOCKING COUNTY, OHIO 1818-1865, (GEN F 497 .H68 D28x)
MISCELLANEOUS


Hocking County Chapter, OGS, INDEX TO BIRTH RECORDS,

1867-1882, (GEN F 497 .H68 I53 1990x)
1882-1894, (GEN F 497 .H68 I54 1991x)

Hocking County Chapter, OGS, INDEX TO DEATH RECORDS 1883-1908 HOCKING COUNTY, OHIO, 3 vols., (GEN F 497 .H68 1542 1990x)

NATURALIZATION SERVICE DECLARATION OF INTENTION, HOCKING COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .H68 N37 1990x)

Phillips, W. Louis, HOCKING COUNTY, OHIO NEWSPAPER OBITUARIES,


Powell, E. W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)
HOLMES COUNTY

Organized: 1824
County Seat: Millersburg 44654
Parent Counties: Coshocton, Wayne, Tuscarawas

ATLAS

HISTORICAL ATLAS OF HOLMES COUNTY, OHIO 1875 and 1907 (combined), Indexed separately in GEN G 1398 .H8 M32x, (GEN G 1398 .H65 C3) (1875 also on microfilm, Collection No. 71, Reel No. 23), (1907 also on microfilm, Collection No. 283, Reel No. 84)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

DAR, TWELVE OHIO COUNTIES, (GEN F 497 .A15 S364x)
Dickinson, Marguerite, HOLMES COUNTY, OHIO CEMETERY RECORDS, (GEN F 497 .H74 D4245x)
Dickinson, Marguerite, OBITUARIES HOLMES COUNTY, OHIO. (GEN F 497 .H74 D426x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1830-1920

HISTORIES


COMMEMORATIVE BIOGRAPHICAL RECORDS OF THE COUNTIES OF WAYNE AND HOLMES..., 1889 (microfilm, Collection No. 65, Reel No. 20)


Holmes County History Book Committee, HOLMES COUNTY OHIO TO 1985, 1985, 296p, Indexed separately, (GEN F 497 .H65 1985)

MECHANIC TOWNSHIP SCHOOL RECORDS HOLMES COUNTY, OHIO (Cover title), 18p, (GEN F 497 .H74 H85x)


MARRIAGES

Dickinson, M. S., HOLMES COUNTY MARRIAGE RECORDS 1854-1875, (GEN F 497 .H74 D424x)

Dickinson, M. S., MARRIAGE RECORDS OF HOLMES COUNTY 1875-1895, (GEN F 497 .H74 D425x)

Raber, Nellie M., HOLMES COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGES, (GEN F 497 .H74 R3x)
MISCELLANEOUS

DAR, NOTES TAKEN BY JUDGE LESTER TAYLOR WHILE APPRAISING SCHOOL LANDS THAT GIVE US FREE PUBLIC SCHOOLS, (GEN F 497 .H74 T387x)

Powell, E. W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)
HURON COUNTY

Organized: 1815

County Seat: Norwalk

Parent Counties: Portage, Cuyahoga

ATLAS

PLAT BOOK OF CA 1845 OF HURON COUNTY, OHIO COMBINED WITH THE ATLASES OF 1873 AND 1891 (Reprinted 1985), Indexed, (GEN G 1398 .H8 P5 1985x) (1873 also on microfilm, Collection No. 200, Reel No. 61), (1891 also on microfilm, Collection No. 236, Reel No. 69)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

BURIAL RECORDS FROM ST. JOSEPH CATHOLIC CHURCH, MONROEVILLE, OHIO, 1863 TO 1900, (GEN F 497 .H8 B8 1988x)

DAR, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS OF HURON, LAWRENCE, LICKING, SUMMIT AND WARREN COUNTIES, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A15 T65x)

DAR, WILLARD AREA VETERANS BURIAL SITES, 1976, (GEN F 497 .H8 B74x)

GRAVE RECORDS OF HURON COUNTY, OHIO, 3 vols. plus index, (GEN F 497 .H8 G7x)

Griffin, Paula Porter, DAY CEMETERY, NEW LONDON TOWNSHIP, HURON COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .H8 D3x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

DAR, BIBLE AND FAMILY RECORDS FAIRFIELD, HANCOCK, HURON, LORAIN, MAHONING, AND WARREN COUNTIES, (GEN F 497 .A15 B52x)

HISTORY OF THE BAPTIST CHURCH OF PERU, HURON COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .H8 H57x)

HISTORIES

Baughman, Abraham J., HISTORY OF HURON COUNTY, 1909, 2 vols. (microfilm, Collection No. 21, Reel No. 6)


Dush, Joseph F., HISTORY OF WILLARD, OHIO WITH PIONEER SKETCHES OF NEW HAVEN, GREENFIELD, NORWICH AND RICHMOND TOWNSHIPS, 1974, (GEN F 499 .W743 D87)

Fire Lands Historical Society, FIRELANDS PIONEER, 1858, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .W5 F5)


Keesy, William Allen, ROSTER OF RICHMOND SOLDIERS AND HISTORY OF RICHMOND TOWNSHIP, 1908, (GEN F 497 .H8 K43x)


Williams, William W., HISTORY OF THE FIRELANDS, 1879 (Reprinted 1985), 524p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .W5 W7 1985x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 163, Reel No. 50)

MARRIAGES

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS HURON COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .H8 M3x)

VOL. II (Vol. 1--Old Series, 1812-1839, Vol. 2--Old Series, 1838-1846)
VOL. III (Vol. 3--Old Series, 1846-1855)

MARRIAGE RECORDS, FIRST METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH, NEW LONDON, OHIO, 1988, (GEN F 497 .H8 M37 1988x)

MISCELLANEOUS

DAR, CENSUS RECORD OF 1820 HURON COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .H8 E84x)

DAR, HURON COUNTY, OHIO WILLS TO 1852 VOLUME A, (GEN F 497 .H8 T55x)

DAR, INDEX TO EXTANT HURON COUNTY ESTATE PAPERS 1815-1852, (GEN F 497 .H8 T58x)

HURON COUNTY RESOURCES FOR GENEALOGICAL RESEARCH, (GEN F 497 .H8 H87 1990x)

Powell, E. W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)
JACKSON COUNTY

Organized: 1816
County Seat: Jackson

Parent Counties: Scioto, Gallia, Athens, Ross

ATLAS

ATLAS OF JACKSON COUNTY, OHIO, 1875, Indexed separately, (GEN G 1398 J2 L3 1875)
(Also on microfilm, Collection No. 201, Reel No. 61)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

Bowman, Thomas W., JACKSON COUNTY, OHIO MILITARY VETERAN BURIALS FROM

Hixon, Mary J., SOLDIERS BURIED IN JACKSON COUNTY, OHIO,
(GEN F 497 J2 H593 1983x)

Hixon, Mary and Frances, CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS OF JACKSON COUNTY, OHIO,
1982, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 J2 H596x)

Jackson County Chapter of The Ohio Genealogical Society, BIRTH AND DEATH RECORDS FOR

BLOOMFIELD TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 J2 B52x)
COAL TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 J2 B522x)
FRANKLIN TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 J2 B53x)
HAMILTON TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 J2 B54x)
JACKSON TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 J2 B553x)
JEFFERSON TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 J2 B557x)
LIBERTY TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 J2 B56x)
LICK TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 J2 B564x)
MADISON TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 J2 B6x)
MILTON TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 J2 B66x)
SCIOTO TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 J2 B72x)
WASHINGTON TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 J2 B79x)
CITY OF JACKSON, OHIO, (GEN F 497 J2 B55x)
CITY OF WELLSTON, OHIO, (GEN F 497 J2 B83x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

Brill, H. E., THE STORY OF FINLEY CHAPEL, 1902, 61p, Indexed, (GEN BX 8481 W4 B74x)

HISTORIES

Carlyle, G. E., HISTORY OF THE PIONEER MEN AND PLANTS IN SOUTHERN OHIO, 1948,
52p, (GEN F 497 J2 C3'ix)

Evans, William R., HISTORY OF WELSH SETTLEMENTS IN JACKSON AND GALLIA

HISTORY OF LOWER SCIOTO VALLEY, OHIO, 1884, 875p, (GEN F 497 .S3 H6)

Ingles, Wayne B., SYMMES CREEK: HISTORICAL EVENTS & STORIES OF "THE SYMMES VALLEY" (including Jackson, Gallia, and Lawrence Counties, Ohio), 1976, (GEN F 497 .J2 I5x)


Williams, D. W., HISTORY OF JACKSON COUNTY, OHIO, 1900 (Reprinted 1981), (GEN F 497 .J2 W7 1981x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 301, Reel No. 90)

MARRIAGES

Hixon-Queen, Mary J. and Frances M. Welch-Hixon, MARRIAGES IN JACKSON COUNTY, OHIO, 1866-1875, 1991, (GEN F 497 .J2 H583x v.2)

MARRIAGE RECORDS JACKSON COUNTY, OHIO 1818-1865, (GEN F 497 .J2 M37x)

Smith, Marjorie, editor, OHIO MARRIAGES Extracted from "The Old Northwest Genealogical Quarterly", (GEN F 490 .S46x)

MISC cellaneous

Adams, Marilyn, SOUTHERN OHIO TAXPAYERS IN THE 1820's: GALLIA AND JACKSON COUNTIES, 1979, (GEN F 497 .G15 A3)


Hixon, Frances Welch, NATURALIZATIONS IN JACKSON COUNTY, OHIO, 1860-1903, (GEN F 497 .J2 H584 1983x)

Powell, E. W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

THE RAILWAY REFLECTOR, Jackson, Ohio, June 1897, (GEN F 497 .J2 R34x)


Riegel, Mrs. M. S., JACKSON COUNTY, OHIO "DUTCH," (GEN F 497 .J2 R53x)

Scott, Margaret, 1870 JACKSON COUNTY, OHIO CENSUS INDEX, (GEN F 497 .J2 E38 1985x)
JEFFERSON COUNTY

Organized: 1797  
County Seat: Steubenville  
43952  
Parent County: Washington

ATLAS

Acton, William (Mrs.), INDEX, ATLAS OF JEFFERSON COUNTY, OHIO, 1976,  
(GEN G 1398 .J4 A2 1871 Index)

ATLAS OF JEFFERSON COUNTY, OHIO, 1871 (Reprinted 1975),  
(GEN G 1398 .J4 B4 1975x)  
(Also on microfilm, Collection No. 25, Reel No. 7)

Beebe, Mary E. Hovorka, HARRISON COUNTY, OHIO 1862 LAND OWNERSHIP MAP AND  
PORTION OF THE 1803 PLAT OF THE DISTRICT OF STEUBENVILLE, 1985,  
(GEN F 497 .H5 B43 1985x)

CEMETERIES AND DEATH RECORDS

DAR, TWELVE OHIO COUNTIES,  
(GEN F 497 .A15 S364x)

Francy, Leila S., DEATHS RECORDED IN JEFFERSON COUNTY, OHIO 1867-1908,  
3 vols., (GEN F 497 .J4 F72x)

Powell, E. W., TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS AND FAMILY RECORDS OF JEFFERSON  
COUNTY, OHIO,  
(GEN F 497 .J4 P6)

Sinclair, M. D., JEFFERSON COUNTY, OHIO DEATHS 1867-1907,  
(GEN F 497 .J4 S48x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

DAR, METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH 1869-1900,  
(GEN F 497 .J4 O33x)

1810-1960 SOUVENIR PROGRAM AND HISTORY SESQUICENTENNIAL CELEBRATION  
CALVARY METHODIST CHURCH, STEUBENVILLE, OHIO,  
(GEN BX 8481 .S7 S96x)

Powell, E. W., TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS AND FAMILY RECORDS OF JEFFERSON  
COUNTY, OHIO,  
(GEN F 497 .J4 P6)

HISTORIES

Caldwell, John A., HISTORY OF BELMONT AND JEFFERSON COUNTIES, OHIO, 1880  
(Reprinted 1976), 611p, Indexed,  
(GEN F 497 .B4 C34x)  
(Also on microfilm, Collection No. 49, Reel No. 16)

Doyle, Joseph B., 20TH CENTURY HISTORY OF STEUBENVILLE AND JEFFERSON  
COUNTY, OHIO, 1910 (Reprinted 1976), 1197p, Indexed,  
(GEN F 497 .J4 D7 1976x)  
(Also on microfilm, Collection No. 77, Reel No. 24)


McConnell, D. T. and Frederick Garrod, STEUBENVILLE: PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, 1872, 91p, (GEN F 499 .S8 M24x)


Schilling, Robert, HISTORICAL NOTES OF KNOX TOWNSHIP, JEFFERSON COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .J4 S34x)

Sinclair, Dohrman J., PIONEER COLLECTION OF JEFFERSON COUNTY, OHIO, 1984, (GEN F 497 .J4 S49x)


Wintringer, Peggy, STEUBENVILLE IN EARLY DAYS, 1985, (GEN F 499 .S8 W56 1985x)

MARRIAGES

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS JEFFERSON COUNTY, OHIO 1789-1839, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .J4 D32x)

Francy, Leila S. and Reva, Ashcraft, MARRIAGE RECORDS OF JEFFERSON COUNTY, OHIO, BOOK 5, 1838-1844, (GEN F 497 .J4 M32x)

Francy, Leila S. MARRIAGE RECORDS OF JEFFERSON COUNTY, OHIO. BOOK 6, (GEN F 497 .J4 M322x)

MISCELLANEOUS


Ashcraft, Reva L., ACCOUNT RECORD #2, 1824-1832, JEFFERSON COUNTY, OHIO, LEDGER OF DR. P. S. MASON, (GEN F 497 .J4 A83 1985x)

Ashcraft, Reva L., JEFFERSON COUNTY, OHIO WILL BOOK. (GEN F 497 .J4 A74 1980z)

BOOK 3-A, 1836-1844
BOOK 3-B, 1836-1844
BOOK 4, 1844-1853
BOOK 5, 1848-1859
BOOK 6, 1859-1866
BOOK 7, 1866-1873

119
126
DAR, QUAKER BOOK OF RECORDS, WOMEN'S QUARTERLY MEETING FOR NEWGARDEN, JEFFERSON COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .J4 D28x)

DiThomas, Mary, CIVIL WAR SOLDIER DISCHARGE RECORDS, JEFFERSON COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .J4 D57 1988x)

DiThomas, Mary, COURT APPOINTED AND CHOSEN GUARDIANS, JEFFERSON COUNTY, OHIO, FROM COMMON PLEAS COURT JOURNALS TO 1818, (GEN F 497 .J4 D57x)

DiThomas, Mary, DIVORCES IN JEFFERSON COUNTY, OHIO, 1844-1851, (GEN F 497 .J4 D575 1988x)

DiThomas, Mary, EARLY RESIDENCES STATED IN JEFFERSON COUNTY DEED ENTRIES, 1788 TO 1812, (GEN F 497 .J4 D573x)

DiThomas, Mary, ESTATE ADMINISTRATIONS, JEFFERSON COUNTY, OHIO FROM COMMON PLEAS COURT JOURNALS TO 1818, (GEN F 497 .J4 D572x)

DiThomas, Mary, REVOLUTIONARY WAR SOLDIERS FROM JEFFERSON COUNTY, OHIO RECORDS, (GEN F 497 .J4 D574 1988x)

DiThomas, Mary, WILL ABSTRACTS TAKEN FROM WILL BOOK ONE, 1798-1821, JEFFERSON COUNTY, NORTH WEST TERRITORY AND THE STATE OF OHIO, (GEN F 497 .J4 D574x)

DiThomas, Mary, WILL ABSTRACTS TAKEN FROM WILL BOOK TWO, 1821-1836, JEFFERSON COUNTY, STATE OF OHIO, (GEN F 497 .J4 D5741x)


Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)
KNOX COUNTY

Organized: 1808
County Seat: Mt. Vernon
County: Fairfield

Parent County: Fairfield

ATLAS

ATLAS OF KNOX COUNTY, OHIO, 1871 (Reprinted 1980 in a combined volume with 1896 atlas), (GEN G 1398 .K55 C3 1980x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 53, Reel No. 16)

ATLAS OF KNOX COUNTY, OHIO, 1896 (Reprinted 1980 in a combined volume with 1871 atlas), (GEN G 1398 .K55 C3 1980x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 48, Reel No. 15)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS - KNOX, MORROW, RICHLAND, AND GUERNSEY COUNTIES, OHIO (microfilm - Knox County)

DAR, MISCELLANEOUS OHIO CEMETERIES, v. 1, 1955, (GEN F 497 .A15 S33x)


DAR, TWELVE OHIO COUNTIES, (GEN F 497 .A15 S364x)

Knox County Chapter, OGS, CEMETERY RECORDS OF KNOX COUNTY, OHIO, VOL. I, 1991, (GEN F 497 .K7 C45x v.1)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS


HISTORIES

BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD OF KNOX COUNTY, OHIO, 1902, 218p, (GEN F 497 .K7 B56x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 40, Reel No. 13)

Hill, N. N., HISTORY OF KNOX COUNTY, OHIO, 1881 (Reprinted 1974), 854p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .K7 H6 1974x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 126, Reel No. 3)

Norton, A. B., HISTORY OF KNOX COUNTY, OHIO, 1862 (Reprinted 1982), 441p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .K7 N8 1982x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 243, Reel No. 70)

Wallace, Dixie, MILLER TOWNSHIP THEN AND NOW, 1988, (GEN F 497 .K7 W34 1988x)

Williams, A. B., PAST AND PRESENT OF KNOX COUNTY, OHIO, 1912, 907p, 2 vols., Indexed, (GEN F 497 .K7 W7)
MARRIAGES
DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS KNOX COUNTY, OHIO, 1810-1865, 3 vols., (GEN F 497 .K7 D24x)

MISCELLANEOUS
Elliott, Mary Q., BIOGRAPHIC. K SKETCHES OF KNOX COUNTY WRITERS, 1937, 84p, (GEN PS 283 .03 E6)
Powell, E. W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)
Shewalter, Laura, REVOLUTIONARY ANCESTORS LISTS, (GEN E 202.5 .O2 A5 1957x)
LAKE COUNTY

Organized: 1840
County Seat: Painesville
Parent Counties: Geauga, Cuyahoga

ATLAS
Lake County Chapter, OGS, 1840 LAKE COUNTY LANDOWNER MAP INDEX, 1978, (GEN F 497 .L2 O45x)
Lake, D. J., ATLAS OF LAKE AND GEAUGA COUNTIES, 1874 (microfilm, Collection No. 202, Reel No. 61)
Stranahan, H. B., ATLAS OF LAKE COUNTY, 1898 (microfilm, Collection No. 284, Reel No. 84)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS
DAR, CEMETERIES IN MENTOR, PERRY, AND WILLOUGHBY TOWNSHIPS, LAKE COUNTY, OHIO, 1959, (GEN F 497 .L2 D25x)
DAR, CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS, LAKE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .L2 D14x)
DAR, CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS, LAKE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .L2 L35x)
DAR, COPIES OF GENEALOGICAL RECORDS, REVOLUTIONARY SOLDIER GRAVE RECORDS AND OTHER GRAVE RECORDS, (GEN F 497 .L2 D15x)
DAR, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS, LAKE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .L2 D175x)

CENSUS MICROFILM
1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS
CENTENNIAL HISTORY WITH DIRECTORY AND LIST OF OFFICERS OF THE METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH PAINESVILLE, OHIO, (GEN BX 8481 .P35 C45x)
DAR, BIBLE RECORDS AND WILLS, LAKE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .L2 D13x)
Tuttle, N. A., METHODISM IN PERRY, OHIO, (GEN BX 8381 .T87x)

HISTORIES

LAKE COUNTY HISTORY, 1941, 100p, (GEN F 497 .L2 W68)

Smith, Percy K., FIRST SETTLERS OF LAKE COUNTY, 1963, 19p, (GEN F 497 .L2 S55x)


MARRIAGES

DAR, LAKE, LICKING, LOGAN COUNTIES, OHIO MARRIAGE RECORDS 1840-1865, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .A15 D34 Index)

MISCELLANEOUS

DAR, BIBLE RECORDS AND WILLS, LAKE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .L2 D13x)

DAR, EARLY SEMINARIES, 1958, (GEN F 497 .L2 E2x)

DAR, JUSTICE PEACE OLD BOOK, PERRY TOWNSHIP, LAKE COUNTY, OHIO 1855-1896, (GEN F 497 .L2 B93x)

DAR, LAKE COUNTY, OHIO INFIRMARY RECORDS, 1852-1896, 1896-1911, (GEN F 497 .L2 D17x)

DAR, A RECORD OF THE REVOLUTIONARY SOLDIERS BURIED IN LAKE COUNTY, OHIO WITH A PARTIAL LIST OF THOSE IN GEAUGA COUNTY..., 94p, (GEN F 497 .L2 D2)

DAR, REGISTER OF INMATES, LAKE COUNTY, OHIO INFIRMARY 1855-1973, (GEN F 497 .L2 D18x)

DAR, REVOLUTIONARY SOLDIERS, ALPHABETIZED ANCESTRAL LISTS OF CHAPTERS, D.A.R. OF OHIO, 1958-1959, (GEN E 202.5 .O2 A5 1957x)

Shepherd, Paula M., KIRTLAND HERITAGE COLLECTION INDEX, 1984, (GEN F 497 .L2 S43 1984x)

Steed, Mildred E. Hoyes, SOLDIERS AND WIDOWS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION WHO LIVED IN LAKE COUNTY, OHIO, 1985, (GEN F 497 .L2 S74 1985x)
LAWRENCE COUNTY

Organized: 1815
County Seat: Ironton
45638

Parent Counties: Gallia, Scioto

ATLAS

ATLAS OF LAWRENCE COUNTY, OHIO, 1887, (GEN G 1398 .L3 A84 1887x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 203, Reel No. 61)

HISTORICAL HAND ATLAS AND HISTORIES OF LAWRENCE AND GALLIA COUNTIES, OHIO, 1882, Indexed separately in GEN F 497 .G15 H48, (GEN F 497 .L3 H48 1984x) (microfilm, Collection No. 113, Reel No. 34) (Lawrence Co. only)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

DAR, Tombstone Inscriptions Huron, Lawrence, Licking, Summit, and Warren Counties, Ohio, (GEN F 497 .A15 T65x)

Lawrence County Genealogical Society, Township Cemetery Inscriptions,

   Lawrence Township, (GEN F 497 .L3 J65 1984x)
   Rome Cemetery, (GEN F 497 .L3 J672 1987x)
   Windsor Township, (GEN F 497 .L3 J67 1986x)

Myers, James C. and Mary L., Cemeteries of Aid Township, Lawrence County, Ohio, 1983, (GEN F 497 .L3 M935 1983x)

Myers, James C. and Mary L., Cemeteries of Mason Township, Lawrence County, Ohio, (GEN F 497 .L3 M94 1982x)

Templeton, Marjorie, Lawrence County, Ohio Cemetery Records, (GEN F 497 .L3 T45x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

Bester, Louis C., Genealogy, Lawrence County, Ironton, Ohio, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .L3 B47x)

History of Ohio Baptist Church, 1804-1895 (microfilm)

HISTORIES

HISTORICAL HAND ATLAS AND HISTORIES OF LAWRENCE AND GALLIA COUNTIES, OHIO, 1882, 344p, Indexed separately in GEN F 497 .G15 H48, (GEN F 497 .L3 H48 1984x) (microfilm, Collection No. 113, Reel No. 34) (Lawrence Co. only)

Ingles, Wayne B., Symmes Creek: Historical Events & Stories of "The Symmes Valley" (including Jackson, Gallia, and Lawrence Counties, Ohio), 1976, (GEN F 497 .J2 I5x)
Lawrence County Historical Book Committee,  HISTORY OF LAWRENCE COUNTY, OHIO 1990, (GEN F 497 .L3 H57 1990x)

STORY ABOUT LAWRENCE COUNTY, OHIO, 1966, 80p, (GEN F 497 .L3 S76x)


MARRIAGES

DAR, MERCER, LAWRENCE AND FULTON COUNTIES, OHIO MARRIAGE RECORDS, (GEN F 497 .A15 D28x)

Douthit, R. L., LAWRENCE COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGES 1823-1839, (GEN F 497 .L3 L38x)

Murdock, Donna L., 1860 MARRIAGES IRONTON REGISTER (NEWSPAPER), LAWRENCE COUNTY, IRONTON, OHIO 1817-1862, (GEN F 497 .L3 E55 1990x)

MISCELLANEOS


Hamner, P., LAWRENCE COUNTY, OHIO NATURALIZATIONS, (GEN F 497 .L3 H35x)


Powell, E. W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)
LICKING COUNTY

Organized: 1808  County Seat: Newark
Parent County: Fairfield

ATLAS

ATLAS OF LICKING COUNTY, OHIO, 1875, (GEN G 1398 .L5 E8 1875x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 85, Reel No. 28)
Beers, Frederick, ATLAS OF LICKING COUNTY, 1866 (microfilm, Collection No. 26, Reel No. 7)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

DAR, CEMETERY RECORDS: PERRY, FAIRFIELD, PICKAWAY, LICKING COUNTIES, OHIO, (GEN F 490 .D3852x)
DAR, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS HURON, LAWRENCE, LICKING, SUMMIT AND WARREN COUNTIES, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A15 T65x)
Johnstown Genealogy Society, CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS, 20 vols., (GEN F 497 .L6 J63)
Licking County Chapter, OGS, LICKING COUNTY, OHIO CEMETERIES, PERRY TOWNSHIP, 1984, (GEN F 497 .L6 D68x)
Wagner, C. W., MISCELLANEOUS CEMETERY RECORDS OF ALLEN, LICKING, HARDIN, MADISON, PICKAWAY AND VINTON COUNTIES, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A15 W33x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

Imlay, Arlene, ST. FRANCIS DE SALES CHURCH RECORDS, 1844-1884, 1979, (GEN F 497 .L6 I44x)
Licking County Pioneer Society, PRESBYTERIAN CHURCHES IN LICKING COUNTY, OHIO, (Cover title), PIONEER PAMPHLETS, 1869, (GEN F 497 .L6 L53x)
SESSIONAL RECORDS OF THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF JERSEY, LICKING COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .L6 S47x)
Tharp, Robert, A HISTORY OF HARRISON CHAPEL CHURCH, 1844-1982, (GEN BX 8481 .P37 T48x)
White, Alfred, HISTORY OF FLETCHER CHAPEL, METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH, (GEN BX 8481 .L5 F54x)

HISTORIES

Brister, E. M., CENTENNIAL HISTORY OF THE CITY OF NEWARK AND LICKING COUNTY, OHIO, 1909, 1426p, 2 vols., Indexed separately, (GEN F 497 .L6 B74x) (Also microfilm, Collection No. 45, Reel No. 15)

Bushnell, Henry, HISTORY OF GRANVILLE, LICKING COUNTY, OHIO, 1889, 372p, Indexed, (GEN F 499 .G7 B9x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 47, Reel No. 15)

Evans, Raymond, THE WELSH HILLS, 145p, (GEN F 497 .L6 E93x)


Hill, N. N., HISTORY OF LICKING COUNTY, OHIO, 1881 (Reprinted 1971), 822p, Indexed separately, (GEN F 497 .L6 H6 1971x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 127, Reel No. 37)

King, Florence M., FAMOUS AND IN-FAMOUS PEOPLE OF OLD NEWARK, 1925, (GEN F 499 .N45 K56x)


Licking County Genealogical Society, LICKING COUNTY, OHIO 1982, Vol. 1, 566p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .L6 L54x v. 1)

Licking County Pioneer Society, PRESBYTERIAN CHURCHES IN LICKING COUNTY, OHIO, (Cover title), PIONEER PAMPHLETS, 1869, (GEN F 497 .L6 L53x)

MEMORIAL RECORD OF LICKING COUNTY, OHIO, 1894 (Reprinted 1976), Begins one-fourth of the way into SMUCKER'S HISTORY OF LICKING COUNTY, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .L6 S7 1976x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 232, Reel No. 68)

Park, Samuel, NOTES OF THE EARLY HISTORY OF UNION TOWNSHIP, LICKING COUNTY, OHIO, 1870, 34p, (GEN F 497 .L6 P37x)

PEOPLE MAKE THE DIFFERENCE, BICENTENNIAL HISTORICAL PUBLICATION, TOWNSHIPS OF ETNA, HARRISON, JERSEY, LIMA, PATASKALA, (GEN F 497 .L6 P46x)


Smucker, Isaac, CENTENNIAL HISTORY OF LICKING COUNTY, OHIO, 1876 (Reprinted 1976), Indexed, (GEN F 497 .L6 S7 1976x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 278, Reel No. 83)

MARRIAGES

Barcus, Polly and Mildred Francis, LICKING COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGES, TRANSCRIBED BOOK, 1808-1875, 1984, (GEN F 497 .L6 L52 1984x)

DAR, LAKE, LICKING, LOGAN COUNTIES, OHIO MARRIAGE RECORDS 1840-1865, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .A15 D34x)

Licking County Genealogical Society, LICKING COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGES, BOOK I--1874/5-1879 and BOOK II--10 Feb. 1879-29 June 1883, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .L6 B37x)

Smith, Marjorie, editor, OHIO MARRIAGES Extracted from The Old Northwest Genealogical Quarterly, (GEN F 490 .S46x)

MISCELLANEOUS

Amner, Mary Case, DEATH NOTICES IN THE GRANVILLE TIMES, 1880-1941, 1976, (GEN F 497 .L6 A46x)


1820 FEDERAL CENSUS, LICKING COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .L6 W33x)


Licking County Genealogical Society, LICKING COUNTY, OHIO PROBATE RECORD 1828-1904, (GEN F 497 .L6 L5x)

Licking County Genealogical Society, THE LICKING LANTERN (newsletter), 1976--, (GEN F 497 .L6 F57A)

Pheneger, Diane, INDEX 1834 LICKING COUNTY, OHIO TAX DUPLICATE, 1981, (GEN F 497 .L6 P48x)

Powell, E. W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 P68)

Sandusky, Mansfield and Newark Railroad Co., GUIDE, GAZETTEER AND DIRECTORY, 1869, (GEN F 499 .S3 S32x)
LOGAN COUNTY

Organized: 1818          County Seat: Bellefontaine
                           43311

Parent County: Champaign

ATLAS

Stewart, David J., COMBINATION ATLAS MAP OF LOGAN COUNTY, 1875 (microfilm, Collection No. 281, Reel No. 83)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

HISTORIES

Antrim, Joshua, HISTORY OF CHAMPAIGN AND LOGAN COUNTIES, OHIO, 1872, 460p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .L8 A6) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 10, Reel No. 3)

HISTORY OF LOGAN COUNTY AND OHIO, 1880 (Reprinted 1980), Indexed, 840p, (GEN F 497 .L8 H6 1980x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 145, Reel No. 44)

Hover, John C., MEMOIRS OF THE MIAMI VALLEY, 1919, 3 vols. in 5. Indexed, (GEN F 497 .M64 M45x)

Kennedy, R. P., HISTORICAL REVIEW OF LOGAN COUNTY, OHIO, 1903, 2 vols., 823p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .L8 K46x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 181, Reel No. 58)

Logan County Genealogical Society, LOGAN COUNTY, OHIO 1982, Vol. 1, 538p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .L8 L630 v. 1)

PORTRAIT AND BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD OF AUGLAIZE, LOGAN AND SHELBY COUNTIES, OHIO, 1892 (Reprinted 1977) 593p. Indexed, (GEN F 497 .A9 P6 1977x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 251, Reel No. 76)


Thompson, N. J., HOMETOWN, USA, 102p, (GEN F 497 .L8 T46x)

MARRIAGES

DAR, LAKE, LICKING, AND LOGAN COUNTIES, OHIO MARRIAGE RECORDS 1540-1865, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .A15 D34x)

DAR, LOGAN COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGE RECORDS 1818-1846, (GEN F 497 .L8 T57x)
MISCELLANEOUS

DAR, ABSTRACT OF THE FUNERAL RECORDS FROM 1900-1914 OF TROYER, TROYER & EICHHOLTZ; TROYER, KAUFFMAN AND KAUFFMAN FUNERAL HOMES, WEST LIBERTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .L8 B73 1989x)

Grandi, Bud, OLD TIME PHOTO ALBUM OF INDIAN LAKE, (GEN F 497 .L8 G73x)

Lambert, Marguerite, DEATH NOTICES FROM OHIO NEWSPAPERS 1830-1872, (GEN F 497 .L8 L35x)

Logan County Historical and Genealogical Society, BRANCHES & TWIGS QUARTERLY, 1979-- (GEN F 497 .L8 B7x)

McCormick, Virginia, A LOGAN COUNTY DIARY, GENEALOGICAL NOTES FROM MARGARET DOW GEBBY DIARIES (1886-1896), 1979, (GEN F 497 .L8 M22x)

Powell, Esther, EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

RECORD OF BLACKS (microfilm)

Turpin, Joan, REGISTER OF BLACK MULATTO AND POOR PERSONS IN FOUR OHIO COUNTIES, 1791-1861, 1985, (GEN F 490 .T87 1985)

LORAIN COUNTY

Organized: 1822
County Seat: Elyria 44035

Parent Counties: Huron, Cuyahoga, Medina

ATLAS

American Atlas Company, ATLAS AND DIRECTORY OF LORAIN COUNTY, 1897 (microfilm, Collection No. 3, Reel No. 1)

ATLAS OF LORAIN COUNTY, OHIO, 1874 (Reprinted 1974), (GEN G 1398 .L7 L3 1974x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 24, Reel No. 61)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

DAR, CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS, ROCHESTER TOWNSHIP, LORAIN COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .L86 D22x)

DAR, CEMETERY RECORDS BROWN, CUYAHOGA, MADISON, MEDINA, LORAIN AND SHELBY COUNTIES, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A15 S55x)

DAR, CEMETERY RECORDS, LORAIN COUNTY, OHIO, Columbia Township and Avon Lake Cemeteries, (GEN F 497 .L86 D38x)

DAR, REVOLUTIONARY SOLDIERS WHO LIVED OR ARE BURIED IN LORAIN COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .L86 D37x)

Dillman, A. G., OBITUARY INDEX TO ELYRIA, OHIO NEWSPAPERS, (GEN F 497 .L86 D5x)

Genealogical Workshop of the Lorain County Historical Society, CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS OF LORAIN COUNTY, OHIO, 1980, (GEN F 497 .L86 C45x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1830-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

DAR, BIBLE AND FAMILY RECORDS, FAIRFIELD, HANCOCK, HURON, LORAIN, MAHONING AND WARREN COUNTIES, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A15 B52x)

HISTORIES


Boynton, W. W., EARLY HISTORY OF LORAIN COUNTY, OHIO, 1876, 35p, (GEN F 497 .L86 B7) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 43, Reel No. 14)

HISTORY OF LORAIN COUNTY, OHIO, 1879 (Reprinted 1973), 373p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .L86 H6 1973x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 146, Reel No. 45)


MARRIAGES

DAR, LORAIN COUNTY MARRIAGE RECORDS, 1824-1865, 4 vols., Reprinted into one vol., 1980, (GEN F 497 .L86 M37x)

DAR, LORAIN COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGES, 1824-1838, (GEN F 497 .L86 L6x)

MISCELLANEOUS


DAR, ABSTRACTS OF WILLS FROM PROBATE COURT RECORDS LORAIN COUNTY, OHIO 1824-1865, (GEN F 497 .L86 D29x)

DAR, COMMON PLEAS COURT JOURNALS, COURT HOUSE, ELYRIA, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .L86 E27x)

DAR, FIRST TAX LISTS OF REAL ESTATE AND PERSONAL PROPERTY, YEAR 1824, LORAIN COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .L86 D31x)

DAR, REVOLUTIONARY SOLDIERS, ALPHABETIZED ANCESTRAL LISTS OF CHAPTERS, D.A.R. OHIO, 1958-1959, (GEN E 202.5 .02 A5 1957x)

Lorain County Chapter, OGS, INDEX TO THE CENSUS OF 1870 FOR LORAIN COUNTY, OHIO, 1989, (GEN F 497 .L86 I53 1989x)

Powell, E. W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)
LUCAS COUNTY

Organized: 1835
County Seat: Toledo
43624

Parent Counties: Wood, Sandusky, Henry

ATLAS

Andreas & Baskin, AN ILLUSTRATED AND HISTORICAL ATLAS OF LUCAS AND PART OF WOOD COUNTIES, 1875 (Reprinted 1982), (GEN G 1398 .W6 W6 1982x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 7, Reel No. 2)

WOOD COUNTY, OHIO ATLASES, 1875-1912, (Reprinted 1982), (GEN G 1398 .W6 W6 1982x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 7, Reel No. 2), Contains:

1912 Wood County Atlas pub. by The Maumee Valley Map Co.
1886 Wood County Atlas pub. by Griffing, Gordon & Co.
1875 Lucas and Wood County Atlas pub. by Andreas & Baskin
1875 Wood County Atlas pub. by H. H. Hardesty & Co.

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

DAR, TWELVE OHIO COUNTIES, (GEN F 497 .A15 S364x)

Northwestern Ohio Genealogical Society, CEMETERIES OF LUCAS COUNTY, OHIO, 3 vols., (GEN F 497 .L9 N67x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1840-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

DAR, BIBLE AND FAMILY RECORDS, LUCAS COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .L9 D22x)

Lucas County Chapter, OGS, LUCAS COUNTY, OHIO CHURCH RECORDS INVENTORY, 1990, (GEN F 497 .L9 L83 1990x)

HISTORIES

Blaine, H. S., RECOLLECTIONS OF OLD ATTICA AND TOLEDO, 125p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .L9 B52x)

Downes, R. C., LUCAS COUNTY HISTORICAL SERIES, 1948, 646p, 3 vols. in 2, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .L9 D67)

HISTORY OF LOWER SCIOTO VALLEY, OHIO, 1884, 875p, 3 vols., Indexed, (GEN F 497 .S3 H6)


Maumee Valley Pioneer Association, ADDRESSES, MEMORIALS, AND SKETCHES 1900 AND 1901, (GEN F 497 .M4 M42)


PORTRAIT AND BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD OF CITY OF TOLEDO AND LUCAS AND WOOD COUNTIES, 1895 (microfilm, Collection No. 252, Reel No. 76)

Scribner, Harvey, MEMOIRS OF LUCAS COUNTY AND THE CITY OF TOLEDO, 1910, 1311p, 2 vols., Indexed, (GEN F 497 .L9 S4) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 273, Reel No. 82)

Waggoner, Clark, HISTORY OF THE CITY OF TOLEDO AND LUCAS COUNTY, OHIO, 1888, 956p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .L9 W1) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 298, Reel No. 89)


MARRIAGES

DAR, LUCAS COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGE RECORDS 1835-1866, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .L9 D34x)

MISCELLANEOUS

Blaine, H. S., ABSTRACTS OF LUCAS COUNTY, OHIO WILLS 1836-1874, (GEN F 497 .L9 D32x)

Read, Helen Hunt, 1870 CENSUS INDEX TO THE THIRTEEN TOWNSHIPS OF LUCAS COUNTY, OHIO, 1990, (GEN F 497 .L9 R43 1990x v. 1), and 1870 CENSUS INDEX, CITY OF TOLEDO, LUCAS COUNTY, OHIO, 1990, (GEN F 497 .L9 R43 1990x v. 2)

MADISON COUNTY

Organized: 1810
County Seat: London
Parent Counties: Franklin

ATLAS

Cring, Henry, CALDWELL'S ATLAS OF MADISON COUNTY, OHIO, 1875 (microfilm, Collection No. 72, Reel No. 23)

Dennison, Rachel E., GENEALOGICAL INDEX TO CALDWELL'S ATLAS OF MADISON COUNTY OHIO 1875, 1982, (GEN F 497 .M14 D46 1982x)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

Bradley, Mr. and Mrs. R. K., TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS "BILLY" BRADLEY CEMETERY, (GEN F 497 .M14 B72x)

CEMETERIES OF JEFFERSON TOWNSHIP, MADISON COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .M14 C445 1987x)

DAR, CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS MISCELLANEOUS VOLUME OHIO, Vol. 2, (GEN F 490 .M572x)

DAR, CEMETERY RECORDS BROWN, CUYAHOGA, MADISON, MEDINA, LORAIN AND SHELBY COUNTIES, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A15 S55x)

DAR, GRAVESTONE INSCRIPTIONS IN COUNTRIES SURROUNDING PICKAWAY COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A15 D35x)

DAR, SOME OF THE OLD CEMETERIES IN RANGE TOWNSHIP, MADISON COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .M14 H36x)

DAR, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS OF CEMETERIES IN MADISON COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .M14 D37x)

Moore, Arthur M., TWO CEMETERIES IN PLEASANT TOWNSHIP, MADISON COUNTY, OHIO, (Weidinger Farm Cemetery and Douglas-Creath Cemetery), (GEN F 497 .M14 T96 1985x)

Union County Chapter, OGS, CEMETERY RECORD, PLAIN CITY, DARBY TOWNSHIP, MADISON COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .M14 C45 1988x)

Wagner, C. W., MISCELLANEOUS CEMETERY RECORDS OF ALLEN, LICKING, HARDIN, MADISON, PICKAWAY, VINTON COUNTIES, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A15 W33x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920
FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

DAR, ABSTRACTS OF DEEDS AND BIBLE RECORDS FOR MADISON COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .M14 C37x)

DAR, BIBLE RECORDS, MADISON COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .M14 W485x)

HISTORIES

THE HISTORY OF MADISON COUNTY, OHIO, 1883 (Reprinted 1972), 1165p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .M14 H6 1972x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 148, Reel No. 45)

Madison County Bicentennial Committee, A CHRONICLE OF OUR TIME . . . 'SEVENTY SIX,' (GEN F 497 .M14 M32x)

MADISON COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, ODDS AND ENDS PICKED UP FROM . . . MADISON COUNTY, OHIO, 1968, 50p, (GEN F 497 .M14 O32x)

PORTRAIT AND BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD OF FAYETTE, PICKAWAY, AND MADISON COUNTIES, OHIO, 858p, Indexed separately in GEN F 497 .P5 I54x, (GEN F 490 .P87) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 253, Reel No. 76)


MARRIAGES

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS, MADISON COUNTY, OHIO 1810-1865, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .M14 D32x)

MISCELLANEOUS

Bradley, Raymond K. and Naomi Hershberger, ABSTRACT OF QUARTERLY CONFERENCE RECORDS, OHIO CONFERENCE, LANCASTER DISTRICT, DERBY CHARGE, 1908-1912, (GEN F 490 .B72 1985x)

DAR, ABSTRACTS OF DEEDS AND BIBLE RECORDS FOR MADISON COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .M14 C37x)

Dennison, Rachel E., LONDON, COUNTY SEAT OF MADISON COUNTY, OHIO, Town Plat, Deed Records, First Owners of Town Lots from Deed Book 1, 1983, (GEN F 497 .M14 D46 1983x)

GENEALOGY AND LOCAL HISTORY HOLDINGS IN THE LONDON PUBLIC LIBRARY, (GEN F 497 .M14 G46 1986x)

Mathews, M. P., RECORD OF BIRTHS IN MADISON, FAYETTE, PICKAWAY COUNTIES, OHIO 1866-1884, (GEN F 497 .A15 M37x)

Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

Robinson, Dorothy Jenks, BIRTHS, 1908-1946 AS RECORDED BY DR. E. S. HOLMES, PLAIN CITY AREA, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .U5 R621 1986x)
MAHONING COUNTY

Organized: 1846

County Seat: Youngstown

44503

Parent Counties: Columbiana, Trumbull

ATLAS

ATLAS OF MAHONING COUNTY, OHIO, 1874, (GEN G 1398 .M25 L3 1874x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 205, Reel No. 61)

ATLAS OF MAHONING COUNTY, OHIO 1899-1900, (GEN G 1398 .M25 M8)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

Baldwin, H. R., OLDEST INSCRIPTIONS, WITH REVOLUTIONARY AND WAR OF 1812 RECORDS, OF THE CEMETERIES OF OHIO AND PENNSYLVANIA, (GEN F 490 .05x)

DAR, EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS ARRANGED BY TOWNSHIPS, MAHONING COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .M18 D25x)

DAR, FAMILY, CHURCH AND CEMETARY RECORDS COLUMBIANA, MAHONING, PORTAGE, AND STARK COUNTIES, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A15 E37x)

Mahoning County Chapter, OGS (Simon, Margaret), CANFIELD TOWNSHIP, CEMETARY AND DEATH RECORDS, MAHONING COUNTY, OHIO, 1983, (GEN F 497.M18 M34 1983 v.1)

Washburn, George W., CIVIL WAR SOLDIERS BURIED IN MAHONING COUNTY CEMETERIES..., (GEN F 497 .M18 W37x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1850-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

Baldwin, Henry R., SOLDIERS, WIVES, WIDOWS, & MOTHERS OF COLUMBIANA COUNTY, OHIO AND ADJOINING COUNTIES IN OHIO AND PENNSYLVANIA IN THE FRENCH-INDIAN AND REVOLUTIONARY WARS, (GEN F 497 .C6 S64x)

DAR, BIBLE AND FAMILY RECORDS FAIRFIELD, HANCOCK, HURON, LORAIN, MAHONING, AND WARREN COUNTIES, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A15 B52x)

DAR, FAMILY, CHURCH, AND CEMETARY RECORDS COLUMBIANA, MAHONING, PORTAGE, AND STARK COUNTIES, OHIO. (GEN F 497 .A15 E37x)


**HISTORIES**


BIOGRAPHICAL HISTORY OF NORTHEASTERN OHIO EMBRACING THE COUNTIES OF ASHTABULA, TRUMBULL AND MAHONING, 1893, 735p, (GEN F 497 .A73 B62) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 35, Reel No. 11)


HISTORY OF TRUMBULL AND MAHONING COUNTIES, OHIO, 1882 (Reprinted 1972), Indexed, (GEN F 497 .T8 H6 1972) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 165, Reel No. 52)


Sanderson, Thomas W., ed., *20TH CENTURY HISTORY OF YOUNGSTOWN AND MAHONING COUNTY*, 1907 (microfilm, Collection No. 269, Reel No. 80)


**MARRIAGES**


**MISCELLANEOUS**

Baldwin, H. R., *WILLS OF COLUMBIANA, MAHONING, AND TRUMBULL COUNTIES, OHIO*, (GEN F 497 .A15 B34x)


Mahoning County Chapter, OGS, MAHONING COUNTY, OHIO GUARDIANSHIP RECORDS, VOL. I, 1846-1860, 1987, (GEN F 497 .M18 M35x v. 1)


Powell, E. W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)


Simon, Margaret, MAHONING COUNTY, OHIO NEWSPAPER OBITUARY ABSTRACTS, 1843-1870, 1983, (GEN F 497 .M18 S56x)
MARION COUNTY

Organized: 1820

County Seat: Marion

43302

Parent County: Delaware

ATLAS

ATLAS OF MARION COUNTY, OHIO, 1878 (Reprinted 1974), (GEN G 1398 .M35 H3 1974x)
(Also on microfilm, Collection No. 122, Reel No. 35)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

DAR, GRAVE RECORDS OF MARION COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .M3 D284x)

Drake, Tom E., FUNERAL DIRECTORS RECORDS OF MR. TOM E. DRAKE AND MR. FRED GEHM, PROSPECT, OHIO, 1907-1921, 3 vols., (GEN F 497 .M3 D72x)

Marion Area Genealogy Society and OGS, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS OF THE CALEDONIA CEMETERY, CLARIDON TOWNSHIP, MARION COUNTY, OHIO, 1985, (GEN F 497 .M3 T65 1985x)


Midlam, Paul J. and Barbara, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS OF MARION COUNTY, OHIO, 1985, (GEN F 497 .M3 M53 1985x)

Rayburn, E. E., CEMETERIES OF SOUTHERN OHIO, (GEN F 490 .C45x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1830-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

DAR, BIBLE RECORDS MARION COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .M3 D28x)

DAR, FAMILY RECORDS, DELAWARE COUNTY, OHIO, 1969, (GEN CS 68 .D38x)

Marion Area Genealogy Society, MARION COUNTY FAMILY GENEALOGIES, (GEN F 497 .M3 M37x)


HISTORIES

HISTORY OF MARION COUNTY, OHIO, 1883, 1031p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .M3 H6)
(Also on microfilm, Collection No. 149, Reel No. 146)

Jacoby, J. W., HISTORY OF MARION COUNTY, OHIO, 1907 (Reprinted 1976), 834p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .M3 J23 1976x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 178, Reel No. 57)
PORTRAIT AND BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD OF MARION AND HARDIN COUNTIES, OHIO, 1895, 563p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .M3 P8) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 254, Reel No. 77)


MARRIAGES

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS MARION COUNTY, OHIO 1825-1865, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .M3 M374x)

Smith, Marjorie, editor, OHIO MARRIAGES Extracted from The Old Northwest Genealogical Quarterly, (GEN F 490 .S46x)

MISCELLANEOUS


Hartline, David L., SOLDIERS OF MARION COUNTY, CHIO 1776-1900, (GEN F 497 .M3 H3)

Marion Area Genealogical Society, SOME EARLY COURT RECORDS, MARION COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .M3 M373x)

MEDINA COUNTY

Organized: 1812

County Seat: Medina

Parent County: Portage

ATLAS

ATLAS OF MEDINA COUNTY, OHIO, 1897 (Reprinted 1978), (GEN G 1398 .M4 A5 1978x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 4, Reel No. 1)

Everts, L. H., COMBINATION ATLAS MAP OF MEDINA COUNTY, 1874 (Reprinted 1972), (GEN G 1398 .M4 E94 1972x)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS


DAR, BROWN, CUYAHOGA, MADISON, MEDINA, LORAIN AND SHELBY COUNTIES, OHIO CEMETERY RECORDS, (GEN F 497 .A15 S55x)

DAR, CEMETERY RECORDS, LIVERPOOL TOWNSHIP, MEDINA COUNTY, (GEN F 497 .M5 G54x)

DAR, MEDINA COUNTY CEMETERIES, (GEN F 497 .M5 M42x)

Medina County Genealogical Society, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS FROM THE CEMETERIES IN MEDINA COUNTY, OHIO, 1983, (GEN F 497 .M5 T6 1984x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS


HISTORIES

Brown, Edward, WADSWORTH MEMORIAL, 1875, 232p, (GEN F 499 .W13 B76x)


HISTORY OF MEDINA COUNTY AND OHIO, 1881 (Reprinted 1972), 922p, (GEN F 497 .M5 H6 1972x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 150, Reel No. 46)

Medina, Ohio, Senior High School, HISTORICAL HIGHLIGHTS OF MEDINA, 1966, 211p, (GEN F 499 .M46 M4)
Northrop, N. B., PIONEER HISTORY OF MEDINA COUNTY, OHIO, 1861, 224p, (GEN F 497 .M5 N8) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 242, Reel No. 70)

Schapiro, E., WADSWORTH HERITAGE, 1964, 392p, Indexed, (GEN F 499 .W13 S3)


Wadsworth, Ohio, High School, WADSWORTH, CENTER TO CITY, 1938, 204p, (GEN F 499 .W13 W3)

MARRIAGES

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS, MEDINA COUNTY, OHIO 1818-1865, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .M5 M37x)

MISCELLANEOUS

Clegg, Michael B., TAX RECORDS OF PORTAGE, SUMMIT AND PORTIONS OF MEDINA COUNTIES, OHIO, 1808-1820, (GEN F 497 .P8 C58)

DECLARATION OF INTENTION & FINAL NATURALIZATION OF MEDINA COUNTY, OHIO, BOOK I, (GEN F 497 .M5 D43 1989x)

Hemmeter, Patricia, INDEX TO MEDINA COUNTY DIVORCE RECORDS 1825 THRU 1900, 1985, (GEN F 497 .M5 167 1985x)


Powell, E. W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

Shewalter, Laura, REVOLUTIONARY ANCESTORS LISTS, (GEN E 202.5 .O2 A5 1957x)
MEIGS COUNTY

Organized: 1819
County Seat: Pomeroy
45769

Parent Counties: Gallia, Athens

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

DAR, MEIGS COUNTY, OHIO CEMETERIES, (GEN F 497 .M53 D38x)
DAR, MIDDLEPORT HILL CEMETERY, MEIGS COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .M53 D384x)
Fruth, Christine, BEECH GROVE CEMETERY, POMEROY, MEIGS COUNTY, OHIO, 1988,
(GEN F 497 .M53 F78 1988x)
Fruth, Christine and Mamie Noble, AUSTIN CEMETERY, NAYLORS RUN, POMEROY,
OHIO, (GEN F 497 .M53 F78 1988x)
Greiner, Grace Jeffers, CEMETERY RECORDS OF ATHENS AND MEIGS COUNTIES, BOOK
McVey, Owen and Faye, SOME TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS OF COLUMBIA TOWNSHIP,
Meigs County Genealogical Society, MEIGS COUNTY, OHIO LETART TOWNSHIP
CEMETERY RECORDS, (GEN F 497 .M53 M442 1985x)
Meigs County Pioneer and Historical Society, INDEX TO VOLUME I & II DEATH
Tolson, G. C., OLD GRAVESTONE READINGS, LETART FALLS CEMETERY, MEIGS
COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .M53 T64x)

CENSUS MICROFILM
1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

DAR, FREEWILL BAPTIST CHURCH, MEIGS COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .M53 D31x)
DAR, MEIGS COUNTY'S EARLY RELIGIOUS HERITAGE, (GEN F 497 .M53 M67x)

HISTORIES

Brown, Victor L., COLLECTIONS OF BITS & PIECES OF SUTTON TOWNSHIP HISTORY,
(GEN F 497 .M53 B76 1987x)
DAR, SCIPIO TOWNSHIP, MEIGS COUNTY, OHIO, 1941, 138p, (GEN F 497 .M53 W44x)
Ervin, Edgar, PIONEER HISTORY OF MEIGS COUNTY, OHIO, 1949, 514p,
(GEN F 497 .M53 E7)


Larkin, Stillman C., *THE PIONEER HISTORY OF MEIGS COUNTY, OHIO, 1908* (Reprinted 1982 with original and a revised index), 225p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .M53 L3 1982x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 215, Reel No. 62)


**MEIGS COUNTY, OHIO FROM HARDESTY'S HISTORICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL ENCYCLOPEDIA 1883...., (Reprinted 1982), Indexed, (GEN F 497 .M53 M44 1982x)**

Meigs County Pioneer and Historical Society, Inc., *MEIGS COUNTY, OHIO HISTORY BOOK, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .M53 M44x)*


Taylor, Charles B., *EARLY HISTORY AND WAR RECORD OF WILKESVILLE AND SALEM, 1874, 89p, (GEN F 499 .W74 T3 1874)*

**MARRIAGES**

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS, MEIGS COUNTY, OHIO 1812-1866, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .M53 D32x)

Pierce, Homer C., *MEIGS COUNTY MARRIAGE RECORDS, BOOKS 1 & 2 (1819-first half of 1862), (GEN F 497 .M53 P43)*

**MISCELLANEOUS**

EARLY INHABITANTS OF MEIGS COUNTY, OHIO 1800-1883, 1 reel (microfilm)

Meigs County Genealogical Society, *MEIGS COUNTY, OHIO SOLDIER DISCHARGE BOOK, VOLUMES 1 AND 2, 1988, (GEN F 497 .M53 T76 1988x)*


Slaughter, Raymond D., *INDEX 1870 CENSUS, MEIGS COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .M53 S42 1987x)*

Slaughter, Raymond D., *MEIGS COUNTY, OHIO 1900 CENSUS SURNAME INDEX, (GEN F 497 .M53 S43 1988x)*
MERCER COUNTY

Organized: 1820

County Seat: Celina

Parent County: Darke

ATLAS

MERCER COUNTY, OHIO COMBINED 1888 & 1900 ATLASES AND 1876 MAP OF MERCER COUNTY, OHIO, (Reprinted 1900), (GEN G 1398 .M56 M47 1990x) (1900 also on microfilm, Collection No. 220, Reel No. 64)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

DAR, AUGLAIZE, HIGHLAND, AND MERCER COUNTIES, OHIO, OHIO CEMETERY RECORDS, (GEN F 497 .A15 O34x)

Lacy, Roy E., CEMETERY RECORDS OF SHELBY COUNTY, OHIO AND OF FRANKLIN TOWNSHIP, MERCER COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .S54 L32x)

Mercer County Chapter, OGS, MERCER COUNTY, OHIO CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS, (GEN F 497 .M56 M46 1984)

VOL. 1 JEFFERSON TOWNSHIP
VOL. 2 JEFFERSON TOWNSHIP (cont'd)
VOL. 3 CENTER & UNION TOWNSHIPS
VOL. 4 BUTLER, FRANKLIN, & WASHINGTON TOWNSHIPS
VOL. 5 DUBLIN TOWNSHIP
VOL. 6 BLACKCREEK, HOPEWELL, & LIBERTY TOWNSHIPS
VOL. 7 GIBSON & RECOVERY TOWNSHIPS
VOL. 8 GRANVILLE & MARION TOWNSHIPS

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

DAR, HISTORY OF HAMILTON BETHEL METHODIST CHURCH, MERCER COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN BX 8481 .M4 B272x)

HISTORIES


Alig, Joyce, editor, MERCER COUNTY, OHIO HISTORY, 1978, (GEN F 497 .M56 M47x)


Hamilton, William, HISTORY OF THE EARLY SETTLEMENTS OF UNION CENTER AND DUBLIN TOWNSHIPS, MERCER COUNTY, OHIO, 1876, 26p, (GEN F 497 .M56 H25x)
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HISTORY OF VAN WERT AND MERCER COUNTIES, OHIO, 1882 (Reprinted 1991), 488p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .V2 H57 1991x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 168, Reel No. 54)


Scranton, S. S., ed., HISTORY OF MERCER COUNTY, 1907 (microfilm, Collection No. 272, Reel No. 81)


MARRIAGES

MARRIAGE RECORDS MERCER, LAWRENCE, AND FULTON COUNTIES, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A15 D28x)

MISCELLANEOUS


Powell, E. W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)
MIAMI COUNTY

Organized: 1807

County Seat: Troy

Parent County: Montgomery

ATLAS

ATLAS OF MIAMI COUNTY, OHIO, 1871, (GEN G 1398 .M5 L3 1871x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 206, Reel No. 61)

ATLAS OF MIAMI COUNTY, OHIO, 1875 and 1894 (Reprinted 1973), (GEN G 1398 .M5 L2 1973x) (1875 also on microfilm, Collection No. 96, Reel No. 30)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

Brien, Lindsay M., MIAMI VALLEY RECORDS, VOL. 5, MIAMI COUNTY CEMETARY RECORDS, Indexed separately, (GEN F 497 .M6 B742x)

CEMETERY RECORDS OF MIAMI COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .M6 C45x)

DAR, SOLDIERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION, LIVED, DIED, BURIED IN MIAMI COUNTY, (GEN F 497 .M6 S64x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

Brien, L. M., OUR FOREFATHERS ... GENEALOGY OF MIAMI VALLEY FAMILIES, 1 reel (microfilm)

DAR, BIBLE RECORDS OF DARKE, MIAMI, AND MONTGOMERY COUNTIES, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A15 D32x)

Davis, Eileen and Judith Ireton, QUAKER RECORDS OF THE MIAMI VALLEY OF OHIO, 1980, (GEN F 497 .M64 D3x)

HISTORY OF MIAMI QUARTERLY MEETING OF THE RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS, 1809-1828, (GEN F 497 .M64 H34x)

Miller, Marcus, "ROOTS BY THE RIVER," THE HISTORY, DOCTRINE, AND PRACTICE OF THE OLD GERMAN BAPTIST BRETHREN IN MIAMI COUNTY, OHIO, 1973, (GEN BX 7817 .03 M44)


Short, Mrs. D. R., OHIO BIBLE RECORDS, (GEN F 497 .A15 S45x)

Short, Anita, OHIO BIBLE RECORDS CONCERNING THE FAMILIES OF: CRAWFORD, DARKE, FAIRFIELD, MIAMI, MONTGOMERY, PICKAWAY, PREBLE, AND SHELBY COUNTIES, (GEN F 497 .A15 S543x)
HISTORIES

A GENEALOGICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD OF MIAMI COUNTY, 1900 (microfilm, Collection No. 100, Reel No. 30)

Harbaugh, T. C., CENTENNIAL HISTORY TROY, PIQUA AND MIAMI COUNTY, OHIO, 1909, 857p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .M6 H3) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 112, Reel No. 33)

Hill, L. U., HISTORY OF MIAMI COUNTY, OHIO, 1953, 403p, (GEN F 497 .M6 M5)


HISTORY OF MIAMI COUNTY, OHIO, 1880, 861p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .M6 H6) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 152, Reel No. 47)

HISTORY OF WEST BRANCH QUARTERLY MEETING OF SOCIETY OF FRIENDS, WEST MILTON, OHIO 1807-1957, 74p, (GEN F 497 .M6 H57x)

Kinder, W. R., HISTORIC NOTES OF MIAMI COUNTY, OHIO, 1953, 213p, (GEN F 497 .M6 K56x)

MEMOIRS OF THE MIAMI VALLEY, 1919, 1756p, 3 vols. in 5, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .M64 M45x)


Rerick Brothers, THE COUNTY OF MIAMI, 1894 (microfilm, Collection No. 261, Reel No. 78)


MARRIAGES

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS, MIAMI COUNTY, OHIO 1807-1866, 3 vols., (GEN F 497 .M6 M37x)

Smith, Marjorie, ed., OHIO MARRIAGES Extracted from "The Old Northwest Genealogical Quarterly", (GEN F 490 .S46x)

MISCELLANEOUS


Brien, L. D., MIAMI VALLEY WILL ABSTRACTS FROM THE COUNTIES OF MIAMI, MONTGOMERY, WARREN, AND PREBLE IN THE STATE OF OHIO, (GEN F 497 .M64 B7)
DAR, INDEX TO RECORDS OF PIONEER ASSOCIATION OF WHITEWATER & MIAMI VALLEY, OHIO, 1866-1869, (GEN F 497 .M64 I63 1983x)

Haller, Stephen E., REGISTERS OF BLACKS IN THE MIAMI VALLEY: A NAME ABSTRACT 1804-1857, (GEN F 497 .M64 H34)


Montgomery County Chapter, OGS, INDEX TO MIAMI COUNTY HOME RECORD OF INMATES, 1925-1955, 1988, (GEN F 497 .M6 I54 1988x)

Montgomery County Chapter, OGS, INDEX TO MIAMI COUNTY HOME RECORDS PAUPERS REGISTER, 1842-1872, (GEN F 497 .M6 I53 1988x)


1776 MIAMI COUNTY SOLDIERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION, (GEN E 255 .S38x)

Pemberton, M. H., ORIGINAL LAND ENTRIES, UNION TOWNSHIP, MIAMI COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .M6 P45x)

Powell, E. W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

RECORD OF BLACKS (Duplicates GEN F 497 .M64 H34, Register of Blacks by Haller) (microform)

Short, Anita and Ruth Bowers, LAND PATENT RECORDS, MIAMI COUNTY, OHIO, 1975, (GEN F 497 .M6 S56x)
MONROE COUNTY

Organized: 1813

County Seat: Woodsfield

Parent Counties: Belmont, Washington, Guernsey

ATLAS

Caldwell's Atlas of Monroe County, Ohio, 1898 (Reprinted 1978), Bound with Hardesty's History of Monroe County, Ohio, 1882, (GEN G 1398 .M6 C3 1978x)
(Also on microfilm, Collection No. 54, Reel No. 16),

Hardesty, H. H., Historical Hand Atlas... of Northwestern... and Monroe County, Ohio, 1882 (Reprinted 1978), Bound with Caldwell's Atlas of Monroe County, Ohio, 1898, (GEN G 1398 .M6 C3 1978x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 115, Reel No. 34)

Kopp, Rita Bone, Map of Monroe County, Ohio by Jno. B. Noll 1869, (Reprinted 1985), (GEN G 4083 .M6 N6 1985x)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

DAR, Four Monroe County, Ohio Cemeteries, (GEN F 497 .M67 F68x)

DAR, Miscellaneous Ohio Cemeteries, Vol. 1, (GEN F 497 .A15 S33x)


Hogue, Ruth Dougherty, Perry Township Gleanings and Cemetery Inscriptions, Monroe County, Ohio, (GEN F 497 .M67 H64 1991x)

Monroe County Chapter, OGS, Monroe County, Ohio Cemetery Inscriptions, (GEN F 497 .M67 M62)

Vol. 1 Jackson Township
Vol. 2 Ohio & Lee Townships

Mozena, J. Francis, Mount Union Cemetery and Mount Vernon Cemetery, Monroe County, Ohio, (GEN F 497 .M67 M69x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

HISTORIES

Hardesty, H. H., Historical Hand Atlas... of Northwestern... and Monroe County, Ohio, 1882 (Reprinted 1978), Bound with Caldwell's Atlas of Monroe County, Ohio, 1882, (GEN G 1398 .M6 C3 1978x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 115, Reel No. 34)


SOUVENIR OF WOODSFIELD AND MONROE COUNTY, 1906, 77p, (GEN F 497 .M67 S68x)


MARRIAGES


MISCELLANEOUS


Fedorchak, C. F., GENEALOGICAL RECORDS, MONROE COUNTY, OHIO, 12 vols., (GEN F 497 .M67 F42x)


Powell, E. W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)


Schaber, Doris and Margaret Hansen, INDEX TO THE MONROE COUNTY, OHIO TAX DUPLICATE OF 1833 & 1835, (GEN F 497 .M67 S34 1987x)

Williams, Luella F., MONROE COUNTY, OHIO WILL ABSTRACTS, BOOKS ONE AND TWO, 2 vols., Indexed separately, (GEN F 497 .M67 W55)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY

Organized: 1803
County Seat: Dayton 45402

Parent Counties: Hamilton, Wayne Co., Michigan

ATLAS

ATLAS OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY, OHIO, 1875 (Reprinted 1972), (GEN G 1398 .M65 E93 1972x)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

DAR, INDEX: MIAMI VALLEY RECORDS, VOL. IV, MONTGOMERY COUNTY, OHIO CEMETERY RECORDS, (GEN F 497 .M7 B72x)

DAR, MISCELLANEOUS OHIO BIBLE AND CEMETERY RECORDS, 1969, (GEN F 490 .M57x)

Montgomery County Chapter, OGS, INDEX TO MONTGOMERY COUNTY INFIRMARY BIRTH & DEATH RECORDS, 1886-1907, (GEN F 497 .M7 O3x)

Montgomery County Chapter, OGS, MONTGOMERY COUNTY, OHIO CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS, ETC., (GEN F 497 .M7 O34x)

VOL. 1 MAD RIVER & WAYNE TOWNSHIPS
VOL. 2 WASHINGTON TOWNSHIP (including Centerville, Ohio)
VOL. 3 VAN BUREN TOWNSHIP


CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

DAR, BIBLE RECORDS OF DARKE, MIAMI AND MONTGOMERY COUNTIES, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A15 D32x)

DAR, FAMILY RECORDS, JONATHAN DAYTON CHAPTER, (GEN F 497 .M7 D32x)

Davis, Eileen and Judith Ireton, QUAKER RECORDS OF THE MIAMI VALLEY OF OHIO, 1980, (GEN F 497 .M64 D3x)


Short, Mrs. D. R., OHIO BIBLE RECORDS, (DAR), 1970, (GEN F 497 .A15 S45x)

Short, Anita, OHIO BIBLE RECORDS CONCERNING THE FAMILIES OF: CRAWFORD, DARKE, FAIRFIELD, MIAMI, MONTGOMERY, PICKAWAY, PREBLE, AND SHELBY COUNTIES, (GEN F 497 .A15 S543x)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>HISTORIES</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conover, Mrs. C. R., <em>THE STORY OF DAYTON</em>, 1917, 251p, (GEN F 499 .D2 C837x)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conover, Frank, *CENTENNIAL PORTRAIT AND BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD OF THE CITY OF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAYTON AND OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY, OHIO*, 1897, 1310p, Indexed,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(GEN F 497 .M7 C66x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 69, Reel No. 22)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drury, Augustus W., <em>HISTORY OF THE CITY OF DAYTON AND MONTGOMERY COUNTY</em>,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909, 2 vols. (microfilm, Collection No. 79, Reel No. 25)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgar, John F., <em>PIONEER LIFE IN DAYTON AND VICINITY</em>, 1796-1840, 1896</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HISTORY OF DAYTON, OHIO, 1889, 728p, Indexed, (GEN F 499 .D2 H6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HISTORY OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY, OHIO, 1882 (Reprinted 1973), 460p, Indexed,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(GEN F 497 .M7 H6 1973x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 153, Reel No. 47)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOMESTOWN HERITAGE, WEST CARROLLTOWN, OHIO, 1976, (GEN F 497 .M7 W4x)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houser, Howard R., ed., *A SENSE OF PLACE IN CENTERVILLE AND WASHINGTON</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEMOIRS OF THE MIAMI VALLEY, 1919, 3 vols. in 5, (GEN F 497 .M64 M45x)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONTGOMERY COUNTY, OHIO, HISTORY OF Engelwood and Randolph Townships, 1 reel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(microfilm)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 vols., Indexed, (GEN F 497 .M64 S5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MARRIAGES</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DAR, <em>MARRIAGE RECORDS</em>, MONTGOMERY COUNTY, OHIO 1803-1852, 3 vols.,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(GEN F 497 .M7 B74x)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAR, <em>MARRIAGE RECORDS</em>, MONTGOMERY COUNTY, OHIO 1851-1852, (folder), 1954,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(GEN F 497 .M7 D34x)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MISCELLANEOUS</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brien, L. D., *MIAMI VALLEY WILL ABSTRACTS FROM THE COUNTIES OF MIAMI,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONTGOMERY, WARREN AND PREBLE IN THE STATE OF OHIO 1803-1850,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(GEN F 497 .M64 B7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caffrey, Joanne Taylor, <em>VETERAN SOLDIERS OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY, OHIO</em>, 1862-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1885, 1986, (GEN F 497 .M7 C33 1986x v. 1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAR, <em>INDEX TO CITY OF DAYTON, OHIO BIRTHS</em>, 1875-1881, 1983,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(GEN F 497 .M7 B34 1983bx)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MORGAN COUNTY

Organized: 1817  County Seat: McConnelsville

Parent Counties: Washington, Guernsey, Muskingum

ATLAS

ATLAS OF MORGAN COUNTY, OHIO, 1902, (GEN G 4083 .M7 M9 1902x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 241, Reel No. 70)

Lake, D. J., ATLAS OF MORGAN COUNTY, 1875 (microfilm, Collection No. 207, Reel No. 61)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

Biedel, Helen, MORGAN COUNTY, OHIO DEATH RECORDS OF CLARK FAMILIES. (GEN CS 71 .C6 1950x)

DAR, MORGAN COUNTY, OHIO DEATHS 1867-1896, (GEN F 497 .M76 D34x)

Morgan County Genealogical Society, CEMETERIES OF
   BLOOM & YORK TOWNSHIPS, (GEN F 497 .M7 C448x)
   BRISTOL & MEIGSVILLE TOWNSHIPS, (GEN F 497 .M76 C45 1982x)
   CENTER & MANCHESTER TOWNSHIPS, (GEN F 497 .M76 C453x)
   DEERFIELD & UNION TOWNSHIPS, (GEN F 497 .M76 C45x)
   MALTA & MORGAN TOWNSHIPS, (GEN F 497 .M76 C455x)
   PENN & WINDSOR TOWNSHIPS, (GEN F 497 .M76 C456x)
   YORK TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .M76 W44x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

HISTORIES

Gaylord, James M., HISTORICAL REMINISCENCES OF MORGAN COUNTY, 1932 (Reprinted 1984), (GEN F 497 .M76 G38 1984x)


Yocum, E. G., HIGH ON A HILL, 1953, 103p, (GEN F 499 .P4 Y6)
MARRIAGES

MARRIAGE RECORDS, MORGAN COUNTY, OHIO 1819-1865, 2 vols.,
(GEN F 497 .M76 D32x)

Morgan County Chapter, OGS, MARRIAGES IN MORGAN COUNTY, OHIO,
(GEN F 497 .M76 M37x)

VOL. D September 6, 1860 to April 28, 1867
VOL. E February 1, 1867 to September 19, 1878
VOL. F 1878-1889
VOL. G 1889-1898

MISCELLANEOUS

Gerlach, Elmer, THE VETERANS OF WORLD WAR II, MORGAN COUNTY, OHIO, 1986,
(GEN F 497 .M76 G48 1986x)

Morgan County Chapter, OGS, MORGAN COUNTY, OHIO 1850 FEDERAL POPULATION

(GEN F 497 .M76 O33x)

Morgan County Chapter, OGS, WILLS 1818-1868 MORGAN COUNTY, OHIO, 1989,
(GEN F 497 .M76 W54 1989x)

Morgan County Genealogical Society, GENEALOGICAL EXTRACTS FROM
NATURALIZATION RECORDS, MORGAN COUNTY, OHIO, 1982,
(GEN F 497 .M76 G46x)

MORGAN COUNTY, OHIO WILLS 1819-1869, 2 reels (microfilm)

Powell, E. W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

Slaughter, Raymond D., INDEX 1900 CENSUS OF MORGAN COUNTY, OHIO,
(GEN F 497 .M76 S5x)
MORROW COUNTY

Organized: 1848
County Seat: Mt. Gilead
43338

Parent Counties: Knox, Marion, Delaware, Richland

ATLAS

ATLAS OF MORROW COUNTY, OHIO, 1871, (GEN G 1398 .M8 L3 1871)

Buck, Thaddeus, ATLAS OF MORROW COUNTY, OHIO, 1901 (microfilm, Collection No. 46, Reel No. 15)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS KNOX, MORROW, RICHLAND, AND GUERNSEY COUNTIES, OHIO, 1 reel (microfilm - Knox County)


Morrow County Genealogical Society, MORROW COUNTY, OHIO TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS, (GEN F 497 .M8 M673x)

VOL. 1 PERRY & TROY TOWNSHIPS
VOL. 2 CANAAN & CARDINGTON TOWNSHIPS
VOL. 3 CONGRESS, NORTH BLOOMFIELD & WASHINGTON TOWNSHIPS

CENSUS MICROFILM

1850-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

CHESTERVILLE UNITED METHODIST CHURCH SESQUICENTENNIAL CELEBRATION, 1833-1983, (GEN BX 8481 .C4 C43 1983x)

HISTORIES

Baughman, A. J., HISTORY OF MORROW COUNTY, OHIO, 1911, 939p, 2 vols., Indexed, (GEN F 497 .M8 B34)

HISTORY OF MORROW COUNTY AND OHIO, 1880, 838p, (GEN F 497 .M8 H6) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 154, Reel No. 47)


MEMORIAL RECORD OF THE COUNTIES OF DELAWARE, UNION AND MORROW, OHIO, 1895, 501p, Indexed, (GEN F 490 .M38x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 233, Reel No. 69)

Morrow County Centennial Committee, HISTORICAL PROGRAM OF THE MORROW COUNTY CENTENNIAL, 1848-1948, 51p, (GEN F 497 .M8 M67x)
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MARRIAGES

MORROW COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGES 1848-54, Indexed, 1 reel (microfilm)

MISCELLANEOUS

Bouic, M. M., GENEALOGICAL INDEX OF DELAWARE, UNION AND MORROW COUNTIES, (GEN F 497 .D3 B678x)
MUSKINGUM COUNTY

Organized: 1804
County Seat: Zanesville 43701

Parent Counties: Washington, Fairfield

ATLAS

Beers, Frederick, ATLAS OF MUSKINGUM COUNTY, 1866 (Reprinted 1973), (GEN F 497 .M9 B4 1973x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 27, Reel No. 7)

Everts, L. H., COMBINATION ATLAS MAP OF MUSKINGUM COUNTY, 1875 (microfilm, Collection No. 86, Reel No. 28)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

DAR, BIBLE AND CEMETARY RECORDS, 1966-67, (GEN F 490 .B5x)

DAR, CEMETERIES OF MUSKINGUM COUNTY, OHIO, Vols. 1 and 2, (GEN F 497 .M9 D27x)


DAR, CEMETERY RECORDS OF MUSKINGUM COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN 497 .M9 .M324x)

DAR, CEMETERY RECORDS OF NORWICH METHODIST CEMETARY AND NEW CONCORD CITY CEMETARY, MUSKINGUM COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .M9 D29x)


DAR, OHIO CEMETARY AND BIBLE RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .D3895x)

DAR, WOODLAWN CEMETARY, MUSKINGUM COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .M9 D38x)

McCutcheon, R. R., (DAR), CEMETERIES OF MUSKINGUM COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .M9 M32x)

Muskingum County Genealogical Society, CEMETARY INSCRIPTIONS OF

BLUE ROCK & SALT CREEK TOWNSHIPS, (GEN F 497 .M9 M87 1983x)
BRUSH CREEK, CLAY, & HARRISON TOWNSHIPS, (GEN 497 .M9 C45x)
CASS & JACKSON TOWNSHIPS, (GEN F 497 .M9 C452 1986x)
FALLS & RICH HILL TOWNSHIPS, (GEN F 497 .M9 M89x)
HOPEWELL, LICKING, & MUSKINGUM TOWNSHIPS, (GEN F 497 .M9 M91 1983x)
JEFFERSON & MADISON TOWNSHIPS, (GEN F 497 .M9 C45 1984x)
MEIGS & RICH HILL TOWNSHIPS, (GEN F 497 .M9 M92x)
NEWTON & SPRINGFIELD TOWNSHIPS, (GEN F 497 .M9 M88 1983x)
PERRY & WASHINGTON TOWNSHIPS, (GEN F 497 .M9 C453 1986x)
UNION TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .M9 U5 1986x)
WAYNE TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .M9 M94x)
Muskingum County Genealogical Society, INTERMENT RECORDS OF GREENWOOD CEMETERY, VOL. I, 1895-1916, (GEN F 497 .M9 I67x v.1)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

DAR, BIBLE AND CEMETERY RECORDS, 1966-67, (GEN F 490 .B5x)

DAR, FAMILY AND CHURCH RECORDS OF MUSKINGUM COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .M9 M33x)

DAR, OHIO CEMETERY AND BIBLE RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .D3895x)

DAR, SOME CHURCH AND SCHOOL RECORDS MUSKINGUM COUNTY, OHIO, 1811-1955, 1985, (GEN F 497 .M9 S65 1985x)

HISTORIES

BIOGRAPHICAL AND HISTORICAL MEMOIRS OF MUSKINGUM COUNTY, OHIO, 1892 (Reprinted 1979), 620p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .M9 B55 1979x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 31, Reel No. 8)


Everhart, J. R., HISTORY OF MUSKINGUM COUNTY, OHIO, 1882, 480p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .M9 E9) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 83, Reel No. 27)


Lewis, T. W., SOUTHEASTERN OHIO AND THE MUSKINGUM VALLEY, 1928, 1900p, 3 vols., Indexed, (GEN F 497 .M92 L4x)

Lewis, T. W., ZANESVILLE AND MUSKINGUM COUNTY, OHIO, 1927, 1547p, 3 vols., Indexed, (GEN F 499 .Z2 L4)

Muskingum County Chapter, OGS, ANNALS OF ADAMS TOWNSHIP, MUSKINGUM COUNTY, OHIO, 1984, (GEN F 497 .M9 A66 1984x)


Sutor, J. H., PAST AND PRESENT OF THE CITY OF ZANESVILLE AND MUSKINGUM COUNTY, OHIO, 1905, 845p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .M9 S95x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 288, Reel No. 85)
MARRIAGES

Gobel, I. B., MARRIAGE RECORDS, MUSKINGUM COUNTY, OHIO 1804-1897, 6 vols., (GEN F 497 .M9 G62x)

MISCELLANEOUS


DAR, COPY OF DUPLICATE TAX RECORD 1806, 1807, 1810, MUSKINGUM COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .M9 G6x)

DAR, SOME CHURCH AND SCHOOL RECORDS MUSKINGUM COUNTY, OHIO, 1811-1955, 1985, (GEN F 497 .M9 S65 1985x)


Flavell, Carol Willsey, MUSKINGUM COUNTY OHIO GENEALOGICAL GUIDE, 1979, (GEN F 497 .M9 F42x)

Gobel, Irma, INDEX TO WILLS AND GUARDIANSHIP RECORDS OF MUSKINGUM COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .M9 G65x)

Hargrove, Sylvia Smedley and Hilda E. Yinger, MUSKINGUM COUNTY FOOTPRINTS, (GEN F 497 .M9 H372x)

VOL. 1 An Index: Declarations of Intention for Naturalization, Muskingum County, Ohio 1809 thru 1899
VOL. 2 Miscellaneous Records Muskingum County, Ohio
VOL. 3 Abstracts, Indexes and Records Muskingum County, Ohio 1804-1902
VOL. 4 Abstracts, Lists and Records Muskingum County, Ohio 1804-1909
VOL. 5 Church Records, Newspaper Abstracts, Court Records, etc., 1814-1913
VOL. 6 Newspaper Abstracts, Probate Court Records, Church Records, Lists, Indexes, 1814-1879
VOL. 7 Indexes, Church Records, Newspaper Abstracts & Other Records, 1814-1921
VOL. 8 Greenwood Cemetery Before 1895, Inscriptions & Other Records

INDEX TO GUARDIAN BOOK A, 1816-1848, MUSKINGUM COUNTY, PROBATE COURT, (GEN F 497 .M9 I52x)

Muskingum County Chapter, OGS, GENEALOGICAL GLEANINGS FROM HIGHLAND & MONROE TOWNSHIPS, MUSKINGUM COUNTY, OHIO, 1985, (GEN F 497 .M9 G46 1985x)


Muskingum County Chapter, OGS, RECORDS OF EARLY JURORS, JUSTICE OF THE PEACE AND SCHOOL LAND LEASES FOR MUSKINGUM COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .M9 R42 1985x)

Muskingum County Chapter, OGS, SCRIPTS AND TRANSCRIPTS OF SALEM TOWNSHIP, MUSKINGUM COUNTY, OHIO, 1985, (GEN F 497 .M9 S37 1985x)
MUSKINGUM COUNTY, OHIO WILLS 1804-1852, 2 reels (microfilm)

Muskingum Valley Archaeological Survey, MUSKINGUM ANNALS, NUMBER ONE, TWO, THREE, FOUR, 4 vols., (GEN F 497 .M9 M87x)

Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

Shewalter, Laura, REVOLUTIONARY ANCESTORS LISTS, (GEN E 202.5 .02 A5 1957x)


ZANESVILLE STORIES MUSKINGUM COUNTY, OHIO, 1 reel (microfilm)
NOBLE COUNTY

Organized: 1851
County Seat: Caldwell

Parent Counties: Monroe, Washington, Morgan, Guernsey

ATLAS

ATLAS OF NOBLE COUNTY, OHIO, 1876 (Reprinted 1977), Indexed separately, (GEN G 1398 .N6 W3 1977x)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

DAR, OBITUARIES OF NOBLE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .N6 D26x)
Eynon, N. R., NOBLE COUNTY CEMETERIES, NOBLE COUNTY, OHIO, Index on microfilm, (GEN F 497 .N6 E9)
Noble County Chapter, OGS, NOBLE COUNTY, OHIO CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS, BOOK III, NOBLE TOWNSHIP, 1985, (GEN F 497 .N6 N585 1985x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1860-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

DAR, BIBLE RECORDS OF NOBLE COUNTY, OHIO, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .N6 B43x)
DAR, NOBLE COUNTY, OHIO CHURCH RECORDS, (GEN F 497 .N6 B44x)
HISTORY OF MT. ZION EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH (pamphlet), (GEN BX 8076 .P6 H57x)

HISTORIES

HISTORY OF NOBLE COUNTY, OHIO, 1887 (Reprinted 1978), 597p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .N6 H62 1978x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 155, Reel No. 48)

MARRIAGES

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS, NOBLE COUNTY, OHIO 1852-1865, (GEN F 497 .N6 M37x)
DAR, NOBLE COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGES, (GEN F 497 .N6 N6x)
Eynon, N. R., MARRIAGES OF NOBLE COUNTY, OHIO 1851-1871, (GEN F 497 .N6 E83x)

MISCELLANEOUS

DAR, WILL ABSTRACTS OF NOBLE COUNTY, OHIO 1851-1901, (GEN F 497 .N6 B45x)
OTTAWA COUNTY

Organized: 1840
County Seat: Port Clinton
Parent Counties: Erie, Sandusky, Lucas

ATLAS

ATLAS OF OTTAWA COUNTY, OHIO, 1874, (GEN G 1398 .O7 H3 1874) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 118, Reel No. 35)
ATLAS OF OTTAWA COUNTY, OHIO, 1900, (GEN G 1398 .O7 I44 1900x)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

Ohio Genealogical Society, Ottawa County Chapter, CEMETARY INSCRIPTIONS OF OTTAWA COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .O8 O34x)
Reinhart, Mary E., ST. JOSEPH CEMETARY IN ERIE TOWNSHIP, 1800-1859, 1885-1935, (GEN F 497 .O8 R43 1984x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1840-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS


HISTORIES

COMMEMORATIVE BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD OF THE COUNTIES OF SANDUSKY AND OTTAWA, OHIO, 1896, 854p, (GEN F 497 .S2 C7) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 164, Reel No. 20)

MARRIAGES
DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS, OTTAWA COUNTY, OHIO 1840-1880, (GEN F 497 .O8 D28x)

MISCELLANEOUS
Minderman, Edith Johnson, OTTAWA, SANDUSKY, AND SENECA COUNTIES, OHIO
NEWSPAPER OBITUARY ABSTRACTS, 1836-1870, 1985, (GEN F 490 .M56 1985x)

Ottawa County Genealogical Society, MARSHLAND TO HEARTLAND (newsletter),
PAULDING COUNTY

Organized: 1820
County Seat: Paulding
45879

Parent County: Darke

ATLAS
Morrow, Oliver, HISTORICAL ATLAS OF PAULDING COUNTY, 1892 (Reprinted 1978), (GEN F 497 .P2 M67x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 239, Reel No. 70)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS
Paulding County Chapter, OGS, CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS PAULDING COUNTY, OHIO TO 1986, (GEN F 497 .P2 C45 1989x)

CENSUS MICROFILM
1830-1920

HISTORIES

MARRIAGES
MARRIAGES PAULDING COUNTY, OHIO 1839-1979 AND WILLS 1852 (?) - 1873 (?), 1 reel (microfilm)

MISCELLANEOUS
PAULDING COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGES 1839-1879 AND WILLS 1852 (?) - 1873 (?), 1 reel (microfilm)
PERRY COUNTY

Organized: 1818
County Seat: New Lexington
43764

Parent Counties: Washington, Fairfield, Muskingum

ATLAS

ATLAS OF PERRY COUNTY, OHIO, 1875 (Reprinted 1976), (GEN G 1398 .P4 L3 1976x)
(Also on microfilm, Collection No. 208, Reel No. 61)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

Collier, Jean, CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS OF PERRY COUNTY, OHIO, 6 vols.,
(GEN F 497 .P4 C64x)

Collier, Jean, NEW STRAITSVILLE JOINT CEMETERY, 1980, (GEN F 497 .P4 C66x)

Collier, Jean, SHAWNEE CEMETERY, PERRY COUNTY, OHIO, 1981,
(GEN F 497 .P4 C68x)

DAR, CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS, PERRY COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .P4 D38x)

DAR, CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS: PERRY, FAIRFIELD, PICKAWAY, LICKING
COUNTIES, OHIO, (GEN F 490 .D3852x)

DAR, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS, FIVE CEMETERIES IN PERRY COUNTY,
(GEN F 497 .P4 D39x)

DAR, TWELVE OHIO COUNTIES, (GEN F 497 .A15 S364x)

Fedorchak, C. F., CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS, SOMERSET, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .P4 F42x)

McCIntock, C. L., INDEX TO MAPLEWOOD CEMETERY NEW LEXINGTON, PERRY
COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .P4 M33x)

Perry County Chapter, OGS, PERRY COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .P4 F58 1985)

VOL. I THORN TOWNSHIP CEMETERIES
VOL. II HOPEWELL & MADISON TOWNSHIP CEMETERIES
VOL. III READING TOWNSHIP CEMETERIES

Perry County Chapter, OGS, PERRY COUNTY, OHIO DEATH RECORDS, EARLY YEARS,
1867-19--, Vol. 1, 1986, (GEN F 497 .P4 P471x v. 1)

Wagner, Charles W., INSCRIPTIONS FROM THE OLD BAPTIST CEMETERY WEST OF
THORNVILLE AND THE LUTHERAN REFORMED CEMETERY . . ., 1945,
(GEN F 497 .P4 W33x)

CESSION MICROFILM

1820-1920
FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

HISTORY OF THE ST. PAUL UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST, GLENFORD, OHIO, (GEN BX 9886 .G4 H57x)

PERRY COUNTY, OHIO CHURCH RECORDS, 1 reel (microfilm)

HISTORIES

BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD OF FAIRFIELD AND PERRY COUNTIES, OHIO, 1902, 483p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .F15 B6)

Graham, A. A., HISTORY OF FAIRFIELD AND PERRY COUNTIES, OHIO, 1883 (Reprinted 1990), 596p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .F15 G7 1990x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 105, Reel No. 32)


Martzolff, Clement L., HISTORY OF PERRY COUNTY, OHIO, 1902, 195p, (GEN F 497 .P4 M3) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 229, Reel No. 67)

MARRIAGES

PERRY COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGE RECORDS, 1818-1878 (microfilm)

MISCELLANEOUS

McClintock, Calvin J., ABSTRACTS OF WILLS OF PERRY COUNTY, OHIO, VOL. B, (GEN F 497 .P4 M35x)

Perry County Chapter, OGS, 1870 PERRY COUNTY, OHIO CENSUS INDEX, 1984, (GEN F 497 .P4 S29 1984)


PERRY COUNTY, OHIO WILLS 1819-1863, 1 reel (microfilm)


Powell, E. W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)
PICKAWAY COUNTY

Organized: 1810

County Seat: Circleville 43113

Parent Counties: Ross, Fairfield, Franklin

ATLAS

ATLAS OF PICKAWAY COUNTY, OHIO, 1871, (GEN G 1398 .P5 L34 1871x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 209, Reel No. 61)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

ABSTRACTS FROM CHURCH RECORD BOOKS OF REV. JOSEPH A. ROOF, (GEN F 497 .A15 R66x)

DAR, CEMETARY INSRIPTIONS, FAIRFIELD COUNTY, OHIO (2 pages on a Pickaway County, Ohio cemetery), (GEN F 497 .F15 D25x)

DAR, CEMETARY RECORDS: PERRY, FAIRFIELD, PICKAWAY, AND LICKING COUNTIES, OHIO, (GEN F 490 .D3852x)

DAR, GRAVESTONE INSRIPTIONS IN COUNTIES SURROUNDING PICKAWAY COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A15 D35x)

DAR, INSCRIPTIONS OF GRAVE STONES OF EVERYONE BORN UP TO 1820 OF PICKAWAY COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .P5 I56x)

DAR, THREE OLD CEMETERIES ALONG ZANE'S TRACE IN SALT CREEK TOWNSHIP, PICKAWAY COUNTY, OHIO (Spine title: Cemetery Inscriptions...), (GEN F 497 .P5 D285x)

PICKAWAY COUNTY CEMETARY INSRIPTIONS (Ebenezer Church), (GEN F 497 .P5 P43 1986x)

Wagner, C. W., MISCELLANEOUS CEMETARY RECORDS OF ALLEN, LICKING, HARDIN, MADISON, PICKAWAY, VINTON COUNTIES, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A15 W33x)


Welsh, Gene and Barbara, CEMETARY INSCRIPTIONS OF DARBYVILLE CEMETARY, MUHLENBURG TWP., PICKAWAY COUNTY, 1982, (GEN F 497 .P5 W42x)

Welsh, Gene and Barbara, HARRISON TOWNSHIP CEMETARY, PICKAWAY COUNTY, OHIO CEMETARY INSCRIPTIONS. (GEN F 497 .P5 W44x)
CENSUS MICROFILM
1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

Bradley, Raymond K. and Naomi Hershberger, ABSTRACT OF QUARTERLY CONFERENCE RECORDS, OHIO CONFERENCE, LANCASTER DISTRICT, DERBY CHARGE, 1908-1912, (GEN F 490 .B72 1985x)

DAR, BIBLE RECORDS OF CUYAHOGA AND PICKAWAY COUNTIES, WILLS OF DEFIANCE COUNTY, (GEN F 490 .B54x)

DAR, RECORDS FROM 78 BIBLES FOR FAYETTE, PICKAWAY, AND ALLEN COUNTIES, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A15 D37x)

Short, Anita, OHIO BIBLE RECORDS CONCERNING THE FAMILIES OF: CRAWFORD, DARKE, FAIRFIELD, MIAMI, MONTGOMERY, PICKAWAY, PREBLE, AND SHELBY COUNTIES, (GEN F 497 .A15 S543x)

HISTORIES


PORTRAIT AND BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD OF FAYETTE, PICKAWAY AND MADISON COUNTIES, OHIO, 1892, 858p, Indexed, (GEN F 490 .P87) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 253, Reel No. 76)

Van Cleaf, A. R., HISTORY OF PICKAWAY COUNTY, OHIO AND REPRESENTATIVE CITIZENS, 1906 (Reprinted 1972), 882p, Indexed, (Also indexed separately under GEN F 497 .P5 I54x), (GEN F 497 .P5 V25 1972x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 295, Reel No. 88)

MARRIAGES

ABSTRACTS FROM CHURCH RECORD BOOKS OF REV. JOSEPH A. ROOF, (GEN F 497 .A15 R66x)

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS PICKAWAY COUNTY, OHIO BOOKS 1-5, 3 vols., (GEN F 497 .P5 D28x)

Smith, Marjorie, ed., OHIO MARRIAGES Extracted from The Old Northwest Genealogical Quarterly, (GEN F 490 .S46x)

MISCELLANEOUS

ABSTRACTS FROM CHURCH RECORD BOOKS OF REV. JOSEPH A. ROOF, (GEN F 497 .A15 R66x)
Buchanan, James, THE BLACKS OF PICKAWAY COUNTY, OHIO IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY, 1988, (GEN F 497 .P5 B52 1988x)

DAR, ABSTRACTS WILLS OF PICKAWAY COUNTY, OHIO, 1808-1892, (GEN F 497 .P5 D22x)

DAR, VIRGINIA MILITARY LANDGRANTS OF PICKAWAY COUNTY, OHIO 1951-1953, (GEN F 497 .P5 V57x)

King, Orion (Mrs.), EARLY CONGRESSIONAL LAND GRANTS OF PICKAWAY COUNTY (1801-1815), (GEN F 497 .P5 K55x)


Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)
PIKE COUNTY

Organized: 1815
County Seat: Waverly
45690

Parent Counties: Ross, Adams, Scioto

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

INDICES TO BIRTHS AND DEATHS, PERRY TOWNSHIP, PIKE COUNTY, OHIO, 1914-1928, (GEN F 497 .P55 152x)

Pike County Chapter, OGS, BEAVER TOWNSHIP CEMETERIES AND MARION TOWNSHIP CEMETERIES, PIKE COUNTY, OHIO TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS, 1986, (GEN 497 .P55 B43 1987x)

Pike County Chapter, OGS, SEAL TOWNSHIP CEMETERIES, PIKE COUNTY, OHIO, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS, 1986, (GEN 497 .P55 S42 1986x)

Pike County Chapter, OGS, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS, EVERGREEN UNION CEMETERY, WAVERLY, OHIO, 1977, (GEN 497 .P55 H5x)

PIKE COUNTY, OHIO DEATH RECORDS 1867-1908, 1 reel (microfilm)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

BEAVER VALLEY PIONEERS 1800-1947, 1 reel (microfilm)

Obetz, G. M., PERSONAL RECOLLECTIONS AND GENEALOGIES OF PIKE COUNTY PIONEERS, (GEN F 497 .P55 O23x)

PIKE COUNTY, OHIO, ONE FAMILIES CROSSROADS, (GEN F 497 .P55 B76 1988x)

HISTORIES

HISTORY OF LOWER SCIOTO VALLEY, OHIO, 1884, 875p. Indexed, (GEN F 497 .S3 H6)

McCormick, Mrs. H., HISTORY OF PIKE COUNTY, OHIO, 1958, 42p, (GEN F 497 .P55 M23x)

75 YEARS WITH PIKE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .P55 K3x)

MARRIAGES

DAR, PIKE COUNTY, OHIO COURT RECORDS OF MARRIAGE 1815-1851, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .P55 D28x)

DAR, PIKE COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGES AND WILLS, (GEN F 497 .P55 D282x)

MISCELLANEOUS


DAR, PIKE COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGES AND WILLS,  (GEN F 497 .P55 D282x)

INDICES TO BIRTHS AND DEATHS, PERRY TOWNSHIP, PIKE COUNTY, OHIO, 1914-1928,  (GEN F 497 .P55 I52x)

Pike County Chapter, OGS, GUARDIANSHIP RECORDS OF MINOR CHILDREN, PIKE COUNTY, OHIO, 1815-1889, 1990,  (GEN F 497 .P55 G83 1990x)

PIKE COUNTY, OHIO WILL RECORDS, 1 reel (microfilm)

Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS,  (GEN F 490 .P68)

Scott, Ivan and Margaret, CENSUS INDEX OF PIKE COUNTY, OHIO 1870, 1974,  (GEN F 497 .P55 C46 1974x)
PORTAGE COUNTY

Organized: 1808  County Seat: Ravenna 44266

Parent County: Trumbull

ATLAS

Everts, L. H., COMBINATION ATLAS MAP OF PORTAGE COUNTY, 1874, Reprinted, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .P8 E39x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 90, Reel No. 29)

NEW HISTORICAL ATLAS OF PORTAGE COUNTY, OHIO, 1875, (GEN G 1398 .P7 E9 1875x)

Portage County Historical Society, 1874-1878 BICENTENNIAL ATLAS OF PORTAGE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .P8 E39x)

Stranahan, H. B., ATLAS OF PORTAGE COUNTY, 1900, Reprinted, (GEN F 497 .P8 E39x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 285, Reel No. 84)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

Baldwin, H. R., OLDEST INSCRIPTIONS, WITH REVOLUTIONARY AND WAR OF 1812 RECORDS, OF THE CEMETERIES OF OHIO AND PENNSYLVANIA, (GEN F 490 .05x)

CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS, PORTAGE COUNTY, 1 reel (microfilm)

DAR, FAMILY, CHURCH, BIBLE RECORDS COLUMBIANA, MAHONING, PORTAGE AND STARK COUNTIES, (GEN F 497 .A15 E37x)

DAR, PORTAGE COUNTY, OHIO CENSUS RECORDS, CEMETERY, ETC., (GEN F 497 .P8 D283x)


CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

DAR, BIBLE RECORDS, (GEN F 497 .P8 D25x)

DAR, FAMILY, CHURCH, BIBLE RECORDS, COLUMBIANA, MAHONING, PORTAGE AND STARK COUNTIES, (GEN F 497 .A15 E37x)

DAR, PORTAGE COUNTY, OHIO CENSUS RECORDS, CEMETERY, ETC., (GEN F 497 .P8 D283x)
HISTORIES


Brown, R., HISTORY OF PORTAGE COUNTY, OHIO, 1885 (Reprinted 1972), 927p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .P8 H6 1972) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 156, Reel No. 48)

Pfaff, Elmer F., REDISCOVERING MANTUA (PORTAGE COUNTY, OHIO), THE FIRST 100 YEARS OF SURVIVAL . . . 1799-1899, 1985, (GEN F 499 .M253 P42 1985x)

PORTRAIT AND BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD OF PORTAGE AND SUMMIT COUNTIES, OHIO, 1898, 988p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .P8 P8) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 255, Reel No. 77)

SEMI-CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION OF WINDHAM, PORTAGE COUNTY, OHIO, 1861, 80p, (GEN F 499 .W76 W7)


MARRIAGES

DAR, CENSUS RECORDS 1831-1835-1889 PORTAGE COUNTY, OHIO (includes John Seward's Wedding Diary, 1812-1829), (GEN F 497 .P8 D253x)


PORTAGE COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGES, 1807-1865, A-Z, 1 reel (microfilm)

MISCELLANEOUS


Clegg, Michael, TAX RECORDS OF PORTAGE, SUMMIT AND PORTIONS OF MEDINA COUNTIES, OHIO, 1808-1820, (GEN F 497 .P8 C58)

DAR, CENSUS RECORDS 1831-1835-1839 PORTAGE COUNTY, OHIO ETC., (GEN F 497 .P8 D253x)

DAR, PORTAGE COUNTY, OHIO CENSUS RECORDS, CEMETARY, ETC., (GEN F 497 .P8 D283x)

Derby, C. Helen and Nancy J. Hoyt, IRA L. HERRIFF'S UNDERTAKER'S RECORDS, KENT, PORTAGE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .P8 D47x)

VOL. I 1869-1889
VOL. II 1889-1896
VOL. IV 1901-1907
VOL. V 1907-1912

178

192
James, Peggie S., PORTAGE AND SUMMIT COUNTY PIONEER ASSOCIATION, (GEN F 497 .P8 J3)


Johnson, William Cumming, LIST OF VOTERS IN PORTAGE COUNTY, OHIO 1816-1856, 1985, (GEN F 497 .P8 J64 1985x)


Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

Smith, Marjorie Musselman, GUIDE TO LOCAL HISTORY AND GENEALOGICAL SOURCES IN PORTAGE COUNTY, OHIO, 1991, (GEN F 497 .P8 G84 1991x)
PREBLE COUNTY

Organized: 1808  County Seat: Eaton

Parent Counties: Montgomery, Butler

ATLAS

COMPOSITE COLLECTION OF CADA斯特AL MAPS 1858, 1887, 1897, 1871, 1912
SETH SCHLOTTERBECK COLLECTION 1940 MAPS, (GEN G 4083 .P8 C6x)
(1871 atlas also on microfilm, Collection No. 210, Reel No. 61)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

CEMETERIES OF PREBLE COUNTY, OHIO, 1 reel (microfilm)
DAR, PREBLE COUNTY, OHIO CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS, (GEN F 497 .P9 D38x)
DAR, TWF VE OHIO COUNTIES, (GEN F 497 .A15 S364x)
Gilbert, Audrey, PREBLE COUNTY, OHIO DEATHS, 1867-1907, (GEN F 497 .P9 G45 1988x)
Preble County Genealogy Club, CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS, PREBLE COUNTY, OHIO,
3 vols., (GEN F 497 .P9 C4x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

Brubaker, Joan Bake, BIBLE INSCRIPTIONS, A COLLECTION OF PREBLE COUNTY, OHIO
DAR, EARLY CHURCHES AND CEMETERIES OF PREBLE COUNTY, OHIO 1807-1900,
(GEN F 497 .P9 D28x)
DAR, OHIO BIBLE RECORDS, (GEN F 497 .A15 S45x)
DAR, OHIO BIBLE RECORDS CONCERNING THE FAMILIES OF: CRAWFORD, DARKE, ETC., COUNTIES, (GEN F 497 .A15 S543x)
Gilbert, Audrey, WEST ALEXANDRIA FIRST BRETHREN CHURCH, 1885-1985, 1985,
(GEN BX 7831 .W47 G54 1985x)

HISTORIES

BIOGRAPHICAL HISTORY OF NORTHEASTERN OHIO: EMBRACING THE COUNTIES OF
ASHTABULA, TRUMBULL AND MAHONING . . . 1893. (GEN F 497 .A73 B62)
(Also on microfilm, Collection No. 35, Reel No. 11)
BIOGRAPHICAL HISTORY OF PREBLE COUNTY, OHIO, 1900, 573p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .P9 B6)

Brooke, Mary, HISTORIC EATON AND FORT ST. CLAIR, 1930, 41p, (GEN F 497 .P9 B76x)


DIRECTORY OF PREBLE COUNTY, OHIO, 1875, (GEN F 497 .P9 D5x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 75, Reel No. 24)

HISTORY OF PREBLE COUNTY, OHIO, 1881 (Reprinted 1972), 445p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .P9 H6 1972x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 157, Reel No. 48)


Runyon, Grace, HISTORICAL FACTS ON PREBLE COUNTY AND DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION SOCIETY, 1945, 122p, (GEN F 497 .P9 R8)

Runyon, Grace, PREBLE COUNTY PIONEERS, 1939, 54p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .P9 R86x)


MARRIAGES

Gilbert, Audrey, PREBLE COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGES 1860-1898, (GEN F 497 .P9 G54x)


Slevin, Ruth, PREBLE COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGES 1808-1859, (GEN F 497 .P9 P7x)

MISCELLANEOUS

Bowers, Ruth, PREBLE COUNTY COMMON PLEAS COURT RECORDS, 1810-1850, (GEN F 497 .P9 B68x)

Brubaker, Joan Bake, ABSTRACTS FROM THE EATON DEMOCRAT, PREBLE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .P9 B78x)

VOL. I 1872-1876
VOL. II 1877-1881
VOL. III 1883-1887
VOL. IV 1888-1891


Short, Mrs. Don, PREBLE COUNTY WILL ABSTRACTS, 1808-1836, (GEN F 497 .P9 S5)

Short, Mrs. Don, UNITED STATES LAND ENTRIES, PREBLE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .P9 S52x)

SILER FUNERAL HOME 1920-1935, WEST MANCHESTER, PREBLE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .P9 S59 1990x)

Snyder, Mrs. Kenneth, PREBLE COUNTY, OHIO MUNICIPAL RECORDS, 1850-1860, (GEN F 497 .P9 S692x)
PUTNAM COUNTY

Organized: 1820
County Seat: Ottawa 45875

Parent County: Shelby

ATLAS

ATLAS OF PUTNAM COUNTY, OHIO, 1895 (Reprinted 1979 with 1880 History), (GEN F 497 .P96 H57x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 274, Reel No. 82)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS


Putnam County Genealogical Society, OGS, PUTNAM COUNTY CEMETERIES, (GEN F 497 .P96 P885x)

VOL. 1 MONROE TOWNSHIP
VOL. 2 JENNINGS TOWNSHIP
VOL. 3 PALMER TOWNSHIP
VOL. 4 PERRY TOWNSHIP
VOL. 5 GREENSBURG TOWNSHIP

ST. JOHN'S CATHOLIC CEMETERY, PUTNAM COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .P96 J3x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1830-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS


HISTORIES

Calvin, Marguerite, PEOPLE AND PLACES: PUTNAM COUNTY, OHIO, 1800-1900, 232p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .P96 C36x)

DAR, PUTNAM COUNTY, OHIO 1834-1934, (GEN F 497 .P96 N48x)

Hardesty, H. H., HISTORICAL HAND ATLAS OF THE WORLD AND PUTNAM COUNTY, 1880 (Reprinted 1979 with the 1895 Atlas), (GEN F 497 .P96 H57x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 116, Reel No. 35)


MARRIAGES

DAR, PUTNAM COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGES 1834-1877, (GEN F 497 .P96 D28x)

MISCELLANEOUS


Calvin, Marguerite Crist, LIST OF LETTERS AT THE POST OFFICE IN KALIDA, PUTNAM COUNTY, OHIO FROM THE KALIDA VENTURE 1845-1854, (GEN F 497 .P96 C358 1987x)

Calvin, Marguerite Crist, NEWSPAPER NOTICES FROM KALIDA, OHIO, PUTNAM COUNTY 1855-1860, (GEN F 497 .P96 N438 1990x)

DAR, PUTNAM COUNTY OHIO 1834-1934 (lists county officers), (GEN F 497 .P96 N48x)

Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

Sheeley, Mary L., editor, PUTNAM COUNTY, OHIO ONE-ROOM SCHOOLS, 1985, 720p, Indexed, (GEN LA 347 .P96 P96 1985x)

RICHLAND COUNTY

Organized: 1808
County Seat: Mansfield
Parent County: Fairfield

ATLAS

COMBINED ATLASES OF RICHLAND COUNTY, OHIO, 1873 and 1896 (Reprinted 1977), Indexed, (GEN G 1398 .R5 A5 1977x) (1873 also on microfilm, Collection No. 6, Reel No. 2), (1896 also on microfilm, Collection No. 262, Reel No. 78)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

CEMETERIES - KNOX, RICHLAND, GUERNSEY, & MORROW COUNTIES, 1 reel (microfilm)

DAR, RICHLAND COUNTY RECORDS, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .R5 R52x)

Richland County Chapter, OGS, RICHLAND COUNTY, OHIO CEMETERY RECORDS, 1981, (GEN F 497 .R5 R53)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

Crawford County Chapter of the OGS, FAMILIES OF CRAWFORD, OHIO 1977-1978, 1979, (GEN F 497 .C87 045x)

DAR, EARLY CHURCH HISTORY OF MANSFIELD, 1938, 42p, (GEN F 499 .M25 F73x)

Grace Episcopal Church, Mansfield, Ohio, OUR FIRST HUNDRED YEARS, 1846-1946, 147p, (GEN BX 5980 .M27 G7x)

HISTORIES

Baughman, Abraham J., CENTENNIAL BIOGRAPHICAL HISTORY OF RICHLAND AND ASHLAND COUNTIES, OHIO, 1901 (Reprinted 1979), 946p, (GEN F 497 .R5 B29 1979x)
(Also on microfilm, Collection No. 19, Reel No. 5)

Baughman, Abraham J., HISTORY OF RICHLAND COUNTY, OHIO FROM 1808 to 1909, 1908, 2 vols., (microfilm, Collection No. 22, Reel No. 6)

Dirlam, H. Kenneth, BITS OF HISTORY, FROM TALKS HERE AND THERE, 1962, (GEN F 499 .M25 D5)


Graham, A. A., HISTORY OF RICHLAND COUNTY, OHIO, 1880 (Reprinted 1977), 941p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .R5 G7 1977x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 158, Reel No. 49)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MARRIAGES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAR MARRIAGE RECORDS OF RICHLAND COUNTY, OHIO, 2 vols.</td>
<td>(GEN F 497 .R5 M37x)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISCELLANEOUS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budd, Anne, RICHLAND COUNTY, OHIO ABSTRACTS OF WILLS, 1813-1873,</td>
<td>(GEN F 497 .R5 B8x)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAR, FIRST COMMISSIONERS JOURNAL 1813-1816,</td>
<td>(GEN F 497 .R5 C66x)</td>
<td>1813-1816</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAR, FIRST WILLS AND ADMINISTRATION RECORDS,</td>
<td>(GEN F 497 .R5 F57x)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinton, Maxine, REAL ESTATE PARTITIONS, RICHLAND COUNTY, OHIO,</td>
<td>(GEN F 497 .R5 K55 1990x)</td>
<td>17 vols. in 1, 1852-1893, 1990</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS,</td>
<td>(GEN F 490 .P68)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandusky, Mansfield and Newark Railroad Co., GUIDE, GAZETTER AND</td>
<td>(GEN F 499 .S3 S32x)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ROSS COUNTY

Organized: 1798
County Seat: Chillicothe
45601

Parent Counties: Adams, Washington

ATLAS

H. T. Gould Co., ATLAS OF ROSS COUNTY, OHIO, 1875 (Reprinted 1975),
(GEN G 1398 .R6 G6 1975) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 104, Reel No. 31)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

Clark, Marie Taylor, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS OF GRANDVIEW CEMETERY,
CHILlicoTHE, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .R8 C52x)

Cokonougher, Ralph W., GRAVESTONE INSCRIPTIONS IN ROSS COUNTY, OHIO, 2 vols.,
(GEN F 497 .R8 C64)

DAR, GRAVESTONE INSCRIPTIONS IN COUNTIES SURROUNDING PICKAWAY,
(GEN F 497 .A15 D35x)

DAR, OHIO FAMILY RECORDS (Cemeteries and Graves of Early Settlers Born Before
1860 and Buried in Ross County, Ohio), (GEN F 490 .D3892x)

DAR, TOMBSTONE RECORDS OF PERSONS BORN IN 1800 OR EARLIER, ROSS COUNTY,
OHIO, (GEN F 497 .R8 D26x)

German Genealogical Society, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS OF GREENLAWN CEMETERY,

Ross County Genealogical Society, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS, (GEN F 497 .R8 T66)

VOL. 1 GREEN TOWNSHIP
VOL. 2 COLERAIN TOWNSHIP
VOL. 3 LIBERTY TOWNSHIP
VOL. 4 JEFFERSON, HARRISON, SPRINGFIELD, & FRANKLIN TOWNSHIPS
VOL. 5 CONCORD TOWNSHIP

Ross County Genealogical Society, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS & BURIAL RECORDS OF
SAINT MARGARET'S CATHOLIC CEMETERY AND TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS OF
SAINT FRANCIS XAVIER CATHOLIC CEMETERY, ROSS COUNTY, OHIO, 1989,
(GEN F 497 .R8 T64 1989x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920
FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

CENTENNIAL 1855-1955 OF THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, SOUTH SALEM, OHIO, (GEN BX 9211 .S6 C46x)

DAR, EARLY CHURCH RECORDS - PRESBYTERIAN CHURCHES IN ROSS COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .R8 P57x)

DAR, FAMILY GENEALOGIES OF THE JULIANA WHITE CHAPTER, DAR, (GEN F 497 .R8 D25x)

DAR, FIRST SESSION BOOK AND THIRD SESSION BOOK OF THE BUCKSKIN-SALEM PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH AT SOUTH SALEM, ROSS COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .R8 R62x)

DAR, FOURTH SESSION BOOK OF THE BUCKSKIN-SALEM PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH AT SOUTH SALEM, ROSS COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .R8 D38x)


Ross County Genealogical Society, OGS, ROSS COUNTY, OHIO FAMILY BIBLE RECORDS, VOLUME 1, 1984, (GEN F 497 .R8 R672x v.1)

THE SOUTH SALEM PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH SESQUI-CENTENNIAL ANNIVERSARY, 1802-1952, (GEN BX 9211 .S6 S47x)


HISTORIES


Federal Writers Project, CHILLICOTHE AND ROSS COUNTY, 1938, 89p, (GEN F 499 .C4 F5)

Finley, Isaac J., PIONEER RECORD AND REMINISCENCES OF THE EARLY SETTLERS AND SETTLEMENT OF ROSS COUNTY, OHIO, 1871, 148p, Indexed separately in GEN F 497 .R8 C53x, (GEN F 497 .R8 F5x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 98, Reel No. 30)

HISTORY OF KINGSTON, OHIO AND RURAL VICINITY, 1934 (Reprinted 1984), (GEN F 499 .K56 H57 1984x)


Williams Bros., HISTORY OF ROSS AND HIGHLAND COUNTIES, OHIO, 1880 (Reprinted 1972), 110p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .R8 H6 1972x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 159, Reel No. 49)

189 204
MARRIAGES

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS OF ROSS COUNTY, OHIO 1840-1880, 2 vols. with 2 vol. index, (GEN F 497 .R8 E38x)

DAR, ROSS COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGE RECORDS, 1798-1849, (Reprinted 1989), (GEN F 497 .R8 R675 1989x)

Smith, Marjorie, editor, OHIO MARRIAGES Extracted from The Old Northwest Genealogical Quarterly, (GEN F 490 .S46x)

MISCELLANEOUS

Corcoran, Freda M., DEERFIELD TOWNSHIP, ROSS COUNTY, OHIO 1860, 1988, (GEN F 497 .R8 C671 1988x)

Corcoran, Freda M., UNION TOWNSHIP, ROSS COUNTY, OHIO 1860, (GEN F 497 .R8 C67 1988x)

DAR, ABSTRACTS OF WILL BOOKS, RECORDS OF ADMINISTRATION, ABSTRACTS OF INVENTORY, (GEN F 497 .R8 D27x)

DEEDS, FAIRFIELD AND ROSS COUNTIES, OHIO (FRANKLIN COUNTY TODAY), 1 reel (microfilm)

Dolle, Mrs. Percy A., ROSS COUNTY, OHIO REVOLUTIONARY SOLDIERS, 1960, (GEN F 497 .R8 D64x)


Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

Turpin, Joan, REGISTER OF BLACK MULATTO AND POOR PERSONS IN FOUR OHIO COUNTIES, 1791-1861, 1985, (GEN F 490 .T87 1985)
SANDUSKY COUNTY

Organized: 1820
County Seat: Fremont
43420

Parent County: Huron

ATLAS

Everts, Stewart, COMBINATION ATLAS MAP OF SANDUSKY COUNTY, 1874 (microfilm, Collection No. 97, Reel No. 30)

Hopp le, William H., THE COUNTY OF SANDUSKY, OHIO, 1898, (GEN G 1398 .S2 H6 1898)

SANDUSKY COUNTY, OHIO LANDOWNER ATLAS, 1860 (Reprinted 1990), (GEN F 497 .S2 S26 1990x)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

Burgner, J., LOWER SANDUSKY CEMETERY, FREMONT, OHIO (Cover title), 1907, (GEN F 497 .S2 B87x)

DAR, OLD CEMETERY, FREMONT, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .S2 D35x)

DAR, RECORD OF REVOLUTIONARY SOLDIERS' GRAVES AND LIST OF SOLDIERS, WAR OF 1812, BURIED IN SANDUSKY COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .S2 W34x)

DAR, RECORD OF REVOLUTIONARY SOLDIERS GRAVES FROM SANDUSKY COUNTY, 1946, (GEN F 497 .S2 D38x)


Wood County Chapter, OGS, BRADNER CEMETERY, MONTGOMERY TOWNSHIP IN WOOD COUNTY, OHIO & CHESTNUT RIDGE CEMETERY, SCOTT TOWNSHIP IN SANDUSKY COUNTY, OHIO, 1990, (GEN F 497 .W6 B72 1990x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

CENTENARY HISTORY OF FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, FREMONT, OHIO, (GEN BX 9211 .F7 C45x)

DIRECTORY AND YEARBOOK OF THE OLD FIRST CHURCH, SANDUSKY, OHIO, 1938, 56p, (GEN BX 9211 .S3 F45x)

Hayes Memorial Methodist Church, Fremont, Ohio, ONE CENTURY AND A QUARTER OF HISTORY, 1947, 45p, (GEN BX 8481 .F9 B58x)
HISTORIES

COMMEMORATIVE BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD OF THE COUNTIES OF SANDUSKY AND OTTAWA, OHIO, 1896, 854p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .S2 C7) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 64, Reel No. 20)

Keeler, Lucy Elliot, LOCAL HISTORY OF FREMONT, OHIO PRIOR TO 1860, 1905, 28p, (GEN F 499 .F9 K3)


Meek, Basil, TWENTIETH CENTURY HISTORY OF SANDUSKY COUNTY, OHIO AND REPRESENTATIVE CITIZENS, 1909, 934p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .S2 M4)


Whirlpool Parade, "THESE THINGS STAY BY YOU," (Clyde, Ohio History), 1968, 56p, (GEN F 499 .C58 W45x)

Williams Bros., HISTORY OF SANDUSKY COUNTY, OHIO, 1882 (Reprinted 1972), 834p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .S2 H6 1972x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 160, Reel No. 49)

Winter, Nevin Otte, HISTORY OF NORTHWEST OHIO, 1917, 3 vols., Indexed, (GEN F 497 .A15 W7)

WPA, FREMONT AND SANDUSKY COUNTY, OHIO, 1940, 114p, (GEN F 499 .F9 W75)

MARRIAGES

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS OF SANDUSKY COUNTY, OHIO, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .S2 D32x)

MISCELLANEOUS


Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)


Sandusky, Mansfield and Newark Railroad Co., GUIDE, GAZETTEER AND DIRECTORY, 1869, (GEN F 499 .S3 S32x)

TAD GENEALOGICAL BOOK AND MICROFILM LIST FOR SANDUSKY COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .S2 T32x)
SCIOTO COUNTY

Organized: 1803

County Seat: Portsmouth

Parent County: Adams

ATLAS

Lewis, Carolyn Braden, MAP OF SCIOTO COUNTY, OHIO, 1875 (Reprinted 1983), (GEN G 1398 .S3 L4 1983)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS


DAR, CEMETERIES OF SOUTHERN OHIO, (GEN F 490 .C45x)

GRAVESTONE INSCRIPTIONS OF SCIOTO COUNTY, OHIO (various authors). (GEN F 497 .S3 G73)

VOL. 1 MADISON & HARRISON TOWNSHIPS
VOL. 2 JEFFERSON & VALLEY TOWNSHIPS
VOL. 3 PORTER TOWNSHIP
VOL. 4 VERNON TOWNSHIP
VOL. 5 GREEN TOWNSHIP
VOL. 6 BLOOM TOWNSHIP
VOL. 7 MORGAN TOWNSHIP
VOL. 8 RARDEN TOWNSHIP
VOL. 9 CLAY TOWNSHIP
VOL. 10 NILE TOWNSHIP
VOL. 11 WASHINGTON TOWNSHIP

Ivers, Sandra, CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS OF BRUSH CREEK TOWNSHIP, SCIOTO COUNTY, OHIO, 1990, (GEN F 497 .S3 I83 1990x)

Jarrells, Wilma, CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS OF RUSH TOWNSHIP, SCIOTO COUNTY, OHIO, 1981, (GEN F 497 .S3 J37x)

Scioto County Chapter, OGS, GRAVESTONE INSCRIPTIONS FROM GREENLAWN CEMETERY, PORTSMOUTH, OHIO, 1985, (GEN F 497 .S3 G72 1985x)

TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS, SCIOTO COUNTY, OHIO, 1 reel, (microfilm)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920
## HISTORIES

A BACKWARD GLANCE, THE LUCASVILLE, OHIO AREA, 2 vols., (GEN F 499 .L8 B33x)


Christian, Helen, ECHO OF OTWAY & BRUSH CREEK TOWNSHIP HISTORY, 1988, (GEN F 497 .S3 C47 1988x)

Christian, Helen, ECHO II OF RARDEN HISTORY, (Library has Vol. II only), (GEN F 497 .S3 C56 1986x)

Evans, Nelson W., A HISTORY OF SCIOTO COUNTY, OHIO 1903 (Reprinted 1975), 1302p, 2 vols., Indexed, (GEN F 497 .S3 E9 1975x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 82, Reel No. 27)

HISTORY OF LOWER SCIOTO VALLEY, OHIO, 1884 (Reprinted 1990), 875p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .S32 1989x)

Keyes, James, PIONEERS OF SCIOTO COUNTY, 1880 (Reprinted 1987), 122p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .S3 K49 1987x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 182, Reel No. 58)

Portsmouth Area Recognition Society, A HISTORY OF SCIOTO COUNTY, OHIO, 1986, 697p, (GEN F 497 .S3 H57 1986x)


## MARRIAGES

DAR, EARLY MARRIAGE BONDS 1804-1865, 3 vols., (GEN F 497 .S3 D28x)

## MISCELLANEOUS


Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

Scioto County Genealogy Society, 1870 SCIOTO COUNTY, OHIO FEDERAL CENSUS INDEX, 1979, (GEN F 497 .S3 S38x)

Scott, Margaret, 1880 SCIOTO COUNTY, OHIO CENSUS INDEX, (GEN F 498 .S3 S395 1985x)

Shoemaker, Caryn R., EARLY COURT RECORDS OF SCIOTO COUNTY, OHIO, 1979, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .S3 S5x)

Shoemaker, Caryn R., SELECTED ABSTRACTS FROM COMMON PLEAS AND CHANCERY COMPLETE RECORDS, SCIOTO COUNTY, OHIO (1810-1875), 1985, (GEN F 497 .S3 S56 1985x)
SENECA COUNTY

Organized: 1820
County Seat: Tiffin

Parent County: Huron

ATLAS
Rerick Brothers, THE COUNTY OF SENECA, OHIO, 1896, (GEN F 1398 .S4 R4 1896x)
Stewart, David J., COMBINATION ATLAS MAP OF SENECA COUNTY, 1874 (microfilm, Collection No. 282, Reel No. 83)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS
DAR, SENECA COUNTY, OHIO TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS, (GEN F 497 .S4 D289x)
Seneca County Genealogical Society, OGS, SENECA COUNTY, OHIO CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS, 1987, (GEN F 497 .S4 S45 1987x)
SUPPLEMENT TO SENECA COUNTY, OHIO CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS, (GEN F 497 .S4 S85 1989x)

CENSUS MICROFILM
1830-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

HISTORIES
A CENTENNIAL BIOGRAPHICAL HISTORY OF SENECA COUNTY, 1902 (microfilm, Collection No. 59, Reel No. 18)

DAR, OHIO, EARLY STATE AND LOCAL HISTORY, 1915, 246p, (GEN F 497 .S4 D284x)

195

211
HISTORY OF SENECA COUNTY, OHIO, 1886, 1069p, Index is on microfilm, (GEN F 497 .S4 H6) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 161, Reel No. 50)


Lang, William, HISTORY OF SENECA COUNTY, OHIO, 1880, 691p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .S4 L26) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 214, Reel No. 62)


MARRIAGES

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS, 1841-1865, 2 vols.; 1867, 1 vol., (GEN F 497 .S4 D28x)

MISCELLANEOUS


Doran, Raymond, INDEX TO WILLS AND ESTATES 1851 THRU 1903 SENECA COUNTY, OHIO PROBATE COURT, 1989, (GEN F 497 .S4 D67 1989x)


Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

SHELBY COUNTY

Organized: 1819
County Seat: Sidney
45365

Parent County: Miami

ATLAS

ATLAS MAP AND DIRECTORY OF SHELBY COUNTY, OHIO, 1875 and 1900 (Reprinted 1975), (GEN G 1398 .S5 C65 1975x) (1875 atlas also on microfilm, Collection No. 245, Reel No. 73)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

Adams, Barbara and Mozley, Gene, MEMORIAL RECORDS OF SHELBY COUNTY, OHIO 1819-1975, (GEN F 497 .S54 A32)

Baker, Jac, DEATH RECORDS OF SHELBY COUNTY, OHIO ABSTRACTED FROM PROBATE COURT HOUSE RECORDS FOR CYNTHIAN, LORAMIE, AND MCLEAN TOWNSHIPS, 1867-1908, 1988, (GEN F 497 .S54 B45 1988x)

Baker, Jac, DEATH RECORDS OF SHELBY COUNTY, OHIO ABSTRACTED FROM PROBATE COURT HOUSE RECORDS FOR VAN BUREN, TURTLE CREEK, AND WASHINGTON TOWNSHIPS, 1867-1908, 1988, (GEN F 497 .S54 B46 1988x)

DAR, CEMETARY RECORDS BROWN, CUYAHOGA ... SHELBY COUNTIES, (GEN F 497 .A15 S55x)

DAR, SHELBY AND MERCER COUNTY, OHIO CEMETARY RECORDS, (GEN F 497 .S54 L32x)

DAR, TWELVE OHIO COUNTIES, (GEN F 497 .A15 S364x)

OLD GRAVES FOUND IN SHELBY COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .S54 042x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

Bigot, Rev. Wilhelm P., ANNALS OF ST. MICHAEL'S PARISH IN LORAMIE (BERLIN) SHELBY COUNTY, OHIO . . ., 1907 (Reprinted 1976), Indexed, (GEN BX 1418 .F67 B54 1976x)

DAR, CHURCH RECORDS, SHELBY COUNTY, LORAMIE TOWNSHIP (Cover title), (GEN F 497 .S54 S723 1987x)

DAR, OHIO BIBLE RECORDS, (GEN F 497 .A15 S45x)
DAR, OHIO BIBLE RECORDS CONCERNING THE FAMILIES OF: CRAWFORD, DARKE, ETC., COUNTIES, (GEN F 497 .A15 S543x)

DAR, ST. REMY CHURCH, SHELBY COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .S54 S72 1983x)

HISTORIES

HISTORY OF SHELBY COUNTY, OHIO, 1883 (Reprinted 1968), 398p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .S54 H5 1968) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 162, Reel No. 50)

Hitchcock, A., HISTORY OF SHELBY COUNTY, OHIO AND REPRESENTATIVE CITIZENS, 1913, 862p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .S54 H57x)

MEMOIRS OF THE MIAMI VALLEY, 1919, 3 vols. in 5, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .M64 M45x)

PORTRAIT AND BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD OF AUGLAIZE, LOGAN, AND SHELBY COUNTIES, OHIO, 1892, 593p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .A9 P6 1977x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 251, Reel No. 76)


MARRIAGES

Adams, Barbara, MARRIAGE RECORDS OF SHELBY COUNTY, OHIO, VOL. 1, 1819-1870, VOL. 2, 1871-1899, (GEN F 497 .S54 A3x)

MISCELLANEOUS

Adams, Barbara and Gene Mozley, INDEX OF LAND ENTRIES AND PATENTS, SHELBY COUNTY, OHIO, 1984, (GEN F 497 .S54 A28x)

Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)


SHELBY COUNTY, OHIO, SPANISH-AMERICAN WAR VOLUNTEERS NELSON, BROWN & THOMPSON BATTALION, (GEN F 497 .S54 S53x)

Wallace, Lenna E. Triff, AN INDEX TO NATURALIZATION RECORDS FROM SHELBY COUNTY, OHIO: 1814-1906, 1986, (GEN F 497 .S54 W34 1986x)
STARK COUNTY

Organized: 1808

County Seat: Canton

Parent County: Columbiana

ATLAS

Beers, Frederick W., ATLAS OF STARK COUNTY, 1870 (microfilm, Collection No. 28, Reel No. 7)

Everts, L. H., COMBINATION ATLAS MAP OF STARK COUNTY, 1875 (microfilm, Collection No. 91, Reel No. 29)

Kauffman, William J., ATLAS OF STARK COUNTY, OHIO, 1896, (GEN G 1398 .S7 K3 1896)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

DAR, CEMETERY RECORD, STARK COUNTY, OHIO, 4 vols., (GEN F 497 .S7 C45x)

Harsh, Karl and others, INDEX TO DEATH AND MARRIAGE NOTICES IN "THE OHIO REPOSITORY" OF STARK COUNTY, OHIO, Vol. I (1815-1834), 1991, (GEN F 497 .S7 I52x v.1)

Stark County Chapter, OGS, CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS, STARK COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .S7 C43x)

VOL. I LEXINGTON, WASHINGTON, PARIS, & MARLBORO TOWNSHIPS
VOL. II NIMISHILLEN, OSNABURG, SANDY, PIKE, BETHLEHEM, & SUGAR CREEK TOWNSHIPS
VOL. III TUSCARAWAS, LAWRENCE, & JACKSON TOWNSHIPS
VOL. IV LAKE & TWO CEMETERIES OF PLAIN TOWNSHIP
VOL. V PLAIN & CANTON TOWNSHIPS
VOL. VI PERRY TOWNSHIP
VOL. VII WEST LAWN CEMETERY


CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

DAR, BIBLE RECORDS OF FAMILIES, (GEN F 497 .S7 W32x)

DAR, EARLY RECORDS OF HOLY TRINITY LUTHERAN CHURCH, CANTON, OHIO AND
EMMANUEL'S UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST, DOYLESTOWN, OHIO,
(GEN BX 8076 .C2 H37x)

DAR, FAMILY CHURCH AND BIBLE RECORDS, COLUMBIANA . . . AND STARK
COUNTIES, (GEN F 497 .A15 E37x)

DAR, RECORDS OF ZION LUTHERAN CHURCH OF NORTH CANTON, OHIO,
(GEN BX 8076 .N6 W47x)

DAR, TRINITY LUTHERAN CHURCH, CANTON, OHIO, (GEN BX 8076 .C2 W34x)

DAR, ZION LUTHERAN AND REFORMED CHURCH, NORTH CANTON, OHIO,
(GEN F 497 .S7 W34x)

Powell, Esther W., STARK COUNTY, OHIO EARLY CHURCH RECORDS AND CEMETERIES,
1973, (GEN F 497 .S7 P82)

HISTORIES

Basner, Ruth Harpold, THE NORTH CANTON HERITAGE, 1805 - 1940, 1972, 312p,
Indexed, (GEN F 499 .N68 B37)

Danner, John, OLD LANDMARKS OF CANTON AND STARK COUNTY, OHIO, 1904, 2 vols.,
Indexed, (GEN F 497 .S7 D2)

Heald, Edward T., STARK COUNTY STORY, 1950, 4 vols., Indexed, (GEN F 497 .S7 H4)

Lehman, John H., STANDARD HISTORY OF STARK COUNTY, OHIO, Indexed, 3 vols.,
(GEN F 497 .S7 L43x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 219, reel No. 64)

Perrin, William H., HISTORY OF STARK COUNTY, OHIO, 1881 (Reprinted 1977),
1012p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .S7 P45 1977x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 246,
Reel No. 73)

PORTRAIT AND BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD OF STARK COUNTY, 1892 (microfilm, Collection
No. 256, Reel No. 77)

Smith, Mrs. Barton, UPON THESE HILLS - "MASSILLON'S BEGINNINGS AND EARLY
DAYS," 1962, 72p, (GEN F 499 .M32 S5x)

Stewart, John S., HISTORY OF NORTHEASTERN OHIO, 1935, 3 vols., Indexed,
(GEN F 491 .S88)

MARRIAGES

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS, STARK COUNTY, OHIO, 4 vols., 1 vol. partial index,
(GEN F 497 .S7 M3x)

Harsh, Karl and others, INDEX TO DEATH AND MARRIAGE NOTICES IN "THE OHIO
REPOSITORY" OF STARK COUNTY, OHIO, Vol. I (1815-1834), 1991,
(GEN F 497 .S7 I52x v.1)
MISCELLANEOUS

DAR, ADMINISTRATION RECORDS, STARK COUNTY, (GEN F 497 .S7 M22x)

DAR, INDEX OF WILLS, STARK COUNTY, (GEN F 497 .S7 S64x)

DAR, SOLDIERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION BURIED IN STARK COUNTY, OHIO, 1982, (GEN F 497 .S7 K54x)

Ippolito, Lois A., STARK COUNTY, OHIO APPRENTICESHIP RECORDS, NOVEMBER 1824 THROUGH JUNE 1831, (GEN F 497 .S7 166 1988x)


Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

Stark County Chapter, OGS, 1870 CENSUS INDEX OF STARK COUNTY, OHIO, 1988, (GEN F 497 .S7 E44 1988x)
SUMMIT COUNTY

Organized: 1840
County Seat: Akron 44308

Parent Counties: Portage, Medina, Stark

ATLAS

Akron Map and Atlas Co., SUMMIT COUNTY, OHIO, 1891, (GEN F 1398 .S8 A37 1891x)
SUMMIT COUNTY, OHIO, 1910, (GEN G 1398 .S8 R4 1910x)
Tackabury, Mead & Moffett, COMBINATION ATLAS MAP OF SUMMIT COUNTY, 1974 (microfilm, Collection No. 290, Reel No. 85)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

DAR, CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS, COPLEY TOWNSHIP, SUMMIT COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .S9 D23x)
DAR, CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS, SUMMIT COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .S9 D24x)
DAR, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS, BATH TOWNSHIP, SUMMIT COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .S9 D22x)
DAR, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS, HURON, SUMMIT ... COUNTIES. OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A15 T65x)
INDEX TO BIRTH & DEATH RECORDS, 1869-1908 AND INDEX TO WILLS AND ESTATES, 1840-1944, 1 reel (microfilm)
St. John, Loretta and others, SUMMIT COUNTY, OHIO DEATHS, (GEN F 497 .S9 S2)

VOL. I 1866-1872
VOL. II 1873-1876
VOL. III 1876-1878 AND SCATTERED RECORDS, 1900-1902

Summit County Chapter, OGS, SUMMIT COUNTY, OHIO CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS, (GEN F 497 .S9 034x)

VOL. I BATH, COPLEY, & NORTON TOWNSHIPS, 1813-1978
VOL. II FRANKLIN & GREEN TOWNSHIPS, 1813-1979
VOL. III COVENTRY TOWNSHIP
VOL. IV MOUNT HOPE CEMETERY, AKRON, OHIO

CENSUS MICROFILM

1840-1920
FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

DAR, BIBLE, BAPTISMAL RECORDS, (GEN F 497 .S9 D213x)

DAR, BIBLE RECORDS, SUMMIT COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .S9 D212x)

DAR, EARLY RECORDS - LAWS, WILLS, BIBLE, (GEN F 497 .S9 D72x)

Mills, Jeffrey A., RECORDS OF THE FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH, HUDSON, SUMMIT COUNTY, OHIO, CHURCH BUSINESS, BAPTISMS AND ADMISSIONS TO THE CHURCH FROM 1802-1837, (GEN F 497 .S9 R43 1986x)

HISTORIES

Bierce, Lucius V., HISTORICAL REMINISCENCES OF SUMMIT COUNTY, OHIO (microfilm, Collection No. 30, Reel No. 7)

Case, Lora, HUDSON OF LONG AGO, 1897, 70p, Indexed, (GEN F 499 .H8 C37 1963x)

Doyle, William ed., CENTENNIAL HISTORY OF SUMMIT COUNTY, 2 vols., 1908, (GEN F 497 .S9 D6x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 78, Reel No. 25)

Fairchild, Thomas, A HISTORY OF THE TOWN OF CUYAHOGA FALLS, SUMMIT COUNTY, OHIO, 1876, 39p, (GEN F 499 .C9 F1)

Grismer, Karl, AKRON AND SUMMIT COUNTY, 1952, 834p, Indexed, (GEN F 499 .A3 G7) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 109, Reel No. 33)

Hudson Library and Historical Society, MINUTES OF THE FIRST CONGRESSIONAL CHURCH, HUDSON, OHIO 1802-1837, 45p, Indexed, (GEN BX 7255 .H85 F573)

James, Peggie Seitz, STOW, OHIO--SHADOWS OF ITS PAST, 1972, Indexed, (GEN F 499 .S84 J3)

Lane, Samuel, FIFTY YEARS AND OVER OF AKRON AND SUMMIT COUNTY, OHIO, 1892, 1167p, Indexed separately, (GEN F 499 .A3 L2) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 213, Reel No. 62)

Lawrence, Frank E., ABOUT OLD TALLMADGE, 1984, 54p, Indexed, (GEN F 499 .T1 L38 1984)


Perrin, William, HISTORY OF SUMMIT COUNTY, OHIO, 1881 (Reprinted 1972), 1050p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .S9 P4 1972x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 247, Reel No. 73)

PORTRAIT AND BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD OF PORTAGE AND SUMMIT COUNTIES, OHIO, 1898, 988p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .P8 P8) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 255, Reel No. 77)

Randall, Emilius, HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE SETTLEMENT OF TALLMADGE, OHIO, 1908, 34p, (GEN F 499 .T1 R1)

Summit County Historical Society, A CENTENNIAL HISTORY OF AKRON, 1825-1925,
1925, 666p, (GEN F 499 .A3 H57x)

Tallmadge Historical Society, A HISTORY OF TALLMADGE, OHIO, 1957, 136p,
(GEN F 499 .T1 T25x)

Twinsburg Historical Society, HISTORY OF TWINSBURG, OHIO 1817-1967, 1967, 59p,
Genealogies in Part II are indexed separately under GEN F 499 .T9 S2 Index,
(GEN F 499 .T9 T84x)

Upton, Harriet, HISTORY OF THE WESTERN RESERVE, 1910, 1874p. 3 vols., Indexed
separately, (GEN F 497 .W5 U7)

MARRIAGES

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS, SUMMIT COUNTY, OHIO 1840-1865, 3 vols.,
(GEN F 497 .S9 S85x)

MISCELLANEOUS

Clegg, Michael B., TAX RECORDS OF PORTAGE, SUMMIT AND PORTIONS OF MEDINA
COUNTIES, OHIO 1808-1820, (GEN F 497 .P8 C58)

Hudson Genealogical Study Group, THE 1860 MORTALITY SCHEDULE FOR SUMMIT
COUNTY, OHIO, 1988, (GEN F 497 .S9 E3 1988x)

INDEX TO BIRTH & DEATH RECORDS, 1840-1908 AND INDEX TO WILLS AND ESTATES
1840-1944, 1 reel (microfilm)

Jackson, Ronald Vern, OHIO 1870 STARK & SUMMIT COUNTIES INCLUDING THE CITIES
OF AKRON & CANTON, 1990, (GEN F 497 .S7 04 1990x)

McCormick, A. S., THE HISTORY OF MEDICINE IN SUMMIT COUNTY, OHIO, 1946,
(GEN F 497 .S9 M3x)

Summit County Chapter, OGS, INDEX TO WILL BOOKS (VOLS. 1-15) PROBATED 2 JULY
1840-14 FEB. 1902, 1983, (GEN F 497 .S9 15x)
TRUMBULL COUNTY

Organized: 1800

County Seat: Warren

Parent Counties: Jefferson County, Ohio and Wayne County, Michigan

ATLAS

Allen, Ruth, TRUMBULL COUNTY, OHIO CADASTRAL OR LAND OWNERSHIP MAPS, 1830, 1840, 1850, (GEN F 497 .T8 T782 1985x)

American Atlas Co., ATLAS AND DIRECTORY OF TRUMBULL COUNTY, OHIO, 1899 (Reprinted 1979), (GEN G 4083 .T7 A47x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 5, Reel No. 1)

Everts, Louis H., COMBINATION ATLAS MAP OF TRUMBULL COUNTY, 1874, (GEN G 1398 .T7 E9 1874) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 87, Reel No. 28)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

Baldwin, Henry R., OLDEST INSCRIPTIONS WITH REVOLUTIONARY AND WAR OF 1812 RECORDS OF TRUMBULL, MAHONING AND COLUMBIANA COUNTIES, OHIO AND LAWRENCE, MERCER AND BEAVER COUNTIES, PA., (GEN F 490 .05x)

Trumbull County Chapter, OGS, TRUMBULL COUNTY, OHIO CEMETARY INSCRIPTIONS, 1800-1930, 1983, (GEN F 497 .T8 T78x)

Wildman, George E., EAST FARMINGTON CEMETERY, TRUMBULL COUNTY, OHIO, FARMINGTON TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .T8 W54 1987x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS


Baldwin, Henry R., SOLDIERS, WIVES, WIDOWS, & MOTHERS OF COLUMBIANA COUNTY, OHIO AND ADJOINING COUNTIES IN OHIO AND PENNSYLVANIA IN THE FRENCH-INDIAN AND REVOLUTIONARY WARS, (GEN F 497 .C6 S64x)

Fowler, F. E., VARIOUS BIRTHS, MARRIAGES AND DEATHS IN EASTERN TRUMBULL COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 498 .T8 F68x)

MANUALS FOR THE FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN WARREN, OHIO 1850-1872, 1979, (GEN F 497 .T8 R32x)

HISTORIES

BIOGRAPHICAL HISTORY OF NORTHEASTERN OHIO EMBRACING THE COUNTIES OF ASHTABULA, TRUMBULL AND MAHONING, 1893, 735p, (GEN F 497 .A73 B62) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 35, Reel No. 11)

Butler, Joseph Green, HISTORY OF YOUNGSTOWN AND THE MAHONING VALLEY, OHIO, 1921, 3 vols., Indexed separately by Bernice H. Simon, (GEN F 499 .Y8 B9)

HISTORY OF TRUMBULL AND MAHONING COUNTIES, 1882 (Reprinted 1972), Indexed, (GEN F 497 .T8 H6 1972x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 165, Reel No. 52)


Mahoning Valley Historical Society, HISTORICAL COLLECTIONS OF THE MAHONING VALLEY, 1876, 524p, (GEN F 497 .T8 M2 M2)


MARRIAGES

DAR, EARLY MARRIAGE BONDS, 1803-1865, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .T8 M36x)

Smith, Marjorie, ed., OHIO MARRIAGES Extracted from The Old Northwest Genealogical Quarterly, (GEN F 490 .S46x)

Winnagle, Mrs. Roscoe, EARLY MARRIAGES OF TRUMBULL COUNTY, OHIO 1800-1865, 1973, (GEN F 497 .T8 W5x)

MISCELLANEOUS

Baldwin, H. R., WILLS OF COLUMBIANA, MAHONING, AND TRUMBULL COUNTIES, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A15 B34x)


DAR, GENERAL INDEX OF NAMES FROM THE INDEXES OF VOLUMES 1 THRU 12 OF THE EARLY PROBATE RECORDS OF TRUMBULL COUNTY, OHIO, 1803-1843, (GEN F 497 .T8 D25x)

NATURALIZATIONS IN TRUMBULL COUNTY, OHIO 1800-1870, (GEN F 497 .T8 V4x)

Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

Strong, Doris Wolcott, FEDERAL CENSUS RECORDS FOR TRUMBULL COUNTY, OHIO, 1820, (GEN F 497 .T8 S77x)


Winnagle, Grace Marvin, INDEX TO PROPERTY DEEDS OF TRUMBULL COUNTY, OHIO, VOLUME A THROUGH Z (1800-1831), 1984, (GEN F 497 .T8 W56 1984x)
TUSCARAWAS COUNTY

Organized: 1808  County Seat: New Philadelphia 44663

Parent County: Muskingum

ATLAS

Everts, L. H., COMBINATION ATLAS MAP OF TUSCARAWAS COUNTY, 1875 (Reprinted 1973), Indexed separately, (GEN F 497 .T9 E93 1973x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 92, Reel No. 29)


CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

Tuscarawas County Genealogical Society, TUSCARAWAS COUNTY, OHIO CEMETERIES, (GEN F 497 .T9 T86)

VOL. I  SUGARCREEK, WAYNE, BUCKS, FRANKLIN & AUBURN TOWNSHIPS
VOL. II  DOVER, OHIO & DOVER TOWNSHIP
VOL. III  YORK, CLAY, SALEM, WARWICK, & JEFFERSON TOWNSHIPS
VOL. IV  LAWRENCE, FAIRFIELD, WARREN, UNION, & SANDY TOWNSHIPS
VOL. V  MILL TOWNSHIP
VOL. VI  OXFORD, WASHINGTON, RUSH, & PERRY TOWNSHIPS
VOL. VII  NEW PHILADELPHIA, OHIO - EAST AVENUE & FAIR STREET CEMETERIES

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

Dolle, Genevieve M., ABSTRACTS FROM CHURCH RECORD BOOK OF REV. JOSEPH A. ROOF (Marriages, Baptisms, Deaths), (GEN F 497 .A15 R66x)
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Eberle, Maxine Renner, translator, KIRCHENBUCH (CHURCH BOOK) FOR THE ST. PAUL'S EVANGELICAL CHURCH (RENNER'S) IN BUCK TOWNSHIP, TUSCARAWAS COUNTY, OHIO, RECORDS BEGUN MAY 18, 1879, 1982, (GEN F 497 .T9 K57 1982x)


Lenhart, John Mary, THE HISTORY OF OLD ST. PETER'S, (GEN BX 1418 .T8 L4x)

Tuscarawas County Genealogical Society, EVANS CREEK LUTHERAN CHURCH RECORD, 1835-1886, 1975, (GEN F 497 .T9 T872x)


HISTORIES

Dougherty, George W., REMINISCENCE OF NEW PHILADELPHIA, OHIO, FORTY YEARS AGO AND SKETCHES OF TUSCARAWAS COUNTY AND THE EARLY SETTLERS, 1888, 16p, (GEN F 497 .T9 D68x)

Federal Writers' Project, GUIDE TO TUSCARAWAS COUNTY, OHIO, 1939, 119p, (GEN F 497 .T9 F5)
THE HISTORY OF TUSCARAWAS COUNTY, OHIO, 1884 (Reprinted 1972), 1007p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .T9 H6 1972x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 166, Reel No. 53)

Lohrman, Herbert O., HISTORY OF EARLY TUSCARAWAS COUNTY, OHIO FOR THE SCHOOLS, 1930, 54p, (GEN F 497 .T9 L63x)


PORTRAIT AND BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD OF TUSCARAWAS COUNTY, 1895 (Reprinted 1991), 504p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .T9 P67 1991x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 257, Reel No. 78)


MARRIAGES

Dickinson, Marguerite S., MARRIAGES OF TUSCARAWAS COUNTY, (GEN F 497 .T9 D52x)

Tuscarawas County Genealogical Society, TUSCARAWAS COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGES, (GEN F 497 .T9 T87)

VOL. II Books 4 and 5, 1845-1863
VOL. III Books 6 and 7, 1864-1880

TUSCARAWAS COUNTY MARRIAGES, STARTING 1808, 1 reel (microfilm)

MISCELLANEOUS

BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD OF CIVIL WAR VETERANS, TUSCARAWAS COUNTY, OHIO excerpts from Presidents, Soldiers, Statesmen Originally Published in 1892 (Reprinted 1990), (GEN F 497 .T9 B56 1990x)

Dunlap, Ruth, INDEX WILLS & INTESTATE ESTATES OF TUSCARAWAS COUNTY, OHIO 1809-1850 AND WILL INDEX VOL. 1 TO 12, 1809-1902, (GEN F 497 .T9 D86x)

Kaiser, Peter Henry, HISTORY OF DUTCH VALLEY AND OTHER PAPERS (newspaper clippings), (GEN F 499 .D87 K34 1927x)

Low, Gayle and Violet Massarelli, TUSCARAWAS COUNTY GRAVE REGISTRATIONS OF VETERANS, 1986, (GEN F 497 .T9 L68 1986x)

Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)
UNION COUNTY

Organized: 1820
County Seat: Marysville
43040

Parent Counties: Franklin, Madison, Logan and Delaware

ATLAS
Marysville Map Co., UNION COUNTY, OHIO, 1908, (GEN G 4083 .U5 M3 1908x)
Mowry, A. S., NEW HISTORICAL ATLAS OF UNION COUNTY, 1877, Indexed separately under GEN F 497 .U5 163 1985x, (GEN G 1398 .U5 M6 1877x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 240, Reel No. 70)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS
Bouic, Margaret, UNION COUNTY CEMETARY RECORDS, (GEN F 497 .U5 B68x)
Burnham, Maria, MISCELLANEOUS DEATHS OCCURRING IN UNION AND CHAMPAIGN COUNTIES, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .U5 B87x)
DAR, CEMETARY INSCRIPTIONS, MISCELLANEOUS VOLUME II, (Cover title), (GEN F 490 .M572x)
DAR, MISCELLANEOUS OHIO CEMETERIES, VOL. I, (GEN F 497 .A15 S33x)
Union County Chapter, OGS, CEMETARY RECORDS,
CLAIBOURNE TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .U5 C42 1989x)
DARBY-JEROME TOWNSHIPS, (GEN F 497 .U5 D26x)
DOVER-JACKSON-LEESBURG-MILLCREEK TOWNSHIPS, (GEN F 497 .U5 D68 1986x)
LIBERTY, PARIS, TAYLOR, WASHINGTON TOWNSHIPS, (GEN F 497 .U5 L52 1986x)
OAKDALE CEMETARY, MARYSVILLE, OHIO, 2 Vols., (GEN F 497 .U5 O24 1984x)
UNION-ALLEN TOWNSHIPS, (GEN F 497 .U5 U54 1983x)
YORK TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .U5 O36x)
Wagner, Charles W., CEMETARY RECORDS OF UNION COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .U5 W23x)

CENSUS MICROFILM
1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS
DARBY SECEDER PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, UNIONVILLE, DARBY TOWNSHIP, UNION COUNTY, OHIO, SESSION RECORD BOOK, 1826-1878, (GEN F 497 .U5 R624 1985x)
Herd, James, Sr., A RECORD OF THE FIRST CHURCH ORGANIZED IN LIBERTY TOWNSHIP, UNION COUNTY, OHIO, MARCH 28, 1826, Copied by Esther Marsh, 1988, (GEN F 497 .U5 H47 1988x)


Vol. 1--Session Record, 1841-1890
Vol. 2--Session Record, 1890-1927 and Membership Roll, 184?-1927


Union County Chapter, OGS,  *MARYSVILLE, UNION COUNTY, OHIO PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH MEMBERSHIP ROLL 1829-1929*, (GEN F 497 .U5 O32x)

*UNIONVILLE CENTER UNITED METHODIST CHURCH 1820-1970*, (GEN BX 8481 .U64 S54x)

**HISTORIES**


*EVERY NAME INDEX TO THE HISTORY OF UNION COUNTY, OHIO* by W. L. CURRY, 1915, (State Library does not own the history.), (GEN F 497 .U5 R62 1986x)


*MEMORIAL RECORD OF THE COUNTIES OF DELAWARE, UNION, MORROW COUNTIES, OHIO*, 1895, 501p, Indexed, (GEN F 490 .M38x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 233, Reel No. 69)

Union County History Book Committee,  *FAMILY HERITAGE, UNION COUNTY, OHIO*, 1985, (GEN F 497 .U5 F35 1985x)


**MARRIAGES**

DAR,  *MARRIAGE RECORDS. UNION COUNTY, OHIO*, 1820-1865, (GEN F 497 .U5 D28x)

**MISCELLANEOUS**


Bouic, Margaret Main,  *GENEALOGICAL INDEX OF DELAWARE, UNION, AND MORROW COUNTIES, OHIO*, (GEN F 497 .D3 B67x)
Bouic, Margaret, NOTES ON MARYSVILLE TRIBUNE (April 3, 1850 to September 5, 1860), (GEN F 499 .M315 B68x)

Bouic, Margaret M., UNION COUNTY, OHIO COMMON PLEAS COURT RECORDS 1820-1850, (GEN F 497 .U5 B685x)

Curry, W. L., WAR HISTORY OF UNION COUNTY, 1883, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .U5 C87)

DAR, MILITARY RECORDS AND HISTORICAL NOTES OF ANCESTORS OF THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR, LEGENDS OF EARLY UNION COUNTY SETTLERS AND CHAPTER HISTORY, (GEN F 497 .U5 D384x)

Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

Robb, Lean, ADULT INHABITANTS OF MARYSVILLE, UNION COUNTY, OHIO, 1910, (GEN F 499 .M315 N56x)

Robinson, Dorothy Jenks, BIRTHS, 1908-1946, AS RECORDED BY DR. E. S. HOLMES, PLAIN CITY AREA, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .U5 R621 1986x)

VAN WERT COUNTY

Organized: 1820  County Seat: Van Wert
Parent County: Darke

ATLAS
ATLAS OF VAN WERT COUNTY, OHIO, 1886 (Reprinted 1976), (GEN G 1398 .V3 G74 1976x)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS
Van Wert County Chapter, OGS, VAN WERT COUNTY, OHIO CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS, (GEN F 497 .V2 V367x)
VOL. I TULLY & PLEASANT TOWNSHIPS
VOL. II UNION, HOAGLIN, & JACKSON TOWNSHIPS
VOL. III WOODLAND CEMETERY
VOL. IV RIDGE, WASHINGTON, JENNINGS, & YORK TOWNSHIPS

CENSUS MICROFILM
1830-1920

HISTORIES

HISTORY OF VAN WERT AND MERCER COUNTIES, OHIO, 1882 (Reprinted 1991), 488p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .V2 H57 1991x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 168, Reel No. 54)


PORTRAIT AND BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD OF ALLEN AND VAN WERT COUNTIES, 1896 (microfilm, Collection No. 250, Reel No. 75)


Van Wert County Historical Society, HISTORY OF VAN WERT COUNTY, OHIO, 1981, (GEN F 497 .V2 V36x)

Winter, Nevin O., HISTORY OF NORTHWEST OHIO, 1917, 3 vols., Indexed, (GEN F 497 .A15 W7)
MARRIAGES


Mollenkopf, Mrs. J. F., EARLY MARRIAGES OF VAN WERT COUNTY, OHIO, Dec. 26, 1840-May 13, 1855, (GEN F 497 .V2 M64x)

MISCELLANEOUS


Bassett, Lois, VAN WERT AND SURROUNDING COUNTIES, Vols. 1, 2, & 4, (GEN F 497 .V2 V352x)


Monroe, Beryl Pepple, VAN WERT COUNTY RECORDS (newspaper items), (GEN F 497 .V2 M66x)

Powell, Esther W., EARLY TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

Prill, Helen L. White, A GUIDE TO HISTORICAL AND GENEALOGICAL SOURCES OF VAN WERT COUNTY, OHIO, 1982, (GEN F 497 .V2 G84x)
VINTON COUNTY

Organized: 1850
County Seat: McArthur

Parent Counties: Gallia, Athens, Ross, Jackson & Hocking

ATLAS

Lake, D. J., ATLAS OF VINTON COUNTY, OHIO, 1876 (Reprinted 1975),
(GEN G 1398 .V5 L3 1975x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 211, Reel No. 61)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

CHESTNUT GROVE CEMETERY, JACKSON TOWNSHIP, VINTON COUNTY, OHIO,
(GEN F 497 .V5 C43 1988x)

DAR, MISCELLANEOUS CEMETERY RECORDS OF ALLEN . . . VINTON COUNTIES, OHIO,
(GEN F 497 .A15 W33x)

DAR, VINTON AND HOCKING COUNTIES CEMETERY RECORDS,
(GEN F 497 .V5 D283x)

Hixon, Frances Welch and Mary J., WILKESVILLE TOWNSHIP, VINTON COUNTY, OHIO,

Hixon, Mary and Frances, SOLDIERS BURIED IN VINTON COUNTY, OHIO,
(GEN F 497 .V5 H58 1988x)

Kuhn, James and Luvada, BOBLETT CEMETERY TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS, 1989,
(GEN F 497 .V5 K84 1989x)

McVey, Owen and Faye, SOME TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS OF VINTON COUNTY, 2 vols.,
(GEN F 497 .V5 M23 1986x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1850-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

Hoy, Loisene, PIONEERS OF THE RACCOON VALLEY AND SURROUNDING AREAS,
No. 1 and 2, (GEN F 497 .V5 H69x)

Taylor, Rev. Charles B., STORY OF THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH AT WILKESVILLE,
OHIO, 1896, (GEN BX 9211 .W54 T36x)

HISTORIES

Biggs, Louise Ogan, A BRIEF HISTORY OF VINTON COUNTY, OHIO, 1950, 184p,
(GEN F 497 .V5 B5)


Taylor, Charles, EARLY HISTORY AND WAR RECORD OF WILKESVILLE AND SALEM, 1974, (GEN F 499 .W567 T3 1874x)


MARRIAGES

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS VINTON COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .V5 D'28x)

WARREN COUNTY

Organized: 1803

County Seat: Lebanon

Parent County: Hamilton

ATLAS

Bone, Frank A., ATLAS OF WARREN COUNTY, OHIO, 1891, (GEN G 1398 .W2 B65 1891x)

Everts, L. H., COMBINATION ATLAS MAP OF WARREN COUNTY, OHIO, 1875 and 1903 (Reprinted 1974), (GEN G 1398 .W2 E93 1974x) (1875 atlas also on microfilm, Collection No. 88, Reel No. 28)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

DAR, CEMETARY RECORDS, VOLS. 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, (GEN F 497 .W2 W37x)

DAR, TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS, HURON . . . WARREN COUNTIES, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A15 T65x)


WARREN COUNTY CEMETERY RECORDS, FRIENDS MARRIAGE. BIBLE RECORDS, 1 reel (microfilm)

Warren County Genealogical Society, WARREN COUNTY CEMETERY RECORDS, (GEN F 497 .W2 W37 1984)

VOL. II HARLAN TOWNSHIP
VOL. III UNION TOWNSHIP
VOL. IV CLEARCREEK TOWNSHIP, SPRINGBORO CEMETERY
VOL. V HAMILTON TOWNSHIP
VOL. VI OLD CEMETERIES FROM EIGHT TOWNSHIPS
VOL. VII VARIOUS TOWNSHIPS

Warren County Historical Society, CEMETARY RECORDS, Vols. 10-17, 19-24, (GEN F 497 .W2 W37x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS


DAR, BIBLE AND FAMILY RECORDS, FAIRFIELD . . . WARREN COUNTIES, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .A15 B52x)

DAR, BIBLE AND FAMILY RECORDS OF WARREN COUNTY, OHIO, Vol. 3, (GEN F 497 .W2 W37x)

DAR, BIBLE RECORDS, Vol. 9, (GEN F 497 .W2 W37x)

DAR, FAMILY RECORDS WARREN COUNTY, OHIO, Vol. 1, (GEN F 497 .W2 W37x)

WARREN COUNTY CEMETERY RECORDS, FRIENDS MARRIAGE, BIBLE RECORDS, 1 reel (microfilm)

HISTORIES

Brenner, Robert, MAINEVILLE, OHIO HISTORY, 100 YEARS AS AN INCORPORATED TOWN, 1850-1950, (GEN F 499 .M23 B74x)

Eldridge, Mabel and Others, FRANKLIN IN THE GREAT MIAMI VALLEY, 1982, 360p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .W2 E427x)


HISTORY OF WARREN COUNTY, OHIO, 1882 (Reprinted), 1066p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .W2 H6) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 169, Reel No. 54)

MEMOIRS OF THE MIAMI VALLEY, 1919, 3 vols. in 5, (GEN F 497 .M64 M45x)


MARRIAGES

DAR, EARLY MARRIAGES OF WARREN COUNTY, OHIO - AS PUBLISHED IN THE WESTERN STAR, (GEN F 497 .W2 E37x)

DAR, MARRIAGE PERMISSION SLIPS, WARREN COUNTY, OHIO, 1803-1850, (GEN F 497 .W2 C66x)

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS, WARREN COUNTY, OHIO, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .W2 W37x)


Van Houten, Ellen and Florence Cole, WARREN COUNTY MARRIAGE RECORDS,

1854-1861 (GEN F 497 .W2 V36 1986)
1861-1867 (GEN F 497 .W2 V37 1986)
1872-1876 (GEN F 497 .W2 V373 1987)
1876-1882 (GEN F 497 .W2 V374 1988x)
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WARREN COUNTY CEMETERY RECORDS. FRIENDS MARRIAGES, BIBLE RECORDS, 1 reel (microfilm)

WARREN COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGES, 1803-1854, 1 reel (microfilm)

MISCELLANEOUS

Brien, Lindsay M., MIAMI VALLEY WILL ABSTRACTS, 1803-1850, (GEN F 497 .M64 B7)


Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)


Warren County Genealogical Society, LATE BIRTH RECORDS, WARREN COUNTY, OHIO (ACQUIRED BY ADULTS IN PROBATE COURT), 1988, (GEN F 497 .W2 D86 1988x)

WARREN COUNTY, OHIO AREA KEY, 1977, (GEN F 497 .W2 B4x)
WASHINGTON COUNTY

Organized: 1788

County Seat: Marietta
45750

Original County

ATLAS

Lake, D. J., ATLAS OF WASHINGTON COUNTY, OHIO, 1875 (Reprinted 1985), Indexed separately, (GEN G 1398 .W3 L32 1985x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 212, Reel No. 61)

Roe, Frederick B., ATLAS OF THE CITY OF MARIETTA, WASHINGTON COUNTY, OHIO AND VICINITY: INCLUDING WILLIAMSTOWN, WOOD COUNTY, WEST VIRGINIA, 1902, (GEN F 497 .W3 R63 1902x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 268, Reel No. 80)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

BURIALS IN HARMAR CEMETERY, MARIETTA, OHIO, 1977, (GEN F 497 .W3 M87 1977x)

Cochran, Wes, EAST LAWN MEMORIAL PARK AND VALLEY CEMETERY, 1989, (GEN F 497 .W3 C64 1990x)

Cotton, Willia Dawson, SKETCH OF MOUND CEMETERY, MARIETTA, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .W3 C672x)

DAR, BIBLE AND CEMETERY RECORDS OF WASHINGTON COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .W3 B5x)

McKitrick, Arthur, CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS FROM WASHINGTON COUNTY, OHIO, Vols. 1-4, (GEN F 497 .W3 M34x)


Sloan, Helen Hill, PIONEER CEMETERIES OF WASHINGTON COUNTY, OHIO - 1789-1940, (GEN F 497 .W3 S56x)


Washington County Chapter, OGS, ROCKLAND CEMETERY INScriptions, BELPRE TOWNSHIP, WASHINGTON COUNTY, OHIO, 1985, (GEN F 497 .W3 R62 1985x)

Washington County Chapter, OGS, WATERFORD CEMETERY, 1789-1987, (GEN F 497'.W3 W34 1988x)


CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

Biedel, Helen C., DAVIS RECORDS: WASHINGTON COUNTY, OHIO - EARLY GATEWAY TO THE WEST, (GEN F 497 .W3 B54)

Biedel, Mrs. Herbert W., A DIGEST OF THE SCHOOL RECORD BOOKS OF WILLIAM BIEDEL, WATERTOWN, 1880-1897, (GEN LA 348 .W38 B5x)

DAR, BARTLETT METHODIST CHURCH CIRCUIT RECORDS, (GEN F 497 .W3 D24x)

DAR, BIBLE AND CEMETERY RECORDS OF WASHINGTON COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .W3 B5x)

DAR, BIBLE AND FAMILY RECORDS, (GEN F 497 .W3 D27x)

DAR, BIBLE RECORDS, (GEN F 497 .W3 D26x)

DAR, BIBLE RECORDS FROM THE CAMPUS MARTIUS MUSEUM COLLECTION OF BIBLES, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .W3 M37x)

DAR, BURT, GODDARD, AND HATCH FAMILY HISTORIES, (GEN CS 69 .D28x)

DAR, FAMILY BIBLE RECORDS, (GEN F 497 .W3 P48x)

DAR, FAMILY RECORDS, (GEN CS 69 .D386x)


RECORD OF THE CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH IN HARMAR, OHIO, (Cover title), (GEN F 497 .W3 H37 1987x)

HISTORIES

Andrews, Israel Ward, WASHINGTON COUNTY AND THE EARLY SETTLEMENT OF OHIO, 1877, 83p, (GEN F 497 .W3 A5) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 8, Reel No. 2)

Andrews, Martin, HISTORY OF MARIETTA AND WASHINGTON COUNTY, OHIO, 1902, 1465p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .W3 A53x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 9, Reel No. 2)
Citizens Historical Association, SKETCHES OF MARIETTA CITIZENS, 1942, (GEN F 497 .W3 S54 1942x)


HISTORY OF WASHINGTON COUNTY, OHIO, 1881 (Reprinted 1976), 739p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .W3 H5 1976x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 170, Reel No. 55)


MARIETTA, OHIO, 1776-1976, (GEN F 499 .M3 M275x)

Preston, Mrs. Laura C., HISTORY AND SOME ANECDOTES OF THE SETTLEMENT OF NEWBURY, WASHINGTON COUNTY, OHIO, 1909, 24p, (GEN F 499 .N47 P7x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 258, Reel No. 78)


Schneider, Norris F., HISTORY OF LOWELL AND ADAMS TOWNSHIPS, WASHINGTON COUNTY, OHIO, 1946, 27p, (GEN F 497 .W3 S36x)

Summers, Thomas J., HISTORY OF MARIETTA, 1903, (GEN F 499 .M3 S9)


MARRIAGES

Cochran, Wes, WASHINGTON COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGES, 1789-1918, 4 vols., (GEN F 497 .W3 C63 1986x)

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS, 1789-1841; 1841-1864, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .W3 D28x)

Graham, Bernie and Elizabeth S. Cottle, WASHINGTON COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGES 1789-1840, (GEN F 497 .W3 G7x)


Smith, Marjorie, ed., OHIO MARRIAGES Extracted from The Old Northwest Genealogical Quarterly, (GEN F 490 .S46x)

MISCELLANEOUS


Cottle, Delmer L. and Elizabeth, INDEX TO WALL MAP OF WASHINGTON COUNTY, OHIO 1845, 1972, (GEN G 1398 .W3 W32 1972)

Cottle, Delmer L. and Elizabeth, INDEX TO WASHINGTON COUNTY, OHIO TAX MAP by William Lorey and published by Edwin P. Gardner, 1858, 1971, (GEN F 497 .W3 C67)


Hildreth, S. P., MEMOIRS OF THE EARLY PIONEER SETTLERS OF OHIO, 1852, 539p, (GEN F 490 .H64)

MARIETTA DAILY NEWS, ABSTRACTED May 5 to June 2, 1883, 1982, Indexed, (GEN F 499 .M3 M32x)


Maxwell, Fay, (GEN F 497 .W3 M3983x) Contains:

INDEX FOR WASHINGTON COUNTY, NORTHWEST TERRITORY, OHIO 1800 CENSUS
INDEX FOR WASHINGTON COUNTY MARRIAGES, 1791-1803
REVOLUTIONARY SOLDIERS BURIED IN WASHINGTON COUNTY
BIRTH AND DEATH DATA ON MANY EARLY SETTLERS


Potts, Genevieve Mary, ABSTRACTS AND WILLS AND ADMINISTRATION OF ESTATES, 1788-1850, (GEN F 497 .W3 P6)

Potts, Genevieve Mary, WILLS OF WASHINGTON COUNTY, OHIO, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .W3 P67x)

Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

Rotone, O. L., TOWN CLERK'S RECORD BOOK OF DUNHAM TOWNSHIP TRUSTEE'S MEETINGS, 1855-1902, (GEN 497 .W3 D86x)


SHEPPARD'S MARIETTA CITY DIRECTORY FOR 1873 AND 1874, (GEN F 499 .M3 A14 1873x)
Slaughter, Raymond D., INDEX 1880 CENSUS, WASHINGTON COUNTY, OHIO, 1984, (GEN F 497 .W3 S52 1984x)

Slaughter, Raymond D., INDEX 1900 CENSUS OF WASHINGTON COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .W3 S5x)


Thode, Ernest, INDEX TO NATURALIZATION RECORDS OF WASHINGTON COUNTY, OHIO, 1988, (GEN F 497 .W3 T46 1988x)

TOWNSHIP ENUMERATIONS, WASHINGTON COUNTY, OHIO FOR YEARS 1807-1903, (GEN F 497 .W3 T68x)

Young, Roger O., WASHINGTON COUNTY, OHIO IMMIGRATION & NATURALIZATION ABSTRACTS, VOLUME ONE, 1808-1840, 1985, (GEN F 497 .W3 Y68 1985 v. 1)

Zenglein, Dieter, and others, translated by Ernest Thode, TO THE BANKS OF THE OHIO, AN ESSAY ON EMIGRATION OF PEOPLE FROM THE KOHLBACH ("COAL CREEK") VALLEY TO AMERICA ESPECIALLY WASHINGTON COUNTY, OHIO IN THE 19TH CENTURY, 1988, (GEN F 497 .W3 Z45 1988x)
WAYNE COUNTY

Organized: 1808

County Seat: Wooster

44691

Parent County: Columbiana

ATLAS

BAKER'S MAP OF WAYNE COUNTY, 1856 (Reprinted 1987), (GEN F 497 .W4 R46 1987x)

Caldwell, J. A., CALDWELL'S ATLAS OF WAYNE COUNTY, OHIO, 1897, (GEN G 1398 .W3 C3 1897)

Caldwell, Joseph A., CALDWELL'S ATLAS OF WAYNE COUNTY AND THE CITY OF WOOSTER, 1873 (microfilm, Collection No. 55, Reel No. 16)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

DAR, AN AUTHENTIC RECORD OF THE SOLDIERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION WHO ARE BURIED IN WAYNE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .W4 D388x)

DAR, CEMETERIES OF CONGRESS TOWNSHIP, WAYNE COUNTY, OHIO, 1810-1973, (GEN F 497 .W4 D38x)

DAR, CEMETERY RECORDS, SMITHVILLE, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .W4 C45x)

DAR, LIST OF MALES BURIED IN WAYNE COUNTY, OHIO, WHOSE AGES MAKE THEM ELIGIBLE FOR THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR, WAR OF 1812, AND THE MEXICAN WAR, (GEN F 497 .W4 L57x)

Wayne County Historical Society, WAYNE COUNTY, OHIO BURIAL RECORDS, (GEN F 497 .W4 W38 1980)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1820-1920

FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS

DAR, BIBLE RECORDS, WAYNE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN 497 .W4 S55x)

DAR, EARLY RECORDS OF THE HOLY TRINITY LUTHERAN CHURCH, CANTON, OHIO AND EMMANUEL'S UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST, DOYLESTOWN (WAYNE COUNTY), OHIO, (GEN BX 8076 .C2 H37x)

DAR, EMMANUEL CHURCH, DOYLESTOWN, OHIO, 1817-1936, (GEN BX 8076 .D693 O37x)

Powell, Esther W., ST. MICHAEL'S EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH HISTORY, 1830-1930, (GEN BX 8076 .M36 P6)
HISTORIES

COMMEMORATIVE BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD OF THE COUNTIES OF WAYNE AND HOLMES, 1889 (microfilm, Collection No. 65, Reel No. 20)

COMMEMORATIVE BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD OF WAYNE COUNTY, OHIO, 1889, 608p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .W4 C7) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 66, Reel No. 21)

Douglass, Benjamin, HISTORY OF WAYNE COUNTY, OHIO, 1878 (Reprinted 1973), 868p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .W4 D7 1973x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 76, Reel No. 24)

HISTORY OF WAYNE COUNTY, OHIO, 1910, 2 vols., Indexed separately, (GEN F 497 .W4 H5x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 171, Reel No: 55)

Sterling, Mrs. V. O., HISTORY OF FREDRICKSBURG, OHIO, 1951, 134p, (GEN F499 .F7S74x)

Wayne County History Book Committee, A HISTORY OF WAYNE COUNTY, OHIO, 1987, (GEN F 497 .W4 H57 1987x)

MARRIAGES

DAR, MARRIAGE RECORDS OF WAYNE COUNTY, OHIO, 1812-1867, 6 vols., (GEN F 497 .W4 D28x)

Wayne County Historical Society, SEVENTY-FIVE YEARS OF WAYNE COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGES -- 1813-1888, (GEN F 497 .W4 S4x)

MISCELLANEOUS

Baker, Charles B., HISTORY OF THE NEGRO IN WOOSTER, OHIO, (GEN F 500 .N4 B33x)

Douglass, Benjamin, HISTORY OF THE LAWYERS OF WAYNE COUNTY, OHIO FROM 1812-1900, 1900, Indexed, (GEN CT 254 .D6x)


Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

Smith, Richard G., CENSUS OF 1880, WAYNE COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .W4 S6x)


Smith, Richard G., WAYNE COUNTY TAX LIST, 1826, (GEN F 497 .W4 S64x)

Smith, Richard G., WILL ABSTRACTS, ESTATES AND GUARDIANSHIPS, WAYNE COUNTY, OHIO 1812-1851, (GEN F 497 .W4 S65x)


Wayne County Historical Society, HISTORIC HERITAGE OF WAYNE COUNTY, OHIO, BEING A DIRECTORY OF 256 HISTORICAL HOUSES AND BUILDINGS, 1976, (GEN NA 730 .03 W38x)

Wayne County Historical Society, Genealogical Section, WAYNE COUNTY, OHIO, ABSTRACTS OF NATURALIZATION RECORDS, 1812-1903, 1985, (GEN 497 .W4 W39 1985x)
WILLIAMS COUNTY

Organized: 1820
County Seat: Bryan 43506
Parent County: Darke

ATLAS

COMBINED ATLASES OF WILLIAMS COUNTY, OHIO, 1874, 1894, and PLAT BOOK OF 1904 (Reprinted 1976), (GEN G 1398.W5 U5 1976x) (1874 atlas also on microfilm, Collection No. 177, Reel No. 57)

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

Williams County Genealogical Society, JEFFERSON TOWNSHIP, WILLIAMS COUNTY, OHIO CEMETERY RECORDS, 1986, (GEN F 497.W7 J44 1986bx)
Williams County Genealogical Society, PULASKI TOWNSHIP, WILLIAMS COUNTY, OHIO CEMETERY RECORDS, 1990, (GEN F 497.W7 P84 1990x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1830-1920

HISTORIES


COMMEMORATIVE BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD OF NORTHWESTERN OHIO, INCLUDING THE COUNTIES OF DEFIANCE, HENRY, WILLIAMS AND FULTON, 1899 (microfilm, Collection No. 61, Reel No. 18)

1845 MONTPELIER, OHIO 1976, (GEN F 499.M6 W44x)
Goodspeed, Weston Arthur ed., COUNTY OF WILLIAMS, OHIO, HISTORICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL, 1882 (Reprinted 1975), 820p, Indexed, (GEN F 497.W7 G66 1975x) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 102, Reel No. 31)
Lupien, David L., OUR GARDEN OF EDON, 1584, (GEN F 497.W7 L86 1984x)
Shinn, William H., THE COUNTY OF WILLIAMS, 1905 (microfilm, Collection No. 275, Reel No. 83)
Williams County Historical Society, WILLIAMS COUNTY, OHIO, 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .W7 W54x)


Works Project Program. BRYAN AND WILLIAMS COUNTY, OHIO, 1941, 117p, (GEN F 497 .W7 W7)

MARRIAGES


MISCELLANEOUS


Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

Williams County Genealogical Society, OGS, RECORDS GUIDE, 1982, (GEN F 497 .W7 R4x)

Williams County Genealogical Society, OGS, SURNAME INDEX, 1982, (GEN F 497 .W7 S970x)

Williams County Genealogical Society, OGS, WILLIAMS COUNTY, OHIO 1870 CENSUS, (GEN F 497 .W7 L32x)

VOL. 1 BRADY TOWNSHIP INCLUDING WEST UNITY
VOL. 2 CENTER TOWNSHIP
VOL. 3 BRODWATER TOWNSHIP
VOL. 4 JEFFERSON TOWNSHIP
VOL. 5 FLORENCE TOWNSHIP
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WOOD COUNTY

Organized: 1820
County Seat: Bowling Green
43402

Parent County: Logan

ATLAS

WOOD COUNTY, OHIO ATLASES, 1875-1912 (Reprinted 1982), (GEN G 1398 .W6 W6 1982x)
(Also on microfilm, Collection No. 7, Reel No. 2), Contains:

1912 Wood County Atlas pub. by The Maumee Valley Map Co.
1886 Wood County Atlas pub. by Griffing, Gordon & Co.
1875 Lucas and Wood County Atlas pub. by Andreas & Baskin
1875 Wood County Atlas pub. by H. H. Hardesty & Co.,

CEMETERY AND DEATH RECORDS

DAR, SCOTCH RIDGE CEMETARY, WOOD COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .W8 S36x)
Schumaker, Helen, Pastor Adam, and Ruth Graf, UNION HILL CEMETERY, PLAIN TOWNSHIP, WOOD COUNTY, OHIO, 1984, (GEN F 497 .W8 S34 1984x)

Wood County Chapter, OGS, BRADNER CEMETERY, MONTGOMERY TOWNSHIP IN WOOD COUNTY, OHIO & CHESTNUT RIDGE CEMETERY, SCOTT TOWNSHIP IN SANDUSKY COUNTY, OHIO, 1990, (GEN F 497 .W6 B72 1990x)

Wood County Chapter, OGS, CEMETERIES IN...

BLOOM TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .W8 C44 1986x)
GRAND RAPIDS TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .W8 C443 1991x)
HENRY AND JACKSON TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .W8 C445 1986x)
LIBERTY TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .W8 O46x 1983)
MILTON TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .W8 C447 1987x)
OAK GROVE CEMETERY IN BOWLING GREEN (CENTER TOWNSHIP), 2 vols., (GEN F 497 .W8 O34 1985x)
PERRY TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .W8 C448 1989x)
PLAIN TOWNSHIP, PLUS INACTIVE CEMETERIES IN MIDDLETOWN AND CENTER TOWNSHIPS, (GEN F 497 .W8 C449 1988x)
PORTAGE TOWNSHIP, MOUNT ZION, JERRY CITY, PORTAGE, (GEN F 497 .W8 C45 1985x)
TROY TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .W8 C45105 1989x)
WASHINGTON TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .W8 C451 1987x)
WESTON TOWNSHIP, (GEN F 497 .W8 C452 1986x)

CENSUS MICROFILM

1830-1920
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FAMILY-CHURCH-BIBLE RECORDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jones, Paul Willis, <strong>PRESBYTERIANS IN BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 1885-1980</strong>, (GEN BX 8947 .03x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murray, Melvin L., <strong>THE RETURN TO RISDON: HISTORY OF THE METHODIST CHURCH IN FOSTORIA, OHIO 1833-1900, 1968</strong>, (GEN BX 8249 .F67 M87x)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HISTORIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>(Also on microfilm, Collection No. 67, Reel No. 21)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kline, Judy, <strong>100 YEARS OF HERITAGE, HOYTVILLE CENTENNIAL, WOOD COUNTY, OHIO, 1887 to 1987, 1987</strong>, (GEN F 497 .W8 K54 1987x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maumee Valley Pioneer Association, <strong>ADDRESSES, MEMORIALS, AND SKETCHES, 1900 and 1901</strong>, (GEN F 497 .M4 M42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PORTRAIT AND BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD OF CITY OF TOLEDO AND LUCAS AND WOOD COUNTIES, 1895</strong> (microfilm, Collection No. 252, Reel No. 76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slocum, Charles, <strong>HISTORY OF THE MAUMEE RIVER BASIN, 1905, 638p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .M4 S5)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stevens, Marilyn, <strong>THE VILLAGE (Grand Rapids, Ohio), 1961, 58p, (GEN F 499 .G68 S8)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winter, Nevin Otto, <strong>HISTORY OF NORTHWESTERN OHIO, 1917, 3 vols., Indexed, (GEN F 497 .A15 W7)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARRIAGES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DAR, <strong>MARRIAGES OF WOOD COUNTY, OHIO 1820-1865</strong>, (GEN F 497 .W8 D28x)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MISCELLANEOUS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bloomdale Centennial Committee, <strong>BLOOMDALE, OHIO AREA OBITUARIES, 1988</strong>, (GEN F 497 .W8 B46 1988x)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Flavell, Carol Willsey, WOOD COUNTY OHIO GENEALOGICAL GUIDE, 1978, (GEN F 497 .W8 F5x)

Powell, Esther W., EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS, (GEN F 490 .P68)

Van Tassel, Charles S., MEN OF WOOD COUNTY AND FAMILIAR FACES OF OHIO, (GEN F 496 .V25 1896x)

Wood County Chapter, OGS, 1830 & 1840 CENSUS OF WOOD COUNTY, 1989, (GEN F 497 .W8 N583 1989x)

Wood County Chapter, OGS, INDEX TO 1870 U. S. CENSUS OF WOOD COUNTY, OHIO, 1985, (GEN F 497 .W8 I51 1985x)

Wood County Chapter, OGS, INDEX TO NATURALIZATION RECORDS, WOOD COUNTY, OHIO, BOOK ONE & TWO, 1990, (GEN F 497 .W8 I515 1990x)

Wood County Chapter, OGS, AN INDEX TO THE 1880 U. S. CENSUS OF WOOD COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN F 497 .W8 I52 1983x)

Wood County Chapter, OGS, AN INDEX TO: WOOD COUNTY, OHIO WILLS, ESTATES, & GUARDIANSHIPS, 1851-1900, July 1986, (GEN F 497 .W8 I54 1986)


Wood County Chapter, OGS, WOOD COUNTY, OHIO EARLY LANDOWNERS RECORDED PATENT DEEDS, 1822-1854, INCLUDING 1858 LANDOWNERS MAP, 1990, (GEN F 497 .W8 W66 1990x)
Wyandot County
Organized: 1845
County Seat: Upper Sandusky
43351

Parent Counties: Marion, Crawford, Hardin & Hancock

Atlas
Hare, A. J., Atlas of Wyandot County, 1879 (microfilm, Collection No. 119, Reel No. 35)

Cemetery and Death Records
DA©, Cemetery Records of Wyandot County, Ohio, (GEN F 497 .W9 D76x)
DAR, Wyandot County, Ohio Cemetery Burial Records, 6 vols., (GEN F 497 .W9 D285x)

Census Microfilm
1850-1920

Family-Church-Bible Records
Ghosts and Living, Early Churches of Wyandot County, (GEN F 497 .W9 G46x)
Wyandot County Chapter, OGS, Wyandot County, Ohio Family Bible Records, 1987, (GEN F 497 .W9 F35x v.1)

Histories
Biographical Memoirs of Wyandot County, 1902 (microfilm, Collection No. 37, Reel No. 12)
History of Wyandot County, Ohio, 1884, 1065p, Indexed, (GEN F 497 .W9 H6) (Also on microfilm, Collection No. 172, Reel No. 56)

Marriages
DAR, Marriage Records of Wyandot County, Ohio 1845-1865, (GEN F 497 .W9 D28x)
MISCELLANEOUS


Saltsman, Harriett A., GRANTOR INDEX TO DEEDS AND RECORDS OF WYANDOT COUNTY, UPPER SANDUSKY, OHIO 1826-1870, (GEN F 497 .W9 S34x)

Watts, Arethusa, MOSTLY GHOSTS, STAGECOACH, INNS-HOTELS, COVERED BRIDGES, TOWNS IN WYANDOT COUNTY, OHIO, 1985, (GEN F 497 .W9 W37 1985)

Wyandot County Chapter, OGS, 1870 WYANDOT COUNTY, OHIO FEDERAL CENSUS INDEX, ALSO 1870 TOWNSHIP MAPS AND LANDOWNERS, 1988, (GEN F 497 .W9 E54 1988x)

Wyandot County Chapter, OGS, 1877 WYANDOT COUNTY, OHIO DIRECTORY REPRINT, 1987, (GEN F 497 .W9 A18 1987x)


Wyandot County Chapter, OGS, OHIO’S RANK AND FILE FROM WYANDOT COUNTY, OHIO IN THE WAR OF THE REBELLION, 1988, (GEN F 497 .W9 O34 1988x)

Wyandot Tracers, OGS, SCHOOL BELLS RINGING OUT OUR HERITAGE, EARLY SCHOOLS OF WYANDOT COUNTY, OHIO, (GEN LB 1567 .S34 1989x)